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Preface
T
his.is. the. inaugural.volume.of. the.series.“Perspectives.on.Open.
Access.”.Since.2009,.the.University.of.Ottawa.has.made.a.strong.
commitment. to. supporting. and. promoting. Open.Access. initiatives,.
and. the.University.of.Ottawa.Press.has.developed.a.significant.col-
lection. of. titles. that. are. openly. available.. The. University. of. Ottawa.





plications. of. Open.Access. philosophy. and. practice. in. its. economic,.
social,. cultural,. and. political. dimensions..As. an. emerging. and. vital.
area. of. scholarly. inquiry,. Open.Access. is. playing. a. growing. role. in.
shaping. public. policy. and. the. values. of. contemporary. society.. This.
timely.book.focuses.on.the.role.of.Open.Science.in.today’s.world..It.
brings. together. the. collective. learning. and. knowledge. from. twelve.
research.projects.that.formed.the.Open.and.Collaborative.Science.in.
Development.Network.(OCSDNet)..This.network.engaged.in.a.wide.
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status.quo.of.knowledge.production.by.asserting. the. importance.of.
democratizing.knowledge,.by.reassessing.the.power.relations.in.our.
knowledge. infrastructure,.and.by.arguing. that. scientific.knowledge.
needs.to.be.managed.in.collaboration.with.those.who.help.generate.
it.and.will.benefit.from.it..As.such,.it.raises.questions.about.the.role.







from. research. projects. in. Lebanon,. Kenya,. Haiti,. Brazil,.Argentina,.
Kyrgyzstan,. Southwest.Asia,. and. elsewhere.. It. covers. a. very. broad.
range.of. issues—water.quality.testing,.disaster.recovery.planning,.a.





Leslie. Chan,. writes,. “The. ability. to. participate,. to. connect,. and. to.
co-produce. knowledge. with. others. who. share. common. concerns. is.
far.more.important.than.simply.access.to.content.or.resources.”.The.
researchers. behind. these. projects. also. share. a. belief. in. the. critical.
.importance.of.applying.Open.Science.thinking.to.developing.sustain-
able. solutions. for. environmental,. health-related,. and. socioeconomic.
issues.that.affect.people.everywhere.
As. such,. this. framework. of. openness. in. science. embodies. a.
keenly.ethical.dimension..It.raises.pointed.questions.of.social.justice.
and. the. legitimacy. of. scientific. purpose. and. action. while. incorpor-
ating. diverse. forms. of. knowing. and. knowledge. distribution. into.




world.. We.are.very.proud. to.publish. it,. and.we.hope. that. you.will.
find.it.engaging,.provocative,.and.inspiring.
Tony.Horava,.Series.Editor,.Perspectives.on.Open.Access
2 CONTEXTUALIZING OPENNESS 
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C H A P T E R  1




pen. Science. is. the. idea. that. knowledge. from. across. different.
domains. should. be. openly. shared. as. early. as. it. is. practical. in.
the.research.process.(Nielsen.2011)..Extending.beyond.the.discourse.
on.Open.Access,.which.has.focused.on.free.online.access.to.research.
outputs. (Chan. and. Gray. 2014),. Open. Science. proposes. to. expand.
access.to.and.participation.in.the.processes.and.outputs.of.the.entire.
research.life.cycle.(Bartling.and.Friesike.2014;.Friesike.et.al..2015)..This.
also. implies. that. an. expanded. range. of. actors,. including. “citizens,”.
could. take. part. in. the. knowledge. production. process,. from. agenda.
setting.to.research.design,.and.from.the.dissemination.and.uptake.of.
research.to.subsequent.policy.influence.(Chan.et.al..2015).
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consistent.with.the.value.and.culture.of.knowledge.sharing.and.col-
laboration. that. is. at. the. heart. of. the. idea. of. knowledge. commons,.





tivations. underlying. the. formation. of. the. Open. and. Collaborative.





This.volume.brings. together. the.collective. learning.and.obser-
vations. by. the. twelve. research. projects. that. formed. the. OCSDNet,.
which.for. two.years. (2015–2017).engaged. in.research.and.participa-
tory. activities. to. understand. the. benefits,. potential,. and. limitations.
of. Open. Science. principles. and. practices. in. various. Global. South
1
contexts..The.primary.aim.of.this.collection.is.to.present.case.studies,.

















From. its. onset,. the. network. was. also. supported. by. a. team. of.
international. expert. advisors
2
. who. each. served. as. mentor. for. a. set.
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of. projects.. The. advisors. also. assisted. the. coordination. team. in. re-
fining.the.initial.research.framework,.evaluating.proposals.from.the.
sub-grantees,. and. providing. strategic. advice. on. how. best. to. utilize.





The. OCSDNet. sub-projects. were. selected. through. a. broad.
open. call. for. concept. notes. in. July. 2014.
3
. We. received. over. ninety.
submissions. on. a. broad. range. of. initiatives. from. around. the. world.
and.selected.fifteen.projects. to. take.part. in.a.proposal.development.
workshop. in. Nairobi. in. October. 2014..A. two-month. online. interac-
tive. proposal. development. phase. followed. the. workshop,. and. final.
approval. of. the. twelve. projects. was. made. in. early. 2015,. with. each.
project.receiving.funding.for.a.two-year.period.
Three.of.the.twelve.projects.were.based.in.Sub-Saharan..Africa,.




researchers.were. distributed. across. twenty-six. countries.. The. teams.
were. composed. of. individuals. with. highly. diverse. academic. and.
practical. backgrounds,. including. law,. performance. art,. education,.
climate. change. research,. science. and. technology. studies,. the. maker.
movement,. intellectual.property. rights,.biodiversity,.health,.and.en-
vironmental.conservation.
In. addition,. the. projects. were. carried. out. by. a. broad. range. of.
research.actors,.from.young.or.early.career.researchers.to.those.with.
well-established. records. and. deep. local. and. international. network-




The. variety. of. geographic,. institutional,. and. subject. areas. provided.
rich.opportunities.for.case.studies.as.well.as.for.comparative.analysis..
Importantly,. the.diversity.of. research.collaborators.and.participants.
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of. Open. Science. to. contribute. toward. inclusive. and. sustainable. de-
velopment.in.their.local.contexts.
5
Research Questions and Objectives





of. evidence. to. inform. policy. and. practice,. and. nurture. a. commu-
nity.of. researchers.who. identify. themselves.as.working.on.OCS. for.
development..While. the.researchers. from.the.sub-projects.served.as.
collaborators.of.the.network,.each.project.also.served.as.a.case.study.
by. providing. empirical. observations. and. reflective. learning. for. the.
network. synthesis. and. the. overall. understanding. of. what. openness.
means.across.the.various.knowledge.production.contexts.








to. develop. conceptual. frameworks. to. deepen. our. understanding. of.
“openness”—not. only. with. regard. to. Open. Science,. but. across. the.
broad. spectrum. of. discourses. on. openness,. such. as. Open.Access,.
Open.Educational.Resources,.Open.Data,.and.Open.Innovation..The.
secondary.goal.was.to.use.the.results.from.the.grounded.method.to.
develop. a. theory. of. change,. and. to. better. understand. how. change.
happens.with.regard.to.knowledge.production,.circulation,.and.shar-
ing,.and.what.potential.outcomes.they.would.produce.
Given.this.approach,. the.key.stipulation.for. the. initial.concept.
note.was.that.any.proposal.must.connect.with.one.or.a.combination.
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2.. .Identifying.the.enabling.infrastructures.and.technologies.for.
Open.Science;








around. these. themes. and. began. to. collect. much-needed. empirical.
observations. and. conceptual. framings. to. fill. in. some. major. gaps..
These. include. gaps. in. observations. of. Open. Science. practices. from.
the. Global. South. contexts,. gaps. in. conceptualization. of. “openness”.







Organization of the Book
Despite. the. relatively. short. funding. period. (three. years. for. the.
.coordinating.team.and.two.for.each.sub-project),.a.number.of.over-
lapping. themes. emerged.. Thus,. the. involvement. of. “citizens”. and.
non-.specialists.in.the.research.process.and.the.development.of.locally.
specific.tools.and.frameworks.for.collaboration.are.common.themes.
for. many. of. the. projects. (Hillyer. et. al.. 2017)..As. the. coordination.
team. continued. to. analyze. the. numerous. outputs. and. final. reports.
from.the.various.projects,.further.common.themes—as.well.as.unique.
challenges.and.perspectives—were.revealed:.these.include.the.power.
and. complexity. of. multi-actor. collaborations,. the. “situated”. nature.
of.openness,.openness.as.a.dynamic.process.of.negotiation,.and.the.
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of.Open.Science.in.general,.and.of.“openness”.in.particular,.the.Man-
ifesto. is.best.understood.as.a.“living”.document.. It.will.continue.to.






book. was. somewhat. artificial.. For. example,. the. issue. of. .governance.
is.present.in.all.the.studies,.as.is.the.issue.of.negotiating.the.bound-
aries. of. openness,. such. that. the. chapters. could. have. been. .arranged.
.differently. according. to. the. emphasis. that. we. wish. to. provide.. The.
.current..groupings.were.made.following.the.first.network-wide..meeting.
in.Bangkok. in.February.2016,.at.which.each. team.presented.a. short.
concept.paper.based.on.their.research.after.one.year..We.asked.each.of.
the.teams.to.reflect.on.what.“openness”.meant.in.their.local.research.
and. community. contexts,. and. we. asked. them. to. select. the. section.
heading. they. thought. best. suited. their. emphasis.. It. was. .generally.










their. key. takeaways. from. the. papers. in. each. section.. The. following.
provides.a.brief.overview.of.the.structure.of.this.collection.and.details.
on.the.four.sections,.each.of.which.comprises.three.chapters.
Section 1: Defining Open Science in Development
As.noted.in.Apiwat.Ratanawaraha’s. introduction.to.this.section,.the.
three.chapters.do.not.explicitly.engage.in.a.formal.definition.of.Open.
Science. or. Development.. Instead,. each. project. illustrates. a. form. of.
Open.Science.in.action,.involving.local.actors.in.addressing.a.partic-
ular.issue.that.was.relevant.to.the.community..These.studies.vividly.
demonstrate. the. importance. of. community. members. as. knowledge.
10 CONTEXTUALIZING OPENNESS 






Transnational. Networks. and. Local. Tinkering. in. Southeast. Asia,”.
Kera.and.Huang.drew.from.participant.observations.on.a.variety.of.




citizen. science. initiatives. tend. to. cater. toward. larger,. institutional,.


















levels. of. motivation. toward. Open. Science. for. both. parties..As. a. re-
sult.of.various.workshops,.seven.locally.driven.community.initiatives.
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representatives. and,. hence,. to. take. increased. ownership. over. their.
community’s.health.and.well-being.
Section 2: Governing Open Science




izing. agreements,. ensuring. a. common. language. and. shared. values,.
and,.above.all,.establishing.a.clear.understanding.of.who.has.control.
over.what..The.chapters.in.this.section.illustrate.how.these.complex.











institutions.and.between.disciplines.while. revealing. the. importance.
of. building. Open. Science. infrastructures. in. participatory. ways..An.




defined. roles. that. allowed. for. efficient,. longer-term. planning. and.
governance.of.the.infrastructure..Communication,.transparency,.and.
12 CONTEXTUALIZING OPENNESS 




of. Chapter. 7,. “Collaborative. Development. of. an. Open. Knowledge.












infrastructures,. this. project. highlights. that. the. social. dimensions. of.
building.such.tools.are.key.to.their.long-term.success..In.that.way,.the.




research.purposes,. there. is. the.potential. for.great. synergies.but.also.




universities. and. research. institutions.. Thus,. this. project. sought. to.
.assess. the. national. and. institutional. policy. context. for. the. potential.
of.Open.Science,.and.what.this.shift.could.entail.for.partnerships.be-





Section 3: Negotiating Open Science
Hebe.Vessuri.provides.the.introductory.framing.for.this.section..She.
reminds. us. that. openness. is. not. an. end. itself,. and. that. in. thinking.
 Situating Openness: Whose Open Science?  13






opening. process,. the. more. capabilities. and. tools. they. will. need. in.








while. non-hegemonic. countries. tend. to. take. on. secondary. roles..
Nonetheless,. the. growing. discourse. on. Open. Science. provides. the.
opportunity.to.reflect.critically.on.the.roles.and.outcomes.of.collab-







due. to. their. low-profit. potential.. Through. their. analysis,. the. team.
identified.that.drivers—that.is.the.individuals.or.groups.initially.en-
gaged. in. mobilizing. scientific. knowledge. for. particular. outcomes—
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influence.the.context.in.which.current.research.is.situated..This.project.
broadly. aimed. to. develop. a. political,. ecological. approach. to. under-
standing.the.relationship.between.climate.change,.intellectual.property,.
and. Indigenous.peoples..The.approach. taken.was. influenced.by.“de-
colonizing. methodologies”. and. feminist. perspectives. and,. like. other.
projects.in.the.network,.employs.participatory.action.research.method-
ologies.to.guide.not.just.the.substantive.but.also.procedural.elements.
of. the. research.. The. authors. share. their. experience. with. developing.
“community-researcher. contracts”. in. an. attempt. to. make. researchers.
more.accountable. to. Indigenous.Nama.and.Griqua.communities.and.







analyzes. four. diverse. cases. of. Open. Science. in.Argentina,. charac-
terizing. what. is. being. opened,. how,. and. who. participates. in. these.
practices.. Their. study. suggests. that. as. scientists. progressively. open.
more. stages. of. their. research,. they. enter. into. a. social. terrain. that.
challenges. their. formal. scientific. norms. and. ways. of. working.. This.
process. of. transition. also. puts. new. strains. on. Open. Science. practi-








Section 4: Open Science for Social Transformation
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in. Brazil”.Albagli. and. a. diverse. research. team. raise. fundamental.
questions.about.openness.and.its.practice..The.community.of.Uba-




able. development. perspective.. This. project. draws. on. a. reflective,.




that,. on. the. one. hand,. open. and. collaborative. science. does. create.
new. spaces. and. methods. for. traditionally. marginalized. groups. to.
engage. in. scientific.discussions.and. local.problem-solving,.mainly.
in.controversial.and.conflict.situations.and.as.a.condition.for.resil-
ience. and. political. struggle. for. alternative. paths. of. development..
On. the. other. hand,. the. very. idea. of. openness. is. under. dispute:.
what.(open).science.and.for.whom?.The.idea.of.science.itself.is.also.
under. dispute,. and. nowadays. this. dispute. lies. at. the. very. core. of.
democracy.building.
Further.questioning. the.notion.of. for.whom.and.by.whom. is.
science.being.opened,.a.diverse.Francophone.team.led.by.Piron.has.
16 CONTEXTUALIZING OPENNESS 
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been.working.on.“Towards.African.and.Haitian.Universities.in.Ser-
vice. to. Sustainable. Local. Development:. The. Contribution. of. Fair.
Open.Science”.(Chapter.14)..Having.identified.the.historically.unjust.
and.devastating.legacy.of.colonialism.and.its. impact.on.higher.ed-
ucation. throughout.Francophone.Africa,. the. team.sought. to.define.
and. promote. Open. Science. and. Open.Access. in. French-speaking.
West.Africa. and. Haiti. using. a. network-building. and. advocacy. ap-
proach,.using.social.media.tools,.surveys,.and.workshops..Targeting.
the. lack.of.access. to.academic. journals.experienced.by.many. insti-
tutions.within. these.regions,. the. team.engaged.university.students.
and.staff.in.discussions.about.access.to.research.and.the.proportional.




that. acknowledges. the. right. of. human. beings. to. participate. in. the.
creation.of.knowledge.that.is.relevant.to.their.own.lives,.experiences,.
and.ways.of.knowing.












and. historical. contingencies.. Our. collective. observations. therefore.
challenge. the. tendency. to. define. Open. Science. as. a. set. of. techni-
cal. infrastructure,. workflow,. protocols,. and. licensing. conditions.
that. can. be. universally. applied. regardless. of. context,. history,. and.
human.agency.
6
Such. a. tendency. mirrors. the. Eurocentric. tradition. of. seeing.
Western.Science.as.universal.and.superior,.while.rendering.invisible.
other.forms.of.knowing.that.are.deemed.unscientific.because.they.
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do.not. fit. into.a.monolithic.view.of.how.science. is.defined. (Shiva.
2016).. This. tendency. also. reflects. the. reality. that. global. processes.
of. knowledge. production. and. research. agenda. setting. have. his-
torically. been. shaped. and. solidified. by. a. set. of. privileged,. pow-
erful,. and.exclusive.actors.and. institutions,.ultimately. influencing.
the.way. in.which.the.world.understands.“valid”.and.“legitimate”.
scientific.knowledge.and.research.agenda.(De.Sousa.Santos.2014)..
This. limited. representation. of. knowledge. leads. to. an. incomplete.
understanding. of. the. world. and. of. the. issues. affecting. local. com-
munities. (Sillitoe.2007;.Moletsane.2015).. It.also. leads. to.what.David.
Hess.(2016).refers.to.as.“Undone.Science,”.namely.“areas.of.research.
that. are. left. unfunded,. incomplete,. or. generally. ignored,. but. that.
social. movements. or. civil. society. organizations. often. identify. as.
worthy. of. more. research”. (Frickel. et. al.. 2010,. 444)..Unchallenged,.
this.neocolonial,.market-driven.system.will.continue.to.exacerbate.
knowledge.and.research.inequalities.with.serious.consequences.for.
sustainable. and. equitable. development. (Hall. et. al.. 2014;. Hall. and.
Tandon.2017b;.Fuchs.2017).
One. of. the. goals. of. this. book. was. to. identify. the. structural,.
technical,. policy,. and. cultural. contexts. for. Open. Science. among. the.
twelve. projects. in. order. to. begin. to. recognize. the. plurality. and. di-
versity. in. the. framing. and. meanings. of. “science,”. “openness,”. and.
“development.”.We.believe.the.case.studies.provide.a.range.of.critical.
discussion. and. reflection. on. the. nature. of. openness. and. its. impli-












Cronin.2016).. It. is. therefore. important. to.ask.for.whom.“science”. is.
being.opened,.by.whom,.who.stands.to.benefit,.and.who.may.suffer.
the. risks.of.being. further.excluded.and.marginalized..Such.a.call. is.
one.of.the.most.consistent.themes.throughout.this.volume.
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of. diverse. cultures,. epistemologies,. research. traditions,. disciplinary.







and. local. actors. represented. by. the. twelve. chapters. in. this. book.










questions. as. many. of. the. lofty. goals. of. sustainable. development.
cannot.be.easily.achieved.without.acknowledging.the.importance.of.
epistemic.or.cognitive.justice.as.the.foundation.for.development..In.
the. process,. we. are. also. modelling. Open. Science. on. what. Connell.
(2018:. 404). referred. to. as. “mosaic. epistemology,”. which. “offers. a.
clear.alternative.to.northern.hegemony.and.global.inequality,.replac-
ing. the.priority.of.one.knowledge.system.with. respectful. relations.
among.many.”
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knowledge.production..These. regions. span.across.Africa,.Asia,. the.Americas,. as.
well.as.Europe.






6.. .For. example,. the. highly. cited. definition. in. the. OECD. document. (2015). and. the.
definition. by. FOSTER. (https://www.fosteropenscience.eu/content/what-open.
-science-introduction),.and.EU-funded.project.on.training.for.Open.Science.
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C H A P T E R  2
Principles for an Inclusive Open 




The. OCSDNet. Manifesto. is. the. result. of. one. year. of. participatory.
consultations. and. debates. among. members. of. the. Open. and. Col-
laborative.Science.in.Development.Network.(OCSDNet),.a.network.
of. twelve. research-practitioner. teams. from. Latin.America,.Africa,.
the.Middle.East,.and.Asia..Through.research.projects.grounded.in.
diverse. regions. and. disciplines,. OCSDNet. members. explored. the.
scope. and. possibilities. of. Open. Science. as. a. transformative. tool.





critical. development. theory. and. empirical. examples. arising. from.
OCSDNet.research.teams..Taken.as.a.collective,.this.chapter.articu-
lates.the.network’s.vision.of.an.inclusive.and.critical.understanding.
of. open. and. collaborative. science. in. the. context. of. development..
In. doing. so,. it. is. our. intention. to. contribute. toward. challenging.
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Introduction
The. development. of. the. Open. and. Collaborative. Science. in. Devel-
opment. (OCSDNet). Manifesto. was. largely. in. response. to. what. we.
perceived. as. the. lack. of. transformative. and. critical. approaches. to.
Open. Science. in. the. global. scientific. and. development. community..
Most. mainstream. narratives. about. OS,. emerging. particularly. from.





the.scientific.community.as.well.as. to. the.public. (Nosek.et.al..2015;.
Leonelli. et. al.. 2015;. McKiernan. et. al.. 2016).. While. we. recognize. a.
great. deal. of. progress. has. been. made. through. technology-enabled.









should. entail. (see. subsequent. chapters),. the. network. consequently.
spent. many. hours. debating. and. articulating. our. respective. values.




discuss. openness,. collaboration,. and. inclusion. in. science,. resulting.
in.seven.principles
1






cussed. the.configuration.and.roles.of. structural.power. in. their. con-
texts,.asking:.To.whom.does.knowledge.belong?.Who.benefits.from.
the.production.and.circulation.of.scientific.knowledge?.Who.gets.to.
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participate. in.knowledge.production.processes?.And,. in.what.ways.




that. are. relevant. across. multiple. contexts. in. the. Global. South.. We.
propose.that.Open.and.Collaborative.Science.in.Development:
1.. .Enables. a. knowledge. commons. where. all. individuals. have.
the. means. to. decide. how. their. knowledge. is. governed. and.
managed.to.address.their.needs;
2.. .Recognizes. cognitive. justice. and. the. need. for. diverse. un-








6.. .Incentivizes. inclusive. infrastructures. that. empower. people.
of.all.abilities. to.make.and.use.accessible.open-source. tech-
nologies;.and
7.. .Uses. knowledge. as. a. pathway. to. sustainable. development,.
equipping.every.individual.to.improve.the.well-being.of.our.
society.and.planet.




a. document. that. outlined. our. position. in. the. Open. Science. debate,.
reflecting.our.commitment.for.a.more.inclusive,.collaborative,.and.just.
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participants. shared. and. debated. their. views. about. what. Open. Sci-
ence. means. for. them. and. their. communities.. During. the. process. of.
consultation,. the. coordinating. research. team. specifically. looked. for.
common.keywords,.themes,.and.ideas.that.encapsulated.the.principles.
and. processes. guiding. the. research. practice. of. the. twelve. research.
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teams..In.addition,.we.also.carried.out.feedback.sessions.to.improve.
the. content. of. our. document. and. to. develop. a. tone,. language,. and.
dissemination.format.that.reflects.the.inclusive.and.collaborative.spirit.














Figure �.�. OCSDnet Manifesto Principles and Reading List 
of Key Authors
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of. the. many. authors,. but. also. to. further. visualize. the. intersections.
between.Open.Science.and.the.many.streams.of.social. justice.schol-
arship..We.also.hope.that.its.users.will.continue.to.make.suggestions.




Toward an Inclusive Open Science Through the OCS Manifesto
Principle 1: Knowledge Commons
A.knowledge.commons. is. established.when. intellectual. and.cultural. re-
sources. are. collectively. managed,. shared,. used,. and. governed. by. all. or.
most.members.of.a.community.









organizational. and. state. boundaries. to. manage. common. resources.
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and.cultural.changes.that.democratize.the.benefits.of.science.for.all,.
not.just.for.the.elites..This.further.raises.important.questions.around.





























within. an. openly. accessible. e-database. for. improved. access. by. re-
searchers.and.the.general.public.(see.Chapter.6)..The.intention.of.the.
project. was. to. understand. who. was. accessing. the. botanical. records.
and.for what.purposes..As.a.whole,.the.project.uncovered.surprisingly.
high.rates.of.access.to.records.within.the.centralized.system,.partic-
ularly. in. comparison. to. access. at. the. individual-institutional. level..
However,.despite. this. increased.overall.usage.of. the.botanical.data,.
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the.team.was.surprised.when.one.of.the.larger.institutions.withdrew.
their.participation.and.all.of.their.respective.data.from.the.consortium..
The. institution’s.assumption.was. that.as.a. large.and.well-resourced.
research. institution,. they. had. previously. been. a. key. gatekeeper. of.
botanical.records..But.now.that.access.had.been.made.more.readily.
available. for. smaller. institutions,. there. was. an. understanding. that.
the.larger.institution’s.“status”.had.been.somewhat.diminished..This.
example.illustrates.the.tension.that.can.be.created.when.institutions.
of. varying. power. participate. in. a. common. project.. In. this. case,. the.
















Principle 2: Cognitive Justice
This. ideal. considers. that. all. individuals. and. communities,. regardless. of.
their. culture,. gender,. socioeconomic. status,. or. language,. should. be. able.







the. world. (Mignolo. 2002;. Grosfoguel. 2007).. Many. mainstream. sci-
entists.are. taught. to.pursue.a.positivist.scientific.methodology.with.
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the. intention.of.arriving.at.a.singular.and.objective. truth. (Mies.and.
Shiva.2014)..While.positivism.does.serve.specific.purposes,. feminist.
scholars. of. science. (e.g.,. Harding. 1986,. 2006,. 2015;. Haraway. 1988;.
Shiva. 1995,. 2016). have. been. exposing. methodological. and. gender.
biases.in.western.science.for.decades.
Against. the. idea. that.science. is.neutral.and.objective,.Harding.
developed.the.“standpoint.theory,”.suggesting.that.one’s.perspectives.
are. grounded. and. shaped. by. his. or. her. social. and. political. experi-
ences.(Harding.2015)..Thus,.the.way.that.one.understands.the.world.
and,.hence,.subscribes.to.a.particular.version.of.legitimate.knowledge.
is. to. a. large. degree. dependent. on. lived. experiences,. or. a. personal.
standpoint.. This. theory. is. further. reinforced. by. what. Harding. calls.
“strong.objectivity”—the.notion.that.the.lived.experiences.of.individ-
uals. (particularly. those. who. tend. to. be. politically. or. economically.













notably.Arturo. Escobar. (2011),. Boaventura. de. Sousa. Santos. (2008),.
and.Walter.Mignolo. (2011)—have.been.calling. for.another.world.of.
decolonized.science.as.an.alternative.to.northern.epistemologies..They.





It. is. of. significance. that. these. calls. for. diverse. epistemologies.
and.cognitive.inclusion.are.echoed.by.many.of.the.projects.in.OCSD-
Net.. For. instance,. OCSDNet’s. Projet SOHA. “OCS,. Empowerment.
and.Cognitive.Justice”—a.networked.collaboration.stretching.across.
French-speaking.West.Africa.and.Haiti—focuses.on.raising.awareness.
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around.the.cognitive. injustices.that.many.university.students. in.the.






creation. and. legitimacy. as. one. might. find. in. Northern. institutions..
In. doing. so,. institutions. may. intentionally. (or. unintentionally). de-




ing. cultures. are. potentially. harmful,. as. they. tend. to. promote. and.
idealize.de-localized.and.imposed.forms.of.knowledge.and.research,.
rather. than. prioritizing. local. solutions. to. local. challenges.. Using. a.
network-building. and. information-sharing. approach,. the. intention.
of. Projet SOHA. has. thus. been. to. foster. a. culture. of. “science. aimed.
at. the. creation. of. locally. relevant,. freely. accessible,. and. reusable.
knowledge.by.empowered.and.confident.researchers.using.not.only.
epistemologies. from. the. North,. but. all. kinds. of. epistemologies. and.
methods.”.From.their.work,.they.have.found.that.young.Haitian.and.
West.African.scholars.have.a.strong.willingness.and.key.role.to.play.
in. establishing. a. culture. of. science. and. learning. that. is. inclusive. of.
a. diversity. of. worldviews. and. which. is. intent. on. solving. complex,.
local.development.issues.










nature,. in.opposition. to.neoliberal.philosophies. that. tend.to.promote.
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ing. the. way. that. scientific. knowledge. is. situated. within. particular.
localized. circumstances. with. the. intention. of. solving. complex. local.
challenges.. Within. the. network,. the. concept. of. “situated. openness”.




their. knowledge. with. scientists. or. outside. researchers. due. to. past.
instances.where.generational.knowledge.had.been.appropriated.and/















that. openness. is. fair. to. those. involved.and.grounded.within.a. con-





Practising. both. situated. openness. and. cognitive. justice. within.
a. feminist. framework. helps. us. to. understand. the. power. relations,.
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team.changed. the.course.of. their. research.activities. toward. the.cre-
ation.of.a.community-generated.research.contract. that.would.allow.
community. members. themselves. to. define. the. ways. in. which. their.
knowledge. should. be. used. and. protected. during. negotiations. with.
external.researchers.
Importantly,. the. network. has. recognized. that. the. inclusion.
of. diverse. actors. and. diverse. epistemologies. is. not. merely. a. goal.
to. be. attained,. but. a. process. of. constant. negotiation. and. reflec-
tion,. of. understanding. power. relations. and. group. dynamics,. and.
intentionally. reconfiguring. research. methodologies. and. practices.
to.address.the.knowledge.needs.of.those.who.are.often.marginal-
ized.from.the.research.process..This. is. facilitated.through.the.use.
of. digital. tools. and. processes,. but. can. only. be. achieved. through.
engagement. in. respectful.debate,.discussions,.and. the.co-creation.
of.meaningful,.collective.knowledge.(Hall.and.Tandon.2017;.Brown.
and.Gaventa.2008).





Appadurai. (2006),. and. that.has. largely. come. to. shape. the.way. that.






in. nature. to.Amartya. Sen’s. capabilities. approach. (2003),. suggesting.
“full.citizenship…requires.the.capacity.to.make.strategic.inquiries….
and.gain.strategic.knowledge.on.a.continuous.basis”.(168)..Thus,.the.
ability. to. access. and. create. locally. grounded,. contextually. relevant.
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be. deeply. entrenched. within. an. inclusive. OCS,. and. the. consequent.
distribution.of.power.within.processes.of.knowledge.creation..In.other.
words,. OCS. researchers. must. be. self-aware. with. an. embedded. in-
tentionality,.a.cycle.of.action.and.reflection.based.on.one’s.own.lived.
experiences.and.worldviews.







research. offers. an. opportunity. to. overcome. the. “individualist,. com-
modity-production.kind.of.neoliberal.mindset.that.underlies.so.much.
social.science.and.social.policy”.(Greenwood.2007:.215).
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Within. OCSDNet,. one. project. that. exemplifies. the. right-to-.
research. approach. is. the. Lebanese-based. “Local. Conservation. and.
Development.with.OCS”.team.(see.Chapter.5)..The.intention.of.this.
research. was. to. engage. with. volunteers. from. rural. villages. on. the.
question.of.water.quality.management.in.local.wells..Over.the.course.




not. necessarily. the. scientific. data. to. emerge. from. the. water-quality.
findings,.but.rather.the.increased.sense.of.collective.agency.and.local.
knowledge. that.was.generated.among. local. residents. regarding. the.
status.of. their.own.water. supplies.. In. some. instances,.participating.
villagers.used.the.findings.from.the.research.to.make.claims.against.
local. government. to. address. some. of. their. more. pertinent. water-.
quality.issues.
As. the.example.above.highlights,. facilitating.opportunities. for.
often-marginalized.actors.to.be.actively.engaged.in.processes.of.de-





Principle 5: Equitable Collaboration
Equitable,. horizontal. interaction. and. collaboration. between. formal. and.





regard,. it. is. not. sufficient. to. merely. bring. people. together. to. work..
Among. our. key. findings. as. a. research. coordination. team. was. that.
equitable,. long-term.collaboration.and.co-creation.of.knowledge. re-
quire.that.all.members.have.an.equitable.role.in.shaping.the.nature,.
context,. and. structures. for. collaboration.. This. requires. meaningful.
discussions.around.power.and.positionality.with.the.intention.of.de-
veloping.relationships.and.trust.between.co-researchers.
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Within.OCSDNet,.one.of. the.projects. that.has.exemplified.this.












and.producers,. there. is. increased.potential. to.create. locally.relevant.
knowledge.that.responds.to.social.demands.
Another. important. realization. within. OCSDNet. has. been. the.
recognition. of. the. challenge. of. collaboration. within. the. network. it-
self,. given. the. highly. multi-disciplinary. and. multilingual. nature. of.





collaboration. between. Northern. and. Southern. partners.. This. is. dif-
ficult.because.Northern.partners.are.often.located.in.well-resourced.
institutions.with.past.experiences.in.grant.applications.and.funding.
management,. putting. them. in. a. position. of. power. relative. to. their.
Southern.partners.
While. the. research. available. on. long-term. collaboration. be-
tween.Northern.and.Southern.research.institutions.is.limited,.Brown.
and. Gaventa. (2008). suggest. four. core. opportunities. for. establish-
ing. research. environments. grounded. in. inclusive. and. equitable.
collaboration.. These. components. include:. “(1). the. articulation. of.
shared.values.and.purposes,. (2). the.development.of. relationships.





ical. shift. in. donor-grantee. relationships. and. calls. for. proposals.
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may.be.required..At.present,.most.funding.calls.are.still.structured.
in. ways. that. favour. applicants. from. well-resourced. institutions,.





between. interdisciplinary. and. North-South. partnerships. in. various.
ways..For. instance,.one.OCSDNet.project.based.in.South.Africa.has.
been. working. in. close. partnership. with. an.American. university.. In.
this.case,. there.were.significant. issues.with. the.process.of. receiving.




parent. and. reflexive. ethics. process. driven. by. the. local. community,.
the.American. university. was. adamant. about. having. pre-approved,.
informed.consent.letters,.research.questionnaires,.etc..In.this.way,.the.





American. university’s. ethics. department,. while. working. with. com-
munity.members.themselves,.to.develop.informed.consent.letters.that.
were.agreed.upon.by.all..Thus,.in.merging.ideas.both.from.Northern.
and. Southern. partners,. the. result. was. an. innovative,. high-quality,.





the. “Northern”. member. on. the. team,. who. was. often. in. control. of.
project.resources.and.hence.better.positioned.to.steer.project.prior-
ities. and. core. decision. making.. In. other. instances,. it. appeared. that.
Southern. partners. were. recruited. more. as. figureheads. positions. to.
fulfill.the.Global.South.partner’s.requirement.of.the.call.for.proposals,.
while,. in. reality,. Global. North. partners. and. institutions. largely. led.
the.projects.(Piotrowski.2014)..Nonetheless,.despite.these.instances.of.
power.inequality,.some.of.the.most.successful,.nuanced,.and.robust.
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findings. emerged. from. teams. with. well-established. roles,. working.
relationships,. and. trust. between. diverse. actors—whether. they. be.
North-South,. South-South,. researcher-community. relationships,. or.
otherwise.
In. summary,. there. is. recognition. that. cross-cultural. and. inter-
disciplinary. collaboration. is. difficult,. time. consuming,. and. requires.
deep.dedication.by.all.members..On. the.other.hand,. these.complex.
forms.of.collaboration.are.incredibly.important.for.the.development.
of.an. inclusive.Open.Science. that.values.deep.and.diverse. forms.of.
knowledge.





Building. on. the. importance. of. equitable. collaboration. raised. in. the.
previous. section,. many. ICT. for. Development. (ICT4D). advocates.
would.suggest.that.the.increased.access.to.and.use.of.new.technolo-
gies.by.marginalized.communities.has.the.opportunity.to.contribute.
to. development. objectives. in. ways. that. would. not. have. previously.








to. think.critically.about. the. role.and.use.of.particular. technologies.
in. terms. of. their. potential. to. democratize. knowledge-creation. pro-
cesses.and.expand.the.agency.and.decision-making.capacity.of.users..
While.some.“open”.technologies.and.tools.may.genuinely.facilitate.
collaboration,. transparency,. and. inclusivity,. others. may. simply. re-
create.existing.power.relations.within.virtual.spaces..As.Powell.(2012).
explains:. “Despite. these. views. of. open. participation. structures. as.
challenging.to.hegemonic.forms.of.media,.tension.remains.between.
radical. re-interpretations. of. how. knowledge. or. culture. should. be.
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produced.and.the.co-optation.of.this.knowledge.by.institutions.such.
as.the.market.”
With. this. in. mind,. Principle. 6. of. the. OCS. Manifesto. calls. for.
the. development. and. use. of. “inclusive. infrastructures”. toward.




of. diverse. abilities. to. pursue. knowledge. production,. as. well. as. de-
velopment. objectives.. In. the. scope. of. research. within. the. network,.
we.have.recognized.the.importance.of.technology.and.tools.that.are.
locally. appropriate. and. which. seek. to. acknowledge. and. minimize.
competing. power. relations. at. the. levels. of. design,. implementation,.













and. Community. Development. in. Brazil”. (see. Chapter. 13),. simple.
technologies,. such. as. radio. programming,. were. used. as. effective.
tools. to. engage. communities. in. discussions. of. Open. Science,. while.
projects.in.West.and.South.Africa.made.use.of.theatre.and.drama.in.
lieu. of. standard. technologies. for. similar. engagement. purposes.. In.








infrastructures,.many. teams.have. recognized. the.need. to. re-evaluate.
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of. “sustainable. development”. is. not. a. new. one. and. can. be. traced.
back. to. the. Brundtland. Commission’s. 1987. groundbreaking. report.




















ment. of. the. challenges. encountered. through. the. use. of. top-down.
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development. infrastructures. and. institutions,. many. researcher-.
practitioners.have.been.making.use.of.participatory.tools.and.forms.







sustainable. development.. For. instance,.Amartya. Sen’s. (2003). capa-





development. research. within. a. feminist-ecological. framework,. and.
that.of.Arturo.Escobar.(1995),.who.situates.understandings.of.devel-
opment.in.local.contexts.of.history.and.society.
Within. OCSDNet,. the. project. entitled. “Climate. Change. Ad-
aptation. in. Colombia. and. Costa. Rica”. (see. Chapter. 4). sought. to.









Brazil”. (see. Chapter. 13),. the. team. used. the. concept. of. “sustainable.
development”.to.guide.its.analysis.and.research.agenda.in.the.context.
of.a.multitude.of.diverse.actors.(including.local.communities,.scien-
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of.situating. inclusive.scientific.research. in. the.context.of.a.“knowl-
edge. commons,”. as. well. as. acknowledging. historical. power. asym-
metries. that. warrant. the. need. for. knowledge. pluralities. through.





that. all. human. beings. should. have. the. opportunity. to. experiment.
and,. hence,. generate. knowledge. that. is. relevant. to. their. own. con-
text.. Principles. 5. and. 6,. respectively,. outline. the. importance—and.
challenges—of. constructing. equitable. opportunities. for. collabora-
tion,.while.acknowledging. that. researchers.must. intentionally.seek.









edge. the. power. structures. and. knowledge. inequalities. that. exist,.
thus.preventing.many.communities.from.participating.in.knowledge-.
creation.processes..Evidently,.this.lack.of.critical.discourse.has.neg-
ative. implications. for. sustainable. development,. as. marginalized.
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groups. continue. to. be. excluded,. despite. the. promise. and. allure. of.
Open. Science. and. its. associated. technologies.. Indeed,. the. majority.




For.now,. this. chapter.has.sought. to.outline.core.principles. for.
development. researchers. and. practitioners. working. in. cross-cul-
tural. contexts,. seeking. to. develop. an. OCS. environment. grounded.
in. inclusion..Admittedly,.we.are.still.a. long.way. from.being.able. to.
construct. a. participatory. platform. that. is. truly. inclusive,. given. our.
limited.understanding.of.how.such.a.new.system.would.be.governed.
and.sustained..Likewise,.our.understanding.of.the.linkages.between.
OCS.and. the. creation. of. a.viable.knowledge. commons. is. still. in. its.
infancy..There.is.much.to.be.learned.about.the.relationship.between.
local.Indigenous.knowledge.and.globalized.forms.of.knowledge,.and.
we. know. little. about. how. principles. of. local. commons. match. up.
with. those. of. commons. at. the. regional. and. global. level. (Hall. et. al..
2012)..Nonetheless,.emerging.evidence.from.the.network.does.indeed.




ment”. is. in. its. infancy,. this.chapter.suggests. that.an. inclusive.Open.
Science. is. not. a. new. concept.. Instead,. it. is. a. reflexive. exercise. that.
seeks. to. bring. science. back. to. its. roots..An. inclusive. Open. Science.
is. unafraid. of. acknowledging. and. addressing. other. ways. of. know-
ing..As.Haraway.(1988).rightly.says,.“science.has.been.utopian.and.









3.. .The.OECD.publication.entitled.Making Open Science a Reality. (2015).is.one.recent.
example.
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Appendix - Questions from the Knowledge  
Commons Framework























•..What. technologies. and. skills. are. needed. to. create,. obtain,. and.
maintain.the.resources.at.stake?
•..What. technologies. and. skills. are. needed. to. create,. obtain,. and.
maintain.a.culture.of.openness?
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he. first. section. of. this. volume. comprises. three. chapters. that.
contribute.to.our.understanding.of.Open.Science.as.practised.in.
the.context.of.development..Although.definitions.of.“Open.Science”.
and. “Development”. are. not. addressed. per. se,. these. contributions.




initiatives. can. be. made. more. open. with. the. expectation. of. positive.
developmental.outcomes.
The.projects.had.several.characteristics.in.common:
●. .All. were. citizen. science. initiatives. conducted. in. developing.
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Yet.each.chapter.demonstrates.that.citizen.participation.is.a.necessary,.
albeit.insufficient,.condition.for.Open.Science.in.development.





and. speculative,. and. the. process. of. using. scientific. experiments. as.
a. way. for. people. to. explore,. discuss,. and. understand. what. science.








motivations. of. participants. and. non-participants. for. engaging. in. a.
citizen.science.project. in. two.model. forests. in. rural. communities.of.
Costa.Rica.and.Colombia..In.addition.to.studying.the.incentives.and.




local. priorities..The.authors.highlight. the. multi-motivational.nature.
of. involvement.in.projects.that.require.a.high.level.of.voluntary.en-
gagement.. Building. on. the. standard. Participatory.Action. Research.
(PAR).approach. to. conducting.a. research.and.advocacy.project,. the.
research.team.emphasized.the.notion.of.“reciprocity,”.that.is,.the.im-
portance. of. not. only. taking. but. also. giving. back. to. the. community.
throughout.the.research.
In. Chapter. 5,. Talhouk. et. al.. report. their. findings. from. a. citi-
zen. science. project. for. water. quality. testing. in. a. Lebanese. village..
The. authors. describe. the. methodology. and. process. to. engage. and.
train. community. members,. as. well. as. the. responses. and. exchanges.
among.the.parties.involved..Throughout.the.project,.the.researchers.
adopted. an. open. information-sharing. framework. between. the. aca-
demic. team. and. the. community.. They. show. evidence. that. citizen.
science. can. be. used.as. a. tool. for. community.development. and. that.
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knowledge;. the. opportunities. for. participation. at. all. stages. of. the.
research.process;.and.equitable.collaboration.between.scientists.and.
social. actors.. In. addition,. the. three. projects. share. two. interrelated.
characteristics. that. add. to. the. analytical. definition. of. Open. Science.
in. development:. namely,. Open. Science. as. a. mechanism. to. improve.
transparency,.and.pragmatism.as.the.underlying.philosophy.of.Open.
Science.in.development.
Open Science as a Mechanism for Improving Transparency
In. his. 1999. book. Development as Freedom,.Amartya. Sen. argues. that.
development.is.not.simply.about.increasing.income.levels.but.more.
about. an. array. of. overlapping. mechanisms. that. enable. individuals.
to.exercise.a.range.of. freedoms.. In.addition. to. freedom.of.opportu-






plus. rights. to. information,. among. others,. are. therefore. essential. to.
development.as.freedom,.especially.in.increasingly.complex.and.plu-
ralistic.societies.
Removing. existing. constraints. of. transparency. guarantees. re-
quires. public. discussion. and. deliberation.. Compared. to. private.
dealings.behind.closed.doors,.public. forums.give. citizens.more.op-
portunities. to. become. engaged. and. open. to. one. another,. creating.
room.to.express.and.possibly.accept.different.views.and.perspectives..
This. affirms. extensive. and. expansive. roles. of. civil. society,. specifi-
cally. citizens. themselves,. in. any. public. projects.. Such. public. proj-
ects.are.not. limited.to.public.works. that.have.direct. impacts.on. the.
well-being.and.livelihoods.of.citizens,.but.also.include.scientific.and.
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parent,.possibly. leading. to.better.allocation.of. resources.and.public.
policies.that.support.the.improvement.of.other.types.of.freedom.
Pragmatism and Communities of Inquiry
Another.aspect.shared.by.the.three.projects.that.define.Open..Science.
in. development. is. pragmatism.. As. Charles. Sanders. Peirce,. John.
Dewey,.and.other.thinkers.in.the.school.of.pragmatic.philosophy.of.
science.contend,.science. is.best.viewed.in.terms.of. its.practical.uses.
and. outcomes.. Pragmatists. do. not. merely. discuss. and. debate. ideas.
but.act.on.their.practical.application.by.testing.them.in.actual.events.
and. projects.. Based. on. this. definition,. development. is. necessarily.
pragmatic. in. that. the. improvement. in.well-being.and. livelihoods.of.
people.has.to.be.tangible.and.real,.if.not.always.measurable.
To. pragmatists,. creating. a. “community. of. inquiry”. is. neces-
sary. in. the. scientific. process. of. knowledge. creation. and. sharing..A.
community. of. inquiry. is. formed. when. people. engage. in. a. collabo-
rative.process.of. conceptual.or.empirical. inquiry. to. identify. shared.
problems.and.to.develop.agreeable.solutions..For.such.a.community.
to. function. well,. three. basic. conditions. are. required:. free. inquiry,.
free. association,. and. free. communication. (Dewey. 1939/1998:. 342)..
To.Dewey,.communication.is.particularly.important.not.just.because.
it.is.a.means.of.transferring.information.and.ideas,.but.also.because.
it. serves. as. a. process. of. “world-making”—that. is,. “the. construction.
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of.a.universe.of.shared.meanings.that.brings.about.an.enhancement.





it. for. the. better.. PAR. as. a. research. methodology. emphasizes. par-
ticipation. in.actual. events. that.are. the. target.of. inquiry,. as.well. as.
constant.communication.among.participants..Researchers.in.all.three.
projects.were.not.merely. independent,.objective,.and.disinterested.
observers;. they. were. actively. engaged. in. the. process. of. learning,.
experimentation,. and. communication. with. other. scientific. and. so-










of. creating,. sharing,. and. using. knowledge. forward.. The. legitimacy.
achieved. by. such. inter-subjective. agreement. diverges. from. that. of.
traditional.scientific.experiments.in.closed.laboratories..In.the.Carte-
sian. model. of. fixed. and. unchanging. reality,. legitimacy. comes. from.
objective. assessment,. generalizability,. and. reliability.. The. pragmatic.
approach,. on. the. other. hand,. focuses. on. knowledge. that. is. socially.
embedded. and. derives. legitimacy. from. agreement. between. people.
who. are. involved. in. the. process.. This. conceptual. stance. is. evident.
throughout.the.three.projects.
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than. professional. laboratory. work.. The. material. engagement. with.
making.OSH.instruments.is.part.of.community.development.efforts,.
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which.created.spaces.for.experiencing,.playing.with,.and.discussing.
the.relations.between.science.and.community,.translational.exchanges.
of. knowledge. with. local. tinkering,. and. even. speculations. about. re-
gional. and. South. to. South. networks.. OSH. is. not. simply. a. cheaper.
and.more.accessible. infrastructure,.but.a.“social.device”.supporting.
diverse. communities. around. “little. science”. projects. to. define. their.
own.visions.and.uses.of.science..Through.prototyping.and.dialogue,.
the.participants.co-create.their.agenda.for.science,.define.opportunities.
for. situated. learning. in.diverse. contexts,. and. reflect.upon. the.goals.
and.futures.of.science.in.physical.and.digital.spaces.
Introduction
“Open. Science. Hardware”. (OSH). employs. open. source. principles,.
licences,.and.non-digital.and.digital.(3D.printers,.laser.cutters,.and.
other.tools.operated.by.computers).fabrication.technologies.to.design.
and. build. science. instruments..All. open. source. technologies,. such.
as.the.Linux.computer.operating.system.or.the.Arduino.microcon-
troller.platform,.offer.an.alternative. to. the.established,.patent. sys-
tems.of.innovation.and.R&D.that.preserve.the.status.quo.in.various.
industries. (Gortych. 2014;. Bessen. and. Meurer. 2008;. Haunss. 2013),.
and.the.technological.and.science.divides.(Lee.2015;.Maclurcan.and.
Radywyl.2012).





enables. independent. research,. but. also. citizen. science. cooperation.
with. professional. scientists. (Gura. 2013;. Sobkowicz. 2011;. Franzoni.
and.Sauermann.2014).and.unexpected.uses.of.instruments,.closer.to.
community.development,.which.we.observed.in.Southeast.Asia.
Throughout. 2015. and. 2016,. we. conducted. seven. OSH. work-
shops. in. Indonesia,. Thailand,. and. Nepal,. which. included. one. ten-
day. workshop. in. Yogyakarta,. five. workshops. in. Bangkok. over. the.
course.of.one.to.two.days,.and.one.ten-day.workshop.in.Kathmandu..
The.goal.of.the workshops.was.to.understand.how.OSH.instruments.
engage. local. communities. in. research. and. education. and. to. assess.
the.potential.of.citizen.science.as.a.model.for.Open.Science.efforts.in.the.
Global.South..The.workshops’.programs.were.open.to.existing.creative.
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.(mis)uses.of.science.instruments.that.we.observed.in.the.hosting.or-
ganizations. (for. example,. practices. and. intersections. of. art,. design,.
and. craft. in. Yogyakarta,. Indonesia),. but. also. to. new. practices. we.
initiated.in.Thailand.and.Nepal.
OSH. as. an. example. of. open. source. infrastructure. creates. op-
portunities. for. the. Global. South. to. join. and. even. lead. open. source.









South. (discussed. in. this. chapter. under. the. heading. OSH. Reposito-
ries).. We. were. surprised. to. see. that. participants. in. our. workshops.
used. OSH. instruments. to. imagine. a. different. type. of. science. than.
the. one. we. consider. “standard”. and. “professional.”. We. decided. to.





OSH. practices. defines. science. as. a. search. for. an. alternative. to. the.
projects.of.“professional”.and.“big”.science..OSH.supports.“little.sci-
ence”. as. a. model. for. the. Global. South.. It. is. a. science. without. links.
to.any. large. industrial.and.military. interests.and.university.ranking.







communities. to.define. their.own. future.of. science.. In.what. follows,.
we.will.discuss.these.three.aspects.of.OSH.(tacit.knowledge,.empow-
erment.and. the.“right. to.science,”. transnational.networks). to.define.
the. opportunities,. as. well. as. tensions. behind. the. concept. of. “little.
science”.(rather.than.Open.Science).for.the.Global.South.
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OSH Enabling Tacit Knowledge and Tinkering in Science
OSH’s. ability. to. return. science. to. its. material. “roots”. through. in-
strument.building,.including.crafts.and.repair.culture,.supports.tacit.
and. situated. knowledge. (Busch. and. Richards. 2004;. Gascoigne. and.




and. also. culture,. rather. than. to. insist. on. its. demarcation. from. art,.
religion,.humanities,.and.social.sciences.(Nowotny.et.al..2001).




Rather. than. only. reproducing. existing. practices. of. science. in. new.




The. tacit. knowledge. brings. projects. that. empower. the. local.
communities. to. imagine.and.practise. their.own. ideas.about. the. fu-
ture. of. technology. and. science. in. their. communities. and. to. even.
question.the.OSH.and.DIY.as.a.model.serving.their.needs.(Kaiying.
and. Lindtner. 2016).. The. emphasis. on. the. local,. tacit. DIY. practices.
using.the.transnational.networks.of.open.source.technologies.simply.





ence. in. everyday. life. through. food. and. art.. It. can. also. take. a. form.
of. a. very. ambitious. effort. of. building. hardware. kits. to. transform.
global.education. in.science.and.technology.and.send.private.micro-
satellites. to.space,.which.we.witnessed. in.Nepal.. It.can.also.remain.
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actual. documents. (OSH. repositories). and. practices. (local. tinkering).
we.encountered.on.the.ground.in.our.project.
OSH Extending the Meaning of the “Right to Science”







has. the. right. freely. to.participate. in. the. cultural. life.of. the. commu-
nity,. to.enjoy.the.arts.and.to.share.in.scientific.advancement.and.its.
benefits.” The.act.of.building.a.DIY.microscope.or.other,.previously.





The. democratization. of. science. in. such. direct. participation. in.
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This. aspect. of. the. OSH. as. infrastructure. for. the. Global. South. was.
also. emphasized. on. several. parts. of. the. document:. “Open. science.
hardware.has.the.clear.potential.to.be.useful.in.low-resource.settings.
including.labs.in.the.Global.South” (GOSH.Manifesto.2016). It.even 





in. countries. that. experience. difficulties. importing. specialized.
equipment..(GOSH.Manifesto.2016)
While. OSH. as. an. infrastructure. for. research. and. education. in. the.
Global. South. was. clearly. stated. in. the. manifesto,. our. team. insisted.
on.acknowledging.the.more.communal,.social.and.creative.“(mis)uses”.





go. beyond. research. and. education. to. enable. more. personal. and. lo-
calized.experiences.with.science.and.technology.
The.part.of. the.manifesto. that. resonates.with. this.agenda. that.
we.brought.to.GOSH.relates.to.the.statements.on.how.OSH.supports.
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beyond.the.insistence.on.“Science.Technology.Engineering.Math”.(or.
STEM).or.the.“West”.as.the.only.model.and.goal.
OSH Repositories and Documentation Negotiating the Tensions 
Between Infrastructure and Community
To. understand. the. meaning. of. these. more. exploratory. and. “open”.
(mis).uses.of.OSH.that.are.central.for.“little.science,”.we.can.look.at.
the. example. of. existing. OSH. repositories.. The. OSH. repositories. of.







work. on. the. infrastructure. simply. gets. more. attention. because. it. is.





Most. OSH. repositories. concentrate. on. the. infrastructure. as. a.
technical. issue,.and.they.try.to.standardize.the.processes.of.attribu-
tion.and.sharing.of. the.blueprints.and.designs.. In. the.case.of.hard-
ware. that. means. mainly. Computer.Aided. Design. files. (CADs),. but.
also.the.various.“recipes,”.protocols.or.instructions.on.how.to.make.
things.and.use.them.for.science..The.main.goal.of.OSH.repositories.
is. to. enable. anyone. to. study,. modify,. create,. and. distribute. the. de-




to. maximize. the. ability. of. individuals. to. make. and. use. hardware”.
(Open.Source.Hardware.Association.2017).
Whether. this. “openness”. of. infrastructure. brings. new. under-
standings.of.inclusion,.participation,.and.collaboration.in.science.and.
its. interaction. with. various. communities. was. one. of. the. interesting.
questions. that. came. out. in. our. first. workshop. in. Indonesia.. In. the.
workshop,.we. tried. to. impose. the.co-creation.of.a. set.of.basic. tools.
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to.do.science.anywhere.in.the.world,.and.we.believed.that.the.main.
outcome.should.be.a.wiki-style. repository,.which.“gives.people. the.





reflecting. and. discussing. the. actual. uses. of. instruments. in. possible.
scenarios.rather.than.looking.at.their.designs..Participants.also.spent.
a.disproportionate.amount.of. time. learning.how.to. record. their.ex-
periences. into. the.available.online. repository. system.employed,. the.
“wiki”.(http://oshw.honf.org)..We.also.realized,.in.a.multicultural.en-
vironment,.the.difficulty.of.producing.multi-language.documentation.
in.a.central.system..This.was.especially. true. in. the.case.of.Burmese.
language.at.the.time.of.the.workshop,.when.a.standard.Burmese.font.
set. was. not. yet. available. or,. otherwise,. exceedingly. difficult. to. use..
We. realized. that. the. definition. of. OSH. “openness”. conveys. some.
implicit.expectations.that.instruments.will.serve.the.goals.of.scientific.
research.and.technology.innovation.as.we.know.it.from.the.“West.”.
This. felt. unrealistic,. but. also. reductionist,. since. it. ignored. what. we.
noticed. as. a. more. valuable. effect:. the. tacit. experiences. with. OSH.
that. enabled. participants. to. imagine. different. uses. and. visions. of.
science. for.development..OSH.repositories. rarely,. if. ever,.document.
and.discuss.how.these.tools.can.enable.people.to.question.the.role.of.





ufacturing. initiative,. and. TEKLA. lab,. support. efforts. in. education,.
research,.and.entrepreneurship,.which.are.global.and.transnational..
The. more. idiosyncratic. and. exploratory. uses.of.OSH,.which.enable.
people.to.see.a.different.“future.of.science”.and.connect.it.with.new.
domains.of.practice.and.knowledge,.as.witnessed.in.our.workshops,.





ture. and. as. a. community. is. visible. when. we. compare. the. flagship.
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academic. OSH. project. with. that. of. grassroots. or. community. OSH.
projects..An. example. is. the. Open. Source.Appropriate. Technology.
(OSAT)
2





which. presents. citizen. science. projects. and. design. in. rich. context,.
including.the.reasons.and.settings. in.which.the.work.on.the. instru-
ment.happens,.as.developed. in.various.settings. in. Indonesia,. India,.
Switzerland,.Taiwan,.and.more.
The. OSAT’s. wiki. offers. a. blueprint. for. more. efficient. science.
infrastructure. in.a. context.of. a. larger.project. trying. to.open. source.
all.technological.infrastructure.in.science.as.a.way.of.creating.a.new.




the.points. of. his.numerous.articles. and. books.on.how.OSH.makes.
science. more. productive. (Pearce. 2012,. 2014,. 2015).. The. alternative,.
non-academic. Hackteria. repository. and. the. similar. GynePUNK. re-
pository. of. tools. (http://gynepunk.tumblr.com/). sometimes. describe.















than. descriptive. value.. This. documentation
5
. is. often. motivational,.
mobilizing.other.members.to.try.at.their.events,.rather.than.descriptive.
and.didactic..This.plurality.of.forms.of.capturing.and.describing.OSH.
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even.question.the.role.of.science.in.their.community.or.try.to.practise.
“little.science”.(Price.1986).
OSH Supporting “Little Science” in Indonesia,  
Thailand, and Nepal
Our.OSH.workshops.in.Indonesia.(2015),.Thailand.(2016),.and.Nepal.
(2016). provided. further. examples. of. this. tension. between. the. OSH.
seen.as.a.transnational.infrastructure.for.doing.science.and.the.local-
ized.and.tacit. tinkering.with.OSH..OSH.in.the.Global.South.proves.
to. be. more. than. just. technical. infrastructure. to. resolve. science. and.
technology. divides.. The. tinkering. practices. with. various. OSH. tools.
(microscopes,.sensors,.etc.).created.opportunities.to.question.the.role.
of.science.in.the.communities..They.enabled.participants.to.imagine.
different. “futures”. of. science,. such. as. a. space. program. education.
in. Nepal. (Figure. 3.1). or. brain-computer. interface. research. in. Thai-
land. (Figure. 3.2),. but. also. science. as. more. integrated. in. everyday.
activities—a. creative. form. of. “hanging. out”. and. social. interaction.
in.Indonesia.
Figure �.�. K_Space Workshop at Karkhana in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Photo.Credit:.Karkhana.
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Figure �.�. Building DIY Microscopes in Bangkok, Thailand.
Photo.credit:.Hermes.Huang.




supporting. amateurs. in. helping. “big. science”. projects. by. collecting.
data.(Franzoni.and.Sauermann.2014;.Fienberg.et.al..2011;.Lewenstein.
2004;.Smith.et.al..2010).or.doing.other.activities.with.their.instruments,.
typical. of. participatory. monitoring. projects,. the. OSH. in. our. work-
shops.supported. informal.and.social.daily. interactions.surrounding.
the.scientific.practices.
This. “little. science”. (Price. 1986;. Lievrouw. 2010;. Borgman. et.
al.. 2007). model. embraces. tacit,. culturally. embedded,. and. situated.
knowledge,. in. which. participants. build. tools. and. other. equipment.
(Figure.3.3).while.discussing.and.integrating.these.implements.in.their.
communities..The.workshops.and.activities.had.very.open.goals.and.
horizontal. structure.. The. participants. were. mostly. young. students,.
artists,.designers,.entrepreneurs,.and.enthusiasts.coming.from.various.
institutions. (universities,. schools,.village. councils,. small. companies,.
museums,.and.galleries)..They.had.equal.stakes.in.the.projects,.which.
were. temporary. (usually.workshops.and/or.exhibitions). rather. than.
long-term–oriented.
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Figure �.�. Building a DIY Turbidity Meter in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Photo.credit:.House.of.Natural.Fiber.Foundation.
Even. when. the. workshops. involved. more. ambitious. agendas,.
such.as. transforming.education. (Nepal).or. transforming.agriculture.
to. involve. DIY. Internet. of. Things. (IoT). solutions. (Thailand). or. ex-
perimenting. with. brain-computer. interfaces. (Thailand),. most. of. the.
activities. revolved. around. discussing. and. learning. from. each. other.
rather. than. achieving. some. clearly. defined. objective.. For. example,.
all. HONF. (House. of. Natural. Fiber,. our. main. collaborator). projects.
in.Indonesia.engage.the.general.public.in.science.as.a.“way.of.life,”.
which. means. tinkering. with. friends. and. building. tools. for. creative.
engagements.with.science,.including.design,.crafts,.and.art..Between.
2015.and.2016,.HONF.organized.over.fifteen.workshops,.which.were.
not. always. officially. included. in. the. OCSDNET. project. but. that. re-
lated. closely. to. the. workshop. from. 2015.. The. topics. ranged. from.
fruit. and. soybean. fermentation. or. building. DIY. radio. antennas. for.
astronomical. data. and. signals. (Figure. 3.4),. to. sonification. and. vi-
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citizen. science. research. on. astronomy,. food. science,. or. horticulture,.







networks. between. geeks. from. various. cities. and. connect. the. locals.
with. visitors. outside. of. Indonesia. rather. than. to. start. a. citizen. sci-
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to.connect. food.with.science. through.a.social.discussion.of. fermen-
tation..In.Indonesia,. these.gatherings.also.touched.upon.taboos.and.









None. of. these. projects. has. led. to. long-term. citizen. science. in-
volvement,. or. trying. to. resolve. scientific. or. policy. issues.. The. par-
ticipants.did.not.even.expect.measurable.and.real-world.results,.but.
rather.saw.the.events.as.an.opportunity.to.meet.people.with.similar.
interests. and. concerns. about. the. community,. and. to. initiate. discus-
sions.and.experience.various.strategies.of.tackling.these.issues..While.














In. this. sense,. we. define. the. Indonesian. (and. to. a. large. extent.
Thai.and.Nepali). concepts.of.“openness”. in.OSH.projects.as.a. tacit.
practice. deeply. embedded. in. the. everyday. and. social. lives. of. the.
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future..Most. citizen. science.projects.go. the.opposite.way;. they. turn.





OSH’s Transnational Networks in the Global South
OSH.as.a.tool.supporting.“little.science”.in.the.Global.South.means.
negotiating.the.local.tinkering.practices.(fermentation,.crafts).and.tools.
with. the. transnational. OSH. design. and. practices.. The. importance.
of. the. transnational. networks. and. individuals. supporting. the. OSH.







represents. the. cosmopolitan. nature. of. the. “geekdom”. involved. in.
OSH.and.similar.projects.in.the.Global.South.very.well..Vicky.Gerrard.
focuses.on.co-designing.“products,.spaces,.systems.and.experiences.
which. support. more. inclusive. approaches. to. social. change. through.
design”
8
. especially. in. the. health. technology. domain,. in. which. she.
worked. in. India,. Singapore,. Myanmar,. Philippines,. and. Cambodia..




tinkering. (coba). in. Bahasa.. The. workshops,. which. she. co-organized.
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site.was.supposed.to.be.Makerspace.in.Chiang.Mai,.Thailand,.which.
is.similar.to.the.site.of.our.first.workshop.in.Yogyakarta..Both.spaces.
are. part. of. a. transnational. movement. of. Makerspaces. and. FabLabs.
(Moilanen.2012),.which.claim.to.be.creating.an.infrastructure.for.in-




focus,. Makerspace. Thailand. is. a. space. that. we. can. easily. imagine.
anywhere. in. the.EU.or.Silicon.Valley.. It. is.a.250-square-metre,. fully.
equipped.space.with.digital.and.non-digital. fabrication. tools.. It.has.
a.strategic.partnership.with.a.local.coffee.shop,.a.co-working.space,.
and. the. local. creative. hub. supported. by. the. government. known. as.
Thailand. Creative. and. Design. Center,. which. has. other. branches. in.
Bangkok.and.a.forthcoming.branch.in.Khon.Kaen..The.founder,.Nati.
Sang,. is.also.a.global. citizen,.a.Thai-American. from.California.who.
lived.in.Thailand.for.over.ten.years.
The.original.discussions.with.Makerspace.Thailand.were.centred.
on. creating. a. science. laboratory. infrastructure. to. add. to. the. other.
fabrication. tools. in. the. centre,. which. would. have. just. repeated. the.
workshop.model.that.failed.in.Indonesia..Makerspace.Thailand.had.
already. started. looking. at. the. development. of. research. around. air.
quality,. which. is. an. annual. issue. related. to. swidden. farming—or.
practising.swidden.agriculture,.also.known.as.shifting.cultivation—
in.Northern.Thailand.driven.by.large.agricultural.conglomerates..We.
were. interested. in. this. because. it. could. connect. science. and. design.
with. complex. issues. (government,. food. and. agriculture,. local. prac-
tice,.and.industry),.but.we.decided.to.change.our.focus.based.on.the.
experience.in.Indonesia.
While. reflecting. upon. the. Indonesian. workshops. between. Oc-
tober.2015.and. January.2016,.we. realized. that.we.would. repeat. the.
same.mistake.made.in.Indonesia.if.we.insisted.on.the.infrastructure.
and.a.set.of. tools.rather. than.the.more.complex. issue.of.what. it.ac-





project,. who. was. running. design. thinking. training. and. workshops.
through.the.organization.DSIL.Global.
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The. decentralized. format. of. soliciting,. rather. than. offering.




Science,.which. was.different. from. the. Indonesian. context. and. from.
what.we.later.experienced.in.Nepal..The.call.was.released.in.Febru-






only. two. applications. for. workshops. in. Bangkok,. Thailand,. were.
supported.. The. team. also. organized. a. workshop. for. the. facilitators.
of. these. workshops. and. for. people. generally. interested. in. the. OSH.
projects.in.Thailand.in.March.2016.
The.first.workshop.for.the.facilitators.was.organized.at.the.Fab-
Cafe/FabLab. Bangkok. by. Denisa. Kera,. a. member. of. our. team,. and.
Yair.Reshef,.an.open.hardware.developer.based.in.Singapore.at.that.
time.. The. goal. was. to. meet. the. makers. and. hackers. from. Thailand.
who.were.already.involved.in.OSH.and.plan.to.offer.them.a.“library”.
















farm,. but. also.urban. farming.. They. were. also.exploring.3D-printed.
designs.for.health.in.the.Thai.hospitals,.etc.
While. the. cosmopolitan. and. international. nature. of. OSH. ef-
forts.in.Indonesia.often.involved.organizations.and.individuals.from.
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abroad,. mainly. in. the. US.. In. this. respect,. the. situation. in. Thailand.
could. have. become. similar. to. that. in. Shenzhen,. China,. where. the.
manufacturing.industry.supports.innovation.with.a.distinct.transna-
tional.nature.(Lindtner.et.al..2015).





















In. all. these. workshops,. the. organizers. were. individuals. with. com-
plex,. transnational. experiences.. The. third. workshop. gathered. a.
demographic. that. would. typically. not. meet. to. learn. together. in. a.
non-institutional. environment. in. the. Thai. context—undergraduate.
students.and.professors..This.was.described.by. the.workshop.orga-
nizers.as.a.strength.of.the.OSH.approach.and.as.an.“opportunity.to.
disrupt. this. conventional. standard. and. have. the. students. and. pro-
fessors. work. together. and. learn. from. each. other.”. They. stated. that.
a. very. important. enabling. factor. was. also. that. “the. professors. did.
not.have.any.background.knowledge.on.building. the. low-cost.EEG.
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headsets.or.eye.trackers,”.thus.reducing.the.knowledge.gap.by.forcing.
the.participants. to.work.together. to.solve. the.design.challenge..The.






the. transnational.nature.of.OSH.and. localized. tinkering..The.work-
shop,. which. was. seed-funded. through. the. OCSDNet. project,. won.
further.support.from.the.Danish.Center.of.Culture.and.Development.
(CKU).and.the.Center.for.Social.Development.Studies.at.Chulalong-








HONF. and. Lifepatch,. but. also. numerous. others. in. Indonesia). or. a.
“transnational”. geek. returning. to. his. home. country. after. studying.
abroad.(in.Nepal.and.Thailand).and.foreign.expats.living.there.(Thai-
land). became. involved. with. the. local. organizations. or. created. their.
own.spaces..The.crucial. role.of. these. cosmopolitan. individuals.was.







The. example. that. summarizes. the. transnational. phenomena.
of. OSH. in. Thailand. is. Raitong. Organics. Farm,
11
. a. social. enterprise.
founded.by.a.Thai.and.South.African.couple..In.addition.to.running.
their.own.business.and.farm,.they.support.other.farmers.around.the.
country. by. engaging. with. hacker. and. maker. communities. and. de-
sign.thinking.and.social. innovation.organizations. to.create. low-cost.
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technology. solutions. and. training. programs.. The. innovative. farm.
.experiments.with.sensor.technologies.for.improving.crop.quality.reg-





supported. by. the. International. Development. Innovation. Network.
housed.at.D-Lab.at.the.Massachusetts.Institute.of.Technology.








icies. measuring. innovation. and. research. purely. on. the. number. of.
local. patents. and. citations?. Should. these. transnational. dimensions.
of.knowledge.exchanges.over.open.source.technologies.and.models.of.
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directional. rather. than. symmetrical. or. unidirectional:. for. example,.






).. The. transnational. networks. surrounding.
OSH.activities.are.rather.idiosyncratic.without.clear.geopolitical.and.
economic. logic,. functioning.more.as.networks.of. friendships..These.













sharing,.emphasizing. the.educational.and.research. functions.of. such.
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While. in. Indonesia. the. work. on. OSH. was. an. opportunity. to.




combines. the. ideas. from. the. Massachusetts. Institute. of. Technology.
(MIT)-based.project.of.Fab.Labs,.where.“you.can.make.your.idea.into.
the.reality.with.digital.fabrication.tools,”.with.the.idea.of.a.network.




our. community. will. bring. innovation. into. the. future. of. making!”.
(www.fabcafe.com).. In. Nepal,. the. Karkhana. collective. is. described.
as.something.between.a.makerspace.and.San.Francisco’s.Explorato-
rium:. “an. education. company. and. makerspace. with. a. unique. ap-
proach.to.learning”.where.“Our.teachers…turn.the.classroom.into.a.
lab.for.discovery”.(www.karkhana.asia).












Europe. rather. than. the.US. (Kera.2012).. In. the.case.of. the.Lifepatch.
citizen.science.group.operating.in.the.Bugisan.neighbourhood.of.Yo-
gyakarta,.the.opposition.to.the.terms.hacker.and.maker.was.explicit.
even. in. the. descriptions. of. their. projects.. They. used. local. concepts.
of.tinkering,.crafts,.and.making,.but.also.“engineering”.(as.discussed.




organization. is. the. reason.why.we.decided. to.define.“openness”. in.
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a. particular. context. and. community,. they. also. intersect. with. larger.










to.create.standards.and. infrastructure. that.bridge. technological.and.




the. freedom. to. question. and. even. refuse. the. connection. of. OSH. to.
“big.science”.and.industry.needs.
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Notes
1.. .See.http://openhardware.science/about/why-gosh/.for.more.information.on.GOSH.











8.. .Find. Vicky’s. consulting. profile. at. UpWork. here:. https://www.upwork.com/o.
/profiles/users/_~012ed5a0325b0df5c8/.
9.. .Learn.more.about.Cobanana.here:.http://www.cobanana.com.
10.. .See. https://twitter.com/htkhuang/status/701623029894356992. for. the. full. original.
call.online.
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C H A P T E R  4
On Openness and Motivation:  





This. chapter. reflects. on. the. importance. of. understanding. the. moti-
vations.of.participants.and.non-participants.for.engaging.(or.not).in.
small-scale. citizen. science. projects. that. require. a. high. level. of. vol-
untary. engagement.. The. multi-motivational. nature. of. involvement.





















On Openness and Motivation
There.are.many.ways.to.define.openness.in.context;.reflecting.on.the.
project’s.experience.will.contribute.to.defining.one.of.many.possible.








the. scientific. knowledge. to. non-traditional. audiences:. for. instance,.
rural. dwellers. often. assist. researchers. and. students. in. performing.
their.work. (by.providing. information,.participating. in. surveys,. and.




In. the. context. of. this. project,. research. began. and. ended. with. com-
munity.problems,.rather.than.with.scientific.problems..Thus,.during.
the.first.work.session,.the.participants.worked.on.their.own.collective.
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The Role of Motivation
Participatory.methods.that.emphasize.participation.and.action.by.local.








between. participatory. streams.”. This. new. phase. is. both. extremely.
enriching.and.complex.
The. reasons.behind.a.decision. to.participate.or.not. in.projects.




ticipatory.projects. in. the. future.and.ensure. their. sustainability.over.
time..As.noted.by.Rotman.et.al..(2012),.two.pivotal.points.in.partici-
pation.are.significantly.affected.by.motivational.factors:.(1).the.initial.














Through. Open. Collaborative. Science:.A. Case. Study. in. Two. Model.
Forests,” was. to. improve. both. the. human. capabilities. and. knowl-
edge.capital.of.individuals.and.local.communities.while.at.the.same.
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time. stimulating. the. creation. of. new. social. ties.. The. project. was. a.
small-scale/high. involvement. initiative. that. started. in. March. 2015.





The. project. was. conducted. in. Colombia. and. Costa. Rica,. two.
biodiversity-rich. countries.. In. 2012,. Costa. Rica. and. Colombia. were.
rated.as.the.first.and.third.“happiest”.countries.of.the.world,.respec-
tively,. according. to. the.Happy.Planet. Index,. an.alternative.measure.













Just. like. UNESCO’s. biosphere. reserves,. Model. Forests. are. areas. of.
“recognition”.rather.than.“regulation,”.which.means.that.their.pres-




providing.demonstration.areas. for. specific.kinds.of. research.or.
development.priorities,.and.serving.an.honest.broker.function.to.
advance.specific.initiatives..(Gerardo.et.al..2017)
The. Model. Forest. concept. is. based. on. sharing. knowledge. and. on.




point. to. implement.a.pilot.project. that.promoted.Open.Science.and.
citizen.engagement.
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The. project. focused. on. two. types. of. actors:. on. one. hand,. the.
scientists.or.academic.researchers,.and,.on. the.other.hand,. the. local.
representatives. or. leaders. of. different. communities.. Both. groups. of.
actors. were. characterized. by. heterogeneity.. There. were. an. almost.
equal. number. of. men. and. women.. Scientists. were. represented. by.
master’s. students. and. professors/researchers. who. had. varying. de-
grees.of.experience.in.engaging.directly.with.communities.and.who.
expressed.interest.in.participating..Community.teams.comprised.three.






ical. and. socioeconomic. conditions.
3
. There. is. a. crucial. relationship.
between. biodiversity. and. productive. systems. in. rural. landscapes:.
communities. face. the. challenge. of. producing. more. without. de-
stroying. the. natural. capital. and. ecosystem. services,. at. the. same.
time.taking.into.account.the.threats.posed.by.climate.change..So,.in.
Colombia,. the. project. involved,. among. others,. citizens. from. three.
different.areas.along.the.same.watershed.(upper,.middle,.and.lower.
basin. of. the. Otún. River),. which. allowed. for. recognition. of. the. in-
terconnectedness. of. the. issues. they. all. might. face.. For. example,.
contamination. upstream. can. have. consequences. for. water. users.





vided.an.opportunity. for. them.to.understand. the.diversity.of.eco-
systems.and.climate.change.impacts.in.different.life.zones.(such.as.
premontane.and.montane.rainforests).
The. core. topic. addressed. was. climate. change. adaptation.. It.
should.be.noted. that. there. is.a.growing.body.of.knowledge. in. the.
field. of. community-based. adaptation. (CBA),. which. builds. on. val-
ues. and. approaches. similar. to. the. ones. promoted. within. the. proj-




. In.our. case,. the. framing.of.
climate.change.adaptation.did.not.feel.contrived.to.participants.since.
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the. topic. was. sufficiently. broad. and. our. approach. flexible. enough.














self-organization,. including. defining. the. problems. and. establishing.
local.priorities..This.was.accomplished.through.a.series.of.work.ses-
sions,.meetings,.and.field.trips.during.which.we.used.a.mix.of.tools.
and. materials. that. we. either. developed. or. adapted. (e.g.,. drawing.
maps,.games,.and.classic.PowerPoint.presentations.on.scientific.topics.
as.shown.in.Figure.4.1.facing.page).
Community. participants,. in. collaboration. with. academic. rep-
resentatives. and. other. partners,. proposed. and. subsequently. imple-
mented.seven.ideas.of.locally.relevant.adaptation.initiatives..Table.4.1.
(page.94).gives.an.overview.of. the.seven.micro-initiatives. that.have.
been. designed. as. part. of. the. project.. These. were. presented. during.
final.events.in.both.Model.Forests.where.members.of.different.insti-
tutions.were.invited.
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Figure �.�. Examples of printed materials that were developed/
adapted to conduct the work sessions: From left to right, a guide 
with steps for participants to engage in the project, a community 
capitals analysis sheet, a lean canvas, and a game on common 
goods called Mapa.
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made. concrete. plans. for. making. their. initiative. sustainable. (for. ex-




or.undone..That.brings.us. to.an. important. lesson:.we. tend. to. focus.
much. more. on. outcomes. than. on. processes,. but,. in. our. conception.
of.Open.Science,.the.road.taken.is.as.important.as.the.destination.
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previously. identified. either. through. their. participation. within. the.
Model. Forest. platform. or. through. contacts. of. the. Model. Forest.
participants..The.teams.were.required.to.commit.to.the.entire.pro-
cess,.which.included.actively.engaging.in.work.sessions.and.in.the.
elaboration. of. an. initiative. related. to. climate. change. adaptation..
Incentives. included. opportunities. to. travel. to. new. areas. of. their.










Three. out. of. ten. community. teams. that. were. initially. selected.















2.. .The. level.of.motivation.seemed. to.decrease.whenever. there.





novative. and. flexible. approach.. People. reported. feeling. re-
sponsible. for. the. project,. having. freedom. to. act,. and. being.
satisfied.with.the.fact.that.their.opinion.mattered.
4.. .The. leadership. of. one. or. two. individuals. was. essential. to.
motivate. the. rest. of. the. group.. The. members. of. the. teams.
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internal. disagreements. among. team. members. de-.motivated.
some.participants.
The. project. was. more. successful. in. enabling. meaningful. dynamics.
that.were.appropriated.by.the.local.teams.than.in.generating.enthu-
siasm.and.engaging.academic.researchers..Indeed,.several.researchers.
did.not.sustain. their. interest. in. the. initiative.over. time..Reasons. for.
this. could. include. that. the. perceived. benefits. of. participation. were.
greater. for. the. local. teams. than. for. the. scientists;. the. lack. of. aca-
demic. incentives. can. be. un-motivating;. or. that,. generally. speaking,.
researchers.have.access.to.a.wide.range.of.research.projects.(including.
paid. opportunities). that. seem. more. interesting. to. them. for. a. range.
of. reasons.. However,. for. many. local. groups,. this. project. was. seen.
as.quite.a.unique.opportunity.to.act..Broad.generalizations.include:
1.. .Early.career.professionals.and.students.tend.to.be.more.open.
to. the. idea. of. openness. and. of. investing. significant. time. in.












those. two. teams—for. example,. a. foundation. that. works. on. design.





that. they. could. enhance. and. validate. their. own. research. or. that. of.
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limited. and. such. a. process. was. unnecessary,. in. their. perception,. to.
achieve.the.research.goals.in.an.efficient.manner.
Local.citizens.who.participated.were.prompted.by.the.desire.to.
learn. and. improve. themselves. as. well. as. their. community,. to. meet.
new. people,. and. to. self-organize.. They. had. a. keen. desire. to. better.









(illness. in. the. family,. lack.of. time,.etc.)..Other. factors.could. include.
culture.or.low.educational.attainment.
8
Reflections on Lessons Learned and Recommendations
This. experience. illustrates. the. importance. of.being. aware.of. the.di-
verse. array. of. motivations,. and. of. making. an. effort. to. understand.
these. in.the.context.of.a.particular.project..Most.specifically. in.such.





to. promote. the. right. attitudes,. which. can. happen. even. at. an. early.
age..An.open.mindset.begins.with.an.open.education.. Interestingly,.
within. our. project,. four. out. of. seven. community-led. initiatives.had.
a. specific. educational. component. involving. children.. On. the. other.
hand,.soft.skills.and.values.should.be.integrated.in.scientific.training..
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Values. indeed. always. have. an. influence. on. the. research. (whether.
scientists.recognize.it.or.not),.including.our.approach.to.the.problem,.
our. definition. of. the. concepts,. and. the. presentation. of. findings.. In.
our. project,. the. underlying. values. were. those. shared. by. the. Model.
















one.. The. fact. that. people. felt. important. and. that. their. participation.
and.opinions.really.mattered.was.crucial. for.continued.engagement.
within.the.project..This.included.providing.regular.feedback.as.well.
as. meaningful. opportunities. for. meeting. and. engaging. with. peers.
and.for. taking. initiative.. Initial.work. to.meet.on.a.one-on-one.basis.
was. successful. in. engaging. key. individuals. and. clarifying. expecta-
tions..It.was.also.a.good.idea.to.provide.a.final.opportunity.to.make.
a. presentation. in. front. of. an. external. audience:. one. could. feel. how.
proud.participants.were.of.their.accomplishments.
Time. is. golden..According. to. our. experience,. groups. should.
have. enough. time. for. conscious. reflection. and. to. share. the. experi-
ence,.within. and. outside.of. the. work. sessions.. Sufficient. time. must.
be.allowed.between.the.sessions.(several.months)..On.the.other.hand,.
Robert.Chambers.(2006).pointed.out.quite.rightly.that.taking.people’s.
time. is.often.an.abuse.since. time. is.precious. for. rural.people,.espe-
cially.at. critical. times.of. the.year. (rainy.season,.harvest,. etc.)..Thus,.
it. is. important. to. adjust. and. establish. a. balance. between. the. pace.
of. the. different. stakeholders. and. efficiency. goals. (which. are. dear.
to. researchers).. In. the. case. of. our. project,. the. opportunities. given.
to. local. communities. were. a. trade-off. for. the. time. investment. they.
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The. main. issues. are. not. so. much. ones. of. scale,. but. of. power..
What.really.mattered.in.the.work.process.was.not.how.many.people.
were. engaged,. but. the. fact. that. a. more. robust. and. horizontal. rela-
tionship.could.be.established.between.local.people.and.researchers..








. or. Comandulli. et. al.. 2016,. for. example).. Such. approaches.
might.be.even.more.crucial.when.it.comes.to.natural.resource.man-
agement,. where. decentralized. approaches. have. proven. to. be. key.
for. introducing. new. social. interactions. between. communities. and.
their.ecosystems,.improving.governance,.and.halting.environmental.
degradation.
Do. not. underestimate. the. investment. that. is. required.. As.
shown. in. this.pilot. study,. this. type.of.project. is.more.demanding.
than.it.seems..While.many.participatory.projects.aim.at.extracting.
information.for.the.benefit.of.outsiders,.the.spirit.here.was.to.give.
back. to. the. community. and. have. a. social. impact.. Bridging. scien-
tific. work. and. what. we. could. call. “development. work”. requires.




“multifaceted. role.of. the. researcher”. (as.educator,. communicator,.
facilitator,. etc.). and. the. importance. of. negotiating. relationships.
with.community.partners.in.a.transparent.manner.from.the.onset..
Indeed,. this. type. of. project. calls. for. a. specific. profile. or. type. of.
person.or.researcher—one.who.is.deeply.committed.to.the.impor-
tance. of. integrating. multiple. forms. of. knowledge. to. understand.
today’s.problems,.who.is.empathetic.and.communicative,.and.who.
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at. all. stages. of. the. scientific. process.. The. communities. themselves.
should.establish.at.least.some.of.the.priorities,.which.means.leaving.
the. agenda. as. “open”. as. possible.. In. the. project,. we. let. the. teams.




enriching. for. all. of. them.. Again,. there. is. a. need. for. more. citizen.
science.projects.revolving.around.what.is.convenient.for.people.and.
their. lives. and. not. only. what. is. convenient. for. researchers.. These.
types.of.projects.should.not.be.assumed.to.be.better.or.worse;. they.



















tween. the. roles. of. the. citizen. and. the. scientist. are. often. blurred.. In.
this. chapter,. we. illustrated. the. multi-motivational. nature. of. partici-
pation. in.community-based.projects,.providing. initial. reflections.on.
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“a. conceptual. framework. whereby. stakeholders. in. a. landscape. aim. to. reconcile.





who. work. collaboratively. with. professional. researchers. through. all. steps. of. the.
scientific. process. to. find. solutions. to. problems. of. community. relevance.. Finn.
(1994). outlined. three. key. elements. of. participatory. research:. (1). it. responds. to.
the.experiences.and.needs.of.the.community;.(2).it.fosters.collaboration.between.
researchers. and. community. in. research. activities;. and. (3). it. promotes. common.
knowledge. and. increases. community. awareness.. http://www.ecologyandsociety.
org/vol12/iss2/art11/.





7.. .Many.of. them.went.beyond.what.was.“expected”. from. them..For. example,.one.
group. sought. to. get. legal. status. and. started. a. new. foundation.. Another. local.
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8.. .However,. in. our. project,. one. farmer. who. was. completely. illiterate. participated.






In the spirit of fair, open, and accessible science, we would recommend to 
those who cannot access some of the following content to use SciHub (the 
“Robin Hood of Science”) and/or Library Genesis.
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2001..Investing in Farmers as Researchers: Experience with Local Agricultural 
Research Committees in Latin America..Cali,.Colombia:.Centro.Internacio-
nal.de.Agricultura.Tropical.
Batson,.C..Daniel,.Nadia.Ahmad,.and.Jo-Ann.Tsang..2002..“Four.Motives.for.
Community.Involvement.”.Journal of Social Issues 58.(3):.429–45.
Brereton,.Margot,.Paul.Roe,.Ronald.Schroeter,.Anita.Lee.Hong..2014..“Be-
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Design.Research.Out.Here.”.In.Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference 
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C H A P T E R  5
Contextualizing Openness:  





Using. participatory. research. methods,. this. Lebanon-based. project.
engaged. citizen. scientist. volunteers. (predominantly. women). to. ex-
plore. whether. open. and. collaborative. science. could. be. used. as. an.















environmental. concern. can. become. part. of. a. scientific. process. that.
























empowered.and.responsible. to.speak.up.and. take.steps. to. improve.
their.community.water.sources.based.on.the.data.collected..Building.
on.insights.by.Conrad.and.Hilchey.(2011).and.Fore.et.al..(2001),.the.
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to.understand. if.a.citizen.science.approach.could.be.adapted. to. the.
citizens’. interpretive. capabilities. and. to. the. social. and. cultural. di-
mensions.of.the.research.area..In.addition.to.informing.strategies.for.
research. application,. understanding. the. social. and. cultural. dynam-
ics. of. the. local. area. can. better. inform. community. engagement.. To.
achieve. these. diverse. outcomes,. the. project. team. determined. that. a.






The. team. was. interested. in. exploring. a. more. participatory,.
“bottom-up”. approach. to. the. production. of. scientific. knowledge. to.
understand. how. it. might. enable. a. more. equitable. exchange. where.
the. interests. of. citizens. and. scientists. are. taken. into. consideration.
during.the.planning.and.the.implementation.phases..In.countries.with.
large. numbers. of. poor. individuals,. marginalized. communities,. and.

















In. this. project,. the. same. open. information-sharing. framework.
between.a.university.and.a.community.was.applied.to.assess.the.do-
mestic.water.quality.in.a.Lebanese.village.and.to.lay.a.strong.ground-
work.for.suitable.solutions. that.may.follow.suit..Citizens. tested. the.
water.quality.of.the.main.public.and.private.wells.feeding.the.village..
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Two.campaigns.(August.2016.to.September.2016.and.November.2015.
to.February.2016).were.conducted.with.each.consisting.of.three.sam-
pling.events. followed.by.discussions.. In. this. chapter,.we.shed. light.
on.the.situational.context.of.water.quality. in.Lebanon.at. the.village.




be. used. as. a. tool. for. community. development. and. to. help. build. a.
foundation.for.remediating.local.environmental.problems.
University-Community Research and Development Framework: 
Lebanese Village Case Study





water. and. dumping. of. solid. waste. in. rivers,. unregulated. tapping.
into. aquifers,. and. absence. of. storm. water. collection. are. examples.




Aligning. our. research. question. with. the. local. context. was.
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collective.prioritization.of.water.quality. issues.matched. the.priority.
of.our. team..The.municipal. council.of. the. targeted.community.was.
then. approached. with. the. proposed. citizen. science. project. and. the.
objective.was.explained..Upon.receiving.an.expression.of.interest.to.
participate. from. the. local. authorities,. the. project. team. secured. In-
stitutional. Review. Board. (IRB). approval. to. ensure. compliance. with.
the.university’s.ethics.code..Unlike.similar.interdisciplinary.research.
applying. participatory. research. methods,. there. were. no. conflicting.
priorities. or. understandings. on. how. to. engage. local. people. during.
the.IRB.process.(Traynor.et.al..2015;.see.also.Chapter.10).
The. municipality. took. charge. of. inviting. the. local. community.
to.the.introductory.seminar.and.introducing.the.research.team.to.the.
owners. of. the. private. wells. and. the. operators. of. the. public. wells..
In. assembling. a. group. of. citizen. scientists,. two. citizens. who. were.
especially. passionate. about. our. work. took. the. initiative. to. recruit.
participants.. One. of. these. citizens. was. instrumental. in. keeping. the.









was. provided. with. a. copy. of. the. Ministerial. decision.. The. private.
well. owners. were. reluctant. to. participate. because. they. were. con-
cerned.about.the.lack.of.objectivity.and.reliability.of.tests.performed.




well. owners. and. diffusing. tensions. among. the. many. stakeholders.
surrounding.the.sensitive.issue.of. local.water.quality..Also,.munic-




may. not. have. had. confidence. in. results,. and. there. may. have. been.
more.tension.in.the.community.when.the.water.quality.results.were.
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made.public. Citizen.scientists.wanted.to.know.which.water.source.
they. were. testing. and. to. have. information. about. water. quality. in.
their.homes..We.explained.the.importance.of.objective.analysis.and.





have. been. implemented. in. several. locations. across. the. northern.
hemisphere. (Au. et. al.. 2000;. Burgos. et. al.. 2013;. Latimore. and. Steen.






data,. demonstrable. application. of. results,. and. the. impact. on. water.
resource.management.decisions.on.both.the.local.and.national.scale,.
the. majority. of. these. campaigns. resulted. in. “synergistic. outcomes”.
that.included.the.advancement.of.freshwater.science,.public.awareness.
of.water. resource.challenges.and.concerns,. increased. levels.of.“citi-
zen.participation,”.and.implementation.of.“science-based”.protection/
conservation.projects.at. the. local. level. (Burgos.et.al..2013;.Latimore.
and.Steen.2014).
In.our.case.study.project,.there.was.an.agreement.with.the.local.
residents. and. authorities. that. the. main. water. sources. in. the. village.
would.be.sampled.for.testing..The.point.source.locations.were.shared.
by.a.multi-stakeholder.consultation.group,.which.included.municipal.
representatives,. a. water. authority. representative,. and. private. well.
owners.. Water. sampling. was. performed. in. coordination. with. this.
group. and. was. based. on. the. Quick Guide to Drinking Water Sample 
Collection. published. by. the. United. States. Environmental. Protection.
Agency.(EPA).in.2015.(US.EPA.2015).
Simple.field-testing.kits.and.laboratory.supplies.for.twelve.water.
parameters. were. purchased. or. assembled. by. the. team.. The. meth-
ods. were. selected. because. they. utilized. standardized. procedures,.
were. easy. to. use,. had. short. assay. durations,. and. were. readily. im-
plementable.in.an.improvised.laboratory.setting.
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Volunteer Training
The.solicitation.for.citizen.scientist.volunteers. took.place.at. the.end.
of. a. public. seminar. in. which. we. presented. a. background. section.
(water. as. a. resource,. sources. of. water. pollution,. and. water. quality.
parameters),.and.a.citizen.science.research.section.where.we.explained.
the.need.for.regular.testing.and.elaborated.on.the.potential.role.that.
local. residents. can. play. as. citizen. scientists.. The. great. majority. of.



















Training. workshops. were. organized. according. to. the. local. in-
terpretive. capabilities. of. citizen. scientists.. During. these. workshops,.
citizen. scientists. learned. about. water. quality. standards. and. testing.
procedures..Specifically,.they.learned.that.water.quality.depends.on.




distributed. to. the. trainees..The. fact. sheets. included.an. introduction.
about.each.parameter.(what. it. is,.why.we.care.about. it,. the.permis-
sible. level,. and. the. measurement. technique),. a. section. detailing. the.
testing. methodology. using. illustrations,. and. a. section. about. safety.
information.
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Figure �.�. One example of a fact sheet developed for the pH 
measurement in English (left) and Arabic (right).
Citizen.scientists.followed.procedures.detailed.in.the.fact.sheets..
Despite. careful. selection. of. scientific. wording. to. cater. to. the. inter-
pretive. capacity. of. laypersons. and. translation. of. the. fact. sheet. into.
Arabic,.in.some.instances,.the.citizen.scientists.did.not.quickly.under-
stand.scientific.jargon.used.in.the.fact.sheet..For.example,.translation.
of. pH. to.Arabic. proved. confusing. to. some. citizens,. but. after. some.
explanation. and. examples. of. quotidian. acidic. and. basic. household.







them.. By. the. last. testing. workshops,. the. need. for. our. intervention.
became. minimal,. and. experienced. participants. were. left. to. operate.
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and. dried. herbs.. Participants. were. paying. attention. to. each. other’s.
work.and.correcting.each.other..For.example,.during.the.drop.count.
titration,. three. women. working. together. each. kept. her. count. and.
confirmed.the.number.of.drops.at.the.end.of.the.experimental.tests..
This. cooperation. between. women. also. occurred. during. data. collec-















ticipant. engagement. was. voluntary. and. not. enforced.. Some. citizen.
scientists. joined. further. along. in. the. project. and. some. left. but. the.









quality. measurements,. the. sessions. were. scheduled. simultaneously,.
each.at.a.separate.table,.and.additional.sample.cells.were.bought.to.
eliminate. the. washing. step. between. tests.. This. reduced. the. time. of.
the. workshop. from. four. to. two. hours. and. allowed. both. the. water.
collection.and. testing. to.be.conducted.on. the. same.day..During. the.
second.campaign.held.between.August.and.September.of.2016.when.
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children.were.on.school.break,.some.citizen.scientists.came.with.their.
daughters. on. weekdays.. It. is. likely. a. cultural. matter. that. mothers.
brought. their.daughters,. and.not. their. sons,. to.workshops. that.had.
turned.into.all-women.activities..The.workshops.included,.in.addition.






tic. boxes. on. wheels. for. easy. transport.. The. boxes. were. taken. back.
and. forth. to. the. village. for. the. workshops. and. to. the. laboratory. to.
repeat.the.tests.on.the.same.samples..Data.generated.by.the.citizens.








the. project,. the. university. team. served. as. a. resource. group. for. the.
citizen.scientists.and.responded.to.all.water.quality–related.enquiries.
whether. they. were. directly. related. to. the. project. or. not.. For. exam-
ple,.we. informed.women.concerned.about. the.quality.of.purchased.







However,. if. the. citizens. want. to. retest. water. in. the. future. or. if. we.
were.to.scale.up.this.project,.the.cost.could.be.substantially.reduced.
if. the. materials. are. bought. in. bulk. and. the. kits. for. the. citizen. sci-
entists.are.manually.prepared.by. the. team.of. scientists..The.project.
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team.worked.closely.with.the.municipality.to.have.one.of. the.wells.
tested. by. a. certified. laboratory. as. recommended. of. the. Ministry. of.
Health.. Simple. measures. were. also. shared. with. women. concerned.
with. quality. of. water. such. as. brushing. teeth. with. drinking. water,.
cleaning.water.storage.tanks.regularly,.and.using.chemical.disinfec-
tants.like.chlorine.tablets.













He. and. all. of. the. well. owners. were. glad. to. have. their. water. tested.
at.no.cost,.and.they.held.a.discussion.among.themselves.to.see.how.















remedy. any. of. the. polluted. water. sources.. Well. owners. and. opera-
tors. seem. unlikely. to. treat. their. contaminated. water. because. of. the.
associated.costs.and.their.current.financial.resources..Even.though.the.
citizen.scientists.did.not.expect.the.project.to.lead.to.full.remediation.
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of. polluted. water. resources,. they. were. disappointed. to. see. that. the.
authorities. did. not. take. immediate. action. to. treat. the. community’s.
water..The.citizen.scientists.remain.active.via.a.WhatsApp.messenger.
group. and. are. still. exploring. opportunities. to. influence. the. water.
authorities.and.the.municipality.
University-Community Knowledge Sharing,  
Research, and Development
It. is. important. and. possible. for. citizen. science. researchers. to. con-
tribute.to.development,.especially.when.they.have.a.desire.for.social.
justice.and.an.intrinsic.motivation.to.work.with.marginalized.groups.
(Gastrow.et.al.. 2016).. In. fact,.universities. that. support. this. scope.of.
academic.research.and.that.are.grounded.in.developmental.issues.are.
the.ones.that.will.drive.societal.renewal.(Schieffer.and.Lessem.2014)..
The. case. study. presented. is. an. excellent. model. that. illustrates. how.
research. and. community. development. can. be. synergistic,. as. sum-
marized.in.Figure.5.2..The.model,.which.consists.of.four.dimensions.
(tools. for. mapping,. a. trust. building. strategy,. incentives. to. partici-





willingness. to. share. information. about. the. current. status. and. loca-
tion. of. wells,. their. active. recruitment. of. committed. residents,. and.
their. commitment. to. learn. and. comply. with. testing. methodologies..
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Figure �.�. Summary illustration of how research and community 
development can be synergistic.
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and.cultural.practices.. Indeed,. raising. the. idea.of.making. those. im-
plicit. assumptions. explicit. can. be. seen. not. just. as. a. threat,. but. also.
as. an. accusation. of. bad. faith.. Why. should. we. require. formal. rules.
or.processes.when. it. is.obvious. to.all.people.of.good. faith.how.we.
should.behave?
Such.universal.agreement.is,.of.course,.rare,.if.not.non-existent,.
in. practice.. However,. certain. approaches. to. work,. and. to. research.
specifically,.bring.those.differences.to.the.surface.more.clearly..Among.
these,.open.and.collaborative.practices.are.very.likely.to.raise.issues..
If. the. goal. of. open. and. collaborative. science. is. to. include. a. more.
diverse. range. of. actors,. to. give. greater. agency. to. those. who. have.
lacked.it,.and.to.gain.from.perspectives.that.are.frequently.excluded,.




At. the. same. time,. open. and. collaborative. projects. often. suffer.
from.a.particular.version.of.the.general.blindness.to.governance.chal-
lenges.. Because. they. are. frequently. driven. by. values,. often. includ-
ing.labour.that. is.volunteered.or.above.the.minimum.required,. it. is.
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easy.to. leave.the.differences. in.those.values.unexamined..Ironically,.
open.and.collaborative.projects. frequently. create. their.own. form.of.
exclusion,. identifying. those. who. “don’t. contribute”. or. “don’t. un-
derstand”. as. outsiders,. while. reinforcing. an. assumption. of. homo-
geneous.values.and.motivations.among.insiders..Even.when.projects.





formal. and. leaves. space. and. flexibility. for. customary. practice.. In.














The. three.chapters. in. this.section. tackle. these.questions. from.
a. range. of. perspectives.. They. raise. questions. of. trust,. of. the. ne-








“their”. assets. becomes. less. necessary,. but. a. sense. of. contributing.
to. the.control.over. the.project,.of. there.being.a.controlled.process,.
becomes.crucial.
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Building Trust: Prior Agreement and Allowing Control
By. definition,. collaborations. bring. different. groups. together,. but,.
even. within. groups,. the. question. of. trust. is. critical.. In. their. contri-
bution,.Maurice.Bolo,.Victor.Awino,.and.Dorine.Odongo.tell.an.all-
too-.common. story:.A. failure. to. agree. on. arrangements. for. manage-
ment. and. control. over. outputs. in. advance. leads. to. conflict,. which,.
even.when. resolved,. can. leave. residual. resentment. (see.Chapter.8)..
The.desire.to.avoid.discussing,.in.advance,.who.has.control.over.the.
opportunities. that. arise. from. research. comes. from. two. places.. The.
first,. and. most. frequent,. is. a. stated. belief. that. “everyone. is. on. the.
same. side;”. the. second. is. the. reality. that. mechanisms. and. systems.
of.agreement.often.require.giving.up.control.
The. same. chapter. also. presents. three. distinct. case. studies.
that. illustrate. differing. consequences. arising. from. a. lack. of. prior.
agreements.. In. Case. Study. 1,. the. lack. of. such. agreements. led. an.
industrial. partner. to. negotiate. with. the. funder. to. take. control. of.
assets.from.the.other.partners..In.Case.Study.2,.project.participants.
answered. the.question.of.whether.or.not.a.property.claim.would.
be.made.with.“we.shall.wait. and.see,”. illustrating.a. lack.of. trust.
in. the.project.as.a.whole.and.a.consequent.wish. to. retain.control.
until.forced.to.give.it.up..Unfortunately,.as.the.case.study.notes,.at.
that. point. it. is. often. too. late. to. resolve. issues. without. significant.
conflict.. Finally,. in. Case. Study. 3,. one. partner. was. said. to. have.
“run.with.our.knowledge,”.taking.collective.findings.and.seeking.
individual. advantage. without. reference. to. the. partners.. In. these.








ium. (BVH)—they. started. with. the. assumption. that. all. data. would.
be.publicly.and. fully.shared. (see.Chapter.6).. In. the.authors’.words,.
“in. the. name. of. openness,. in. order. to. participate,. all. data. had. to.
be. shared.”. While. the. various. herbaria. that. contributed. data. were.
used. to. sharing. in. an. informal. way. with. other. scientists,. this. shift.
to.public.sharing.was.new.and.raised.concerns..Sharing.beyond.the.
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that. they. deemed. sensitive.. In. particular. for. endangered. or. oth-
erwise. sensitive. species,. the. data. might. be. held. back. and. kept.
under. their.control.. In.combination.with. the.provision.of.new. in-
formation. and. support. that. the. central. infrastructure. of. the. BVH.
could. provide,. this. has. grown. over. time,. increasing. engagement.
from.data.contributors.and.ultimately.building.a.community.with.
agreed-upon.procedures.and.rules..While.the.formative.document.
for. the. BVH. is. a. non-binding. memorandum. of. understanding,. it.
nonetheless.sets.out. important.expectations.and,. therefore,.builds.
community.




the. fact. that. those. contributors. do. not. directly. contribute. funding.
to. the. BVH,. makes. a. statement. of. principles. sufficient.. This. would.




In. Chapter. 7,. Maurice. McNaughton. and. Lila. Rao-Graham.
note. the. importance.of.a.pre-existing.agency,. the.Caribbean.Disas-
ter. Emergency. Management. Agency. (CDEMA),. in. their. work. on.





The.context.of.disaster.management. is.unusual. in. two.ways..
First,. environmental. disasters,. particularly. hurricanes,. do. not. re-
spect.national.boundaries.and.coordination.therefore.has.high.value..
Second,. effective. coordination. in. the. context. of. these. disasters,.
with. .communication. systems. often. limited. or. disabled,. needs. to.
be.governed.by.well.understood.and.shared.rules..McNaughton.and.
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Rao-Graham. describe. how. disaster. management. is. an. area. where.
the. benefits. of. trust. building. and. shared. procedures. are. particu-
larly.clear.
Arguably,.the.lack.of.rule.making.in.the.context.of.Kenyan.re-
search. exploitation. described. by. Bolo. et. al.. is. preventing. the. kind.







The. work. of. the. BVH. described. by. Canhos. et. al.. can. also. be.




ask. is.whether.mechanisms.are. in.place. to.allow. the.community. to.
change.those.rules.if.it.so.desired..Achieving.unanimity.on.a.conten-




dent. on. context. and. history.. What. is. common. to. all. three. of. these.




All. three. studies. can.be.understood.as. seeking. to.build. institutions.
that.support.communities..Elinor.Ostrom.defines.the.term.institution.
to. cover. “the. prescriptions. that. humans. use. to. organize. all. forms.
of. repetitive. and. structured. interactions”. (Ostrom. 2005,. 3).. This. is.
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On.the.surface,.the.case.studies.from.Kenya.in.Chapter.8.may.
seem. less. focused. on. institution. building.. However,. the. implicit.
goal.of.their.work.is.to.identify.an.optimal.set.of.prescriptions.that.
researchers. and. industrial. partners. can. use. to. organize. a. specific.
form. of. “repetitive. and. structured. interaction.”. It. is. the. absence.
of. institutions. in. the. Kenyan. context. to. support. the. management.
of. apparently. conflicting. demands. of. intellectual. protection. and.
exploitation,. and.open.knowledge. in. support.of.development. that.
Bolo.and.Awino.criticize.
Functional. institutions. need. to. be. trusted. to. work. effectively..
Trust,. in. turn,. is.a.characteristic.of.communities.. It.could.be.argued.
that. an. institution. becomes. functional,. in. the. complex. sense. of. the.
term. as. dissected. by. Star. and. Ruhleder. (1996),. when. there. is. suffi-
cient. trust. from.a.defined.community.so. they.are.happy.to.give.up.





cient,. although. it. is. necessary.. More. than. that,. the. need. for. gover-
nance.changes.as.a.community,.project,.or. institution.evolves..What.
is. necessary. to. create. trust. at. the. beginning. may. be. very. different.
from.what.sustains.trust.in.a.mature.project.
The Governance of Open and Collaborative Projects:  
The Value of Explicit Values
At. the. opening. of. this. introduction,. I. noted. a. very. common. prob-
lem:. the.avoidance.of.discussions.of.governance.. In.contrast. to. the.
oft-given.reason.“but.we.all. trust.each.other,”. I.attributed.this. to.a.
lack.of.trust,.and.trust.that.needs.to.be.built.up.over.time..Further,.
I. argued. that. open. and. collaborative. projects. are. both. particularly.
prone. to. the. challenges. of. bringing. different. perspectives. together.
and,. through. an. assumption. of. shared. values. under. the. banner. of.
“open,”.also.have.a.tendency.to.create.differing.forms.of.exclusion..
In. this. final. section,. I. argue. that. a. shared. institution. of. explicitly.
expressed. values. can. mitigate. these. risks. and. strengthen. the. best.
aspects.of.open.approaches.
The. challenge. that. open. and. collaborative. projects. face. is. that.
they. explicitly. seek. to. bring. together. differing. perspectives. and,.
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can. be. seen. as. a. shared. governance. institution.. Focusing. on. values.
allows. flexibility. for. contextual. rule. making,. but. explicitly. surfaces.
the.issues.around.which.formal.rule.making.may.be.required..Those.







scale. up.. Ultimately,. the. challenge. is. one. of. building. trust,. and. an.
explicit.discussion.of.values.is.a.strong.place.to.start.when.building.
trust..The.application.of.values.as.rules-in-use.will.always.need.to.be.
contextual..Each. rule. implies.a.giving.up.of. control.by.participants.
as.they.agree.to.be.governed..That.process.in.turn.involves.trust..In.
the. end,. governance. is. a. question. of. privileging. positive. freedoms,.
the.“freedom.to,”.over.negative. freedoms,.or.“freedom.from”.(Hol-
brook.2015)..The.purpose.of.collaboration.is.to.bring.many.together.








Bilder,. Geoffrey,. Jennifer. Lin,. and. Cameron. Neylon.. 2015.. “Principles. for.
Open.Scholarly.Infrastructures-V1.”.Figshare..February.23,.2015..http://
dx.doi.org/10.6084/M9.FIGSHARE.1314859.
Holbrook,.Peter..2015..English Renaissance Tragedy: Ideas of Freedom..The.Arden.
Shakespeare..London:.Bloomsbury.Academic.










Infrastructure:. Design. and.Access. for. Large. Information. Spaces.”. In-
formation Systems Research.7.(1):.111–34.
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C H A P T E R  6
Brazil’s Virtual Herbarium,  














The. evolution. of. information. and. communication. technology. is.
changing.not.only.the.way.knowledge.is.produced,.but.also.the.way.
it. is. communicated. (Gibbons. et. al.. 1994).. Before. mass. education,.
scientists. were. viewed. as. the. holders. of. knowledge,. and. scientific.
.communication. was. largely. restricted. to. the. scientific. community..
Today,.many.scientific.developments.aim.to.solve.specific.problems.
involving. specialists. from. different. fields. of. knowledge,. within. dif-
ferent. cultures,. and. working. in. different. countries.. Communicat-
ing. science. and. knowledge. must. reach. out. to. all. members. of. the.













Biodiversity and Sustainable Development
Brazil’s. constitution. of. 1988. and. its. national. environmental. policy.
indicate. that. it. is. the. duty. of. the. State. and. the. citizens’. right. to.
have. access. to. environmental. information.. The. development. of. an.
e-infrastructure. focused. on. biodiversity. data,. such. as. Brazil’s. Vir-
tual. Herbarium. (HVFF,. an. initialism. for. Herbário. Virtual. da. Flora.
e.dos.Fungos),.not.only.contributes. to. the.advancement.of.science,.
but. also. helps. guarantee. our. constitutional. right. to. environmental.
information.
Problems. such. as. poverty,. hunger,. inequity,. environmental.
degradation,. genetic. erosion,. lack. of. access. to. water,. and. climate.
change,.among.many.others,.call.for.a.new.international.agenda.and.
framework.for.cooperation..The.Convention.of.Biological.Diversity.





ties. “shall. facilitate. the. exchange. of. information,. from. all. publicly.





national. states. in. 2000. sought. international. .commitment. to. devel-
opment. and. the. elimination. of. poverty. and. hunger. in. the. world,.
including.goals..concerning.environmental.sustainability.and.global.
partnership. for. development.. The. Strategic. Plan. for. Bio.diversity.
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2011–2020,. including.Aichi.Biodiversity.Targets.(Convention.on.Bi-




able. (Sachs.2015). is. fundamental.and. its.practice.must.occur.at.all.
levels,. from. local. to. global.. If. this. is. to. be. accomplished,. data,. in-
formation,. and. knowledge. must. also. be. organized. and. shared. at.
all. levels.
A Platform for Open Science





Institutos Nacionais de Ciência e Tecnologia).to.document,.store,.dissem-
inate,.and.increase.the.knowledge.base.on.the.diversity.of.plants.and.
fungi.of.Brazil.
Brazil’s. INCT. program. aims. to. mobilize. and. gather. the. best.
research.groups.to.participate.in.activities.of.high.scientific.impact.
and.in.frontier.and.strategic.areas.to.solve.great.national.problems..
The. ultimate. goal. is. to. form. national. and. international. scientific.




example. in.Brazil. is. the.National.Education.and.Research.Network.
(RNP,. Rede Nacional de Ensino e Pesquisa). that. provides. connectivity.
services. to. the. academic. community. based. on. internet. technology..
However,.engineering.breakthroughs.alone.are.not.enough.to.achieve.
the. outcomes. envisaged. for. the. undertaking. of. Open. Science. and.
other. global. collaborative. activities. supported. by. cyber. infrastruc-
tures..If.these.are.to.be.achieved,.it.will.more.likely.be.the.result.of.
a. nexus. of. interrelated. social,. legal,. and. technical. transformations.
(David.2006).
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to.integrate.institutions.and.people.as.a.network,.with.different.roles.
but.with.common.aims,.is.what.makes.the.difference.
The. HVFF. project. began. with. twenty-five. national. herbaria.
and. two. herbaria. from. abroad,. repatriating. data. of. samples. col-






integrates. and. openly. shares. over. 5.5. million. data. records. from.
one. hundred. and. ninety-one. datasets. and. more. than. 1.4. million.
images.(see.Figure.6.1).
Figure �.�. Number of datasets and geographic location  
of those herbaria which provide data to Brazil’s Virtual 
Herbarium in December 2008 and March 2017
Source: speciesLink,.2017. http://inct.splink.org.br/showNetwork.
In. addition. to. the. presence. of. at. least. one. herbarium. in. every.
Brazilian.state,.it.is.also.important.to.acknowledge.that.almost.ninety-.
five.percent.of.national.herbaria.associated.with.HVFF.are.also.asso-
ciated. with. graduate. programs.. These. circumstances,. together. with.
the.easy.access.to.online.data.and.tools,.are.affecting.the.development.
of.research.and.education.in.Brazil.
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community. was. a. normal. practice. among. biological. collections,.
but. making. data. available. online,. to. anyone. interested. without.
knowing. who. was. accessing. it. and. for. what. purpose,. meant. an.
enormous. cultural. change.. Participation. grew. when. mechanisms.
were. built. to. ensure. that. data. providers. could. easily. hold. back.
sensitive.data.
Lessons Learned
A)  Data policy, including decisions as to what data can be shared 
openly, must be carried out at the data provider’s end.
The. digital. infrastructure. adopted. a. general. policy. (CC. BY-NC-SA.
3.0
3
),. and. all. data. that. are. shared. must. follow. the. specific. licence..






B)  The complexity of the network in informatics must lie  
at the digital infrastructure’s end.
The.use.of.internationally.accepted.data.standards.and.communica-
tion. protocols. was. fundamental.. Development. of. speciesLink. began.
in..collaboration.with.SpeciesAnalyst,.a.network.developed.at.Kansas.
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C)  The use of internationally accepted standards  
and protocols is essential.
The. BVH. project. began. with. existing. infrastructures,. developed. by.




Botanical.Society. (SBB—Sociedade Botânica do Brasil).and. its.network.
of. Brazilian. Herbaria. (Rede Brasileira de Herbários).. These. three. ini-
tiatives,. CRIA,. RNP,. SBB,. and,. evidently,. the. botanical. community,.
are.the.pillars.of.this.project,.which.would.not.have.progressed.if. it.
disregarded.existing.initiatives.
D)  When developing a digital infrastructure, focus on  establishing 














. for.both.curators.and.users. to.attest. to.
the. quality. of. the. data.. These. tools. were. greatly. enhanced. due. to.
the. close. proximity. to. the. herbaria.. Beside. raising. data. quality. and.
increasing.usage,.these.tools.represent.an.incentive.to.data.providers,.
a.stimulus.to.participate.
E)  Interact with data providers and users to develop necessary  
and meaningful tools, which are more eff ctive  
and help motivate participation.
Governance
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meaning.that.it.has.limited.resources.and,.in.theory,.a.limited.lifespan..
Even. with. these. limitations,. governance. is. essential.. Important. fea-




from. the. botanical. community),. and. coordinators. of. specific. topics.
(taxonomy,. human. resources,. articulation,. products,. and. online. in-
formation. systems).. Face-to-face. meetings. are. held. at. least. once. a.
year,. and. meetings. with. curators. of. participating. herbaria. are. also.
organized.annually.during.the.National.Congress.of.Botany..All.other.
communication. is. carried. out. through. the. internet,. websites,. blogs,.
and.emails.
Planning
The. Steering. Committee. and. coordinators. use. data. from. the. digi-
tal. infrastructure. to. set.out. specific. strategies..As.an.example,.one.
of. the. programs. involves. sending. specialists. to. herbaria. to. iden-
tify. .material.and.offer.courses..To.organize. this,. the.herbaria.were.
asked. to. .publish. their. unidentified. material. online,. and. a. search.
interface.was.developed.to.enable.searching.for.these.records..This.
made. it.possible. for. the.steering.committee. to.select.herbaria.with.
the. greatest. need. and. match. them. with. specialists. with. the. neces-
sary.expertise..As.a. result,.over. seventy. thousand.specimens.were.
examined. and. identified.. Specialists. from. the. network. were. also.
encouraged. to. visit. herbaria. to. confirm. identifications. and. update.
nomenclature,. thus. improving. data. quality.. Courses. on. taxonomy.
and. nomenclature. were. offered. to. graduate. students,. and. courses.
on.herbarium.management.and.data.quality.were.offered.to.curators.
and.technical.staff.
To. establish. priorities,. a. system. called. Lacunas6. (Canhos. et.
al.. 2014). was. developed. to. identify. taxonomic. and. geographic. in-
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A.workflow.to.model.species’.distribution.based.on.their.ecolog-
ical.niche.called.BioGeo.or.Biogeography.of.Flora.and.Fungi.of.Brazil 
(Biogeografia da Flora e Fungos do Brasil)7.was.also.developed..Through.
this. system,. volunteer. specialists. produce. and. publish. geographic.
distribution. models. that. are. openly. shared. online. and. are. used. to.
help. guide. fieldwork. and. improve. data. quality.. Over. eight. percent.










The. SWOT. analysis. began. with. a. questionnaire. sent. and. answered.








and. the.most. significant. threat. is. the. fact. that.HVFF. is. still.project-.
based,.which.means.that.its.future.is.uncertain.
The.social.network,.strengthened.through.HVFF,.has.increased.
interaction. between. curators. and. technicians. from. different. insti-
tutions,. which,. in. turn,. has. led. to. a. change. in. the. mindset. of. the.
professionals. involved,. who. now. feel. valued. and. a. part. of. HVFF’s.
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Usage Metrics
In. terms. of. recognition,. the. metrics. employed. for. measuring. usage.




These. metrics. mean. very. little. to. this. community. and. do. not. show.
the. true. impact. of. the. Virtual. Herbarium..As. CRIA. keeps. a. log. of.










Figure �.�. Number of data records used in Brazil’s Virtual 
Herbarium between October 2012 and March 2017
Source: speciesLink,.2017.
Between.October.2012.and.March.2017,.about.1.7.billion.plant.
and. fungus. records. were. used.. The. years. 2014. and. 2015. averaged.
a. little. over. 400. million. records,. and. 2016. showed. over. 432. million.
records,.representing.an.average.of.1.2.million.records.used.per.day.
As. an. example. of. the. impact. of. this. usage,. a. small. but. geo-
graphically.specific.herbarium.in.the.State.of.Tocantins.(HUTO).with.
six.thousand.records.online.can.now.show.that.over.six.hundred.and.
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identification. of. the. needs. and. demands. for. the. ideal. target. user,.
which.can.include.thinking.about.what.language(s).to.use.as.well.as.
how.the.data.should.be.provided.to.be.both.useful.and.usable..Some.

















As. for. the. users’. profile:. ninety-four. percent. are. residents. of.
Brazil,. fifty. percent. have. a. doctorate. degree. or. are. PhD. students,.
twenty-eight.percent.have.a.master’s.degree.or.are.master’s.students,.
eighteen.percent.have.higher.education,.and.two.percent.have.a.high.
school.education..As. to. their. institution,.74.percent. come. from.uni-
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Crowd Sourcing
Beyond. identifying. interactions. with. target. users,. the. study. carried.
out.within. the.OCSDnet.project. framework.also. facilitated.an. iden-
tification. of. the. motivations. that. led. various. users. to. contribute. to.
the. project.. This. was. particularly. useful. in. terms. of. evaluating. the.
crowdsourcing.component.of.the.BVH—crowdsourcing.understood.as.
a.term.used.for.collaborative.contributions.such.as.voluntary.services.
or. ideas. through.the. internet..HVFF.developed.two.tools. to.use. the.
expertise.available.to.improve.data.quality.(an.annotation.system).and.
to.produce.species.geographic.distribution.models.(BioGeo).























“openness”. is.vital. at. all. levels..However,. there.are.many.hurdles. to.
overcome..Evaluation.systems.in.universities.and.research.centres.are.
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great.international.impact.is.what.counts,.even.for.developing.countries,.
and. this. reduces. the. importance. of. local. journals. in. local. languages.
with.a.focus.on.local.problems..Beside.global.digital infrastructures.that.

















network. established. and. its. digital. infrastructure. as. a. platform. for.
Open. Science. to. boost. frontier. developments. in. taxonomy,. bio-
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C H A P T E R  7
Collaborative Development  
of an Open Knowledge Broker  
for Disaster Recovery Planning
Maurice.McNaughton.and.Lila.Rao-Graham
Abstract





ment. between. countries. and. across. diverse. stakeholders. in. the. re-
gion..While.revealing.the.complexities.of.creating.open.and.enabling.





In. Jamaica. and. the. Caribbean. region,. data. produced. using. public.
resources.are.generally.considered.the.private.property.of.the.agency.
that. generated. them,. perhaps. due. to. the. perceived. power. of. infor-
mation.conferred.on.the.custodians..Cultural.and.institutional.habits.
often. forego. the. active. sharing. and. use. of. data,. and. other. forms. of.
evidence,.for.policy.and.decision.making..Aside.from.these.cultural.
tendencies,.there.are.also.structural/institutional.barriers.arising.from.
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the. limited. scalability. and. resource. endowments. of. the. public. ad-









main. for. examining. the. characteristics,. governance,. and. patterns. of.
interactions.within.an.open.and.collaborative.environment..Given.the.




However,. the. research. highlights. that. even. with. such. a. natu-




lenges. with. the.efficacy.of. this.de. facto. “knowledge. commons”.are.
standardization,. coordinated. production,. and. having. a. good. sense.
what.knowledge.resources.already.exist.(“How.do.we.know.what.we.
know?”).. There. is. no. central. knowledge. authority. or. directory. that.
someone.can.go.to.in.order.to.find.out.what.resources.are.available..
Thus,.they.continue.to.exist.in.silos.with.limited.sharing.
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Jamaica. and. the. Caribbean. region. have. enjoyed. a. long. history. of.
cultural,. trade,. and. commercial. “openness”. as. they. benefit. from. a.
geographically. advantageous. location. astride. the. major. East-West.
shipping. lanes. and. are. blessed. with. deep,. large. natural. harbours.
with.short.channels.to.open.seas..Indeed,.from.the.fifteenth.century.
onward,.the.strategic.importance.of.the.Caribbean.as.a.shipping.and.
trading. gateway. between. East. and. West. has. opened. up. the. region.













Does. this. rich,. distinctively. multicultural. heritage. make. for.
what.one.might.call.an.open.society?.Therein. lies. the.paradox..The.
political. leadership.of. the.post-colonial,. independent.Caribbean.has.
largely.managed.to.spread.a.combination.of.externally.imposed.and.
self-.inflicted.layers.of.political.and.administrative.bureaucracy.across.
public. administration.. Professor. Edwin. Jones,. widely. recognized.
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slow. to. embrace. formal. Open. Government/Open. Data. movements..
Recently,.however,.there.has.been.a.more.active.thrust.toward.Open.










3...the. measurement school. (which. is. concerned. with. alternative.
impact.measurement)
4...the. democratic school. (which. is. concerned. with. access. to.
knowledge)
5...the. pragmatic school. (which. is. concerned. with. collaborative.
research)
This. chapter. is. most. concerned. with. the. infrastructure school. and.
the. way. technological. architecture. fosters. interaction. among. phys-
ically. dispersed. individuals. and. enables. collaborative. practices. and.
knowledge. sharing.. Essential. core. capabilities. of. such. an. enabling.
infrastructure. include:. (1). management. and. sharing. of. knowledge.
objects.for.use.and.re-use;.(2).incentives.for.knowledge.producers.to.
make.their.objects.available;.(3).an.open.and.extensible.environment;.
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and,. (4).knowledge.collaboration.and.sharing.that. is.geared.toward.









veloping. documents. and. databases. related. to. disaster. management.
and.recovery..Additionally,.there.are.a.number.of.experts.in.the.area..
However,. although. there. is. an. active. willingness. to. share. these. re-












Community. (CARICOM).. CDEMA’s. mandate. is. to. fully. take. up. its.












. that. is. assigned. the. role. of. activating.
the.community.on.a.countrywide.basis.to.deal.with.disasters.
To. return. for. a. moment. to. Jamaica. and. ODPEM,. the. role. of.
Regional.Coordinators.(RCs).is.described.as.follows:
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a. number. of. stakeholders,. including. utility. companies,. government.
agencies,. non-governmental. agencies. (NGOs),. and. the. community..










There. is. a. great. deal. of. value. in. representing. the. concepts. of. a.
domain. as. proposed. in. this. research.. In. terms. of. the. most. suit-




An. ontology. provides. a. formal. description. of. a. domain. that.
can.be.shared.among.different.applications.and.expressed. in.a. lan-
guage. that. can. be. used. for. reasoning. (Gruber. 1995;. Noy. 2004).. It.
can. also. provide. a. framework. for. facilitating. effective. and. efficient.
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classes. (concepts),. relations,. functions,. axioms,. and. instances. (Noy.
and. .McGuinness. 2001).. Noy. and. McGuinness. (2001). highlight. sev-
eral.benefits.of.developing.an.ontology.to.make.domain.assumptions.
.explicit:. (1). facilitating. the. sharing. of. a. common. understanding. of.
the.structure.of.information.among.stakeholders.in.a.domain;.(2).fa-
cilitating.more.effective.communication.and.idea-sharing;.(3).assist-






considered. for. the. DRP,. and. it. was. recognized. that. a. more. limited.
form. of. controlled. vocabulary,. a. thesaurus,. that. is. implementable.
using. the. simpler,. but. functionally. competent,. Simple. Knowledge.
Organization.System.(SKOS).standards.designed.for.structured,.con-
trolled.vocabulary,.was.the.most.suited.
Knowledge Broker for DRP
This. work. focuses. on. the. development. of. a. knowledge. broker. for.
the. DRP. domain,. an. important. component. of. which. is. a. common,.
online,. and. interactive.vocabulary..As. such,. it.provides.a. technical.
solution. for. the. integration. of. silos. of. knowledge. related. to. DRP,.
which. are. currently. dispersed. throughout. the. region.. This. knowl-





all. of. the. regional. stakeholders.. Given. that. the. Caribbean. Disaster.
Management.community.is.well.organized.and.led.by.CDEMA,.they.
were. seen. as. the. critical. entity. through. which. commitment. to. this.
project. could. be. obtained.. The. objectives. of. this. project. were. well.
aligned. with. those. of. CDEMA,. which. made. it. quite. easy. to. form.
an.alliance.
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This.broker.framework.provides.an.end-user.with.a.single.point.
of.reference.to.search.for.DRP.resources..These.resources.do.not.need.
to. be. physically. integrated. into. one. central. repository. but. may. re-
side. where. they. were. created. and. tagged. with. appropriate. terms.
that.describe.what.they.represent.in.the.DRP.domain..Some.queries.
that.users.can.submit. through. the.knowledge.broker.are. illustrated.
in.Figure.7.1..For.example,.if.the.end-user.is.interested.in.finding.all.
resources.related.to.hurricanes,. that.single.query.will.be.sent. to. the.
broker,.which.will.then.identify.matching.resources.(i.e.,.documents,.
databases,. entities,.or. experts)..Additionally,. if. a.new.DRP.resource.
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allow. end-users,. for. example,. to. traverse.and.query. the.vocabulary.







The. Design. Science. approach. (Hevner. et. al.. 2004;. March. and.
Smith.1995;.Peffers.and.Gengler.2003).was.used.for.the..development.





the. use. and/or. performance. of. such. artifacts. (Hevner. et. al.. 2004)..
Hevner. and. others. (2004). specify. seven. guidelines. for. conducting.
and.evaluating.good.Design.Science.research;.these.guidelines.were.
.adopted.for.the.research.(see.Table.7.1).
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Source: Hevner et al. 2004
Table �.�. Design Science Research Guidelines (continued)
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The.development.of.the.knowledge.broker.takes.two.converging.
paths..One.path.addresses. the.development.of. the.DRP.vocabulary,.
and. the. second. path. addresses. the. more. technical. issue. of. the. de-







and. limited. resources. mean. that. there. are. tremendous. opportuni-
ties.if.collaboration.and.sharing.are.used.to.tackle.common.regional.
problems..However,.for.this.collaboration.to.take.place.effectively,.all.
stakeholders. must. be. using. a. consistent. vocabulary.. Implementing.
this. common. vocabulary. as. an. online,. open,. and. interactive. shared.
resource.can.lead.to.a.number.of.benefits,.including.the.following:
●..Facilitating.the.sharing.of.a.common.understanding.in.DPR,.
thereby. reducing. the.possibility.of. confusion.and.ambiguity.
that. may. arise. when. different. groups. of. stakeholders. come.
together. to. share. resources. and. make. decisions. (Altay. and.
Green.2006)..Given.that.the.Knowledge.Broker.facilitates.the.
integration.and.sharing.of.resources,. it. is.possible. that. there.











a...identification. and. engagement. of. key. stakeholders. in. the.
region.of.interest
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The. first. stage.of. the.development.of. this.vocabulary.was. the. iden-
tification.and.engagement.of.the.key.stakeholders.in.the.region.who.
have. responsibility. at. various. levels. for. disaster. recovery. planning..
These. include. stakeholders. at. both. the. local. and. regional. level. and.
involve. agencies. established. by. the. government. as. well. as. research.
initiatives.and.projects.whose.focus.is.on.disaster.preparedness.and.
management.in.the.Caribbean.
Once. these. groups. were. identified,. they. were. engaged. and.
able.to.describe.the.various.knowledge.initiatives.within.the.region,.
sharing. the. existing. documents. and. data. sources. that. were. useful.
in. describing. the. domain.. These. documents. included. disaster. plan.
templates,.sector.evacuation.plans,.and.national.plan.models..These.
stakeholder. engagements. and. the. documents. shared. were. used. to.
extrapolate. the.various.concepts.and.terms.used. in. the.domain.and.




In. parallel,. it. is. important. to. identify. and. incorporate. emerg-
ing. international. standards. and. benchmarks. in. the. general. disaster.
management. domain.. This. will. help. to. ensure. the. consistency. and.




in. nature.. The. starting. point. was. connecting. with. an. entity. at. the.
university. where. there. was. already. an. existing. relationship.. By. en-
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was. made. clear,. there. was. a. great. deal. of. interest. in. collaboration..
This.made.it.quite.easy.to.obtain.the.commitment.of.the.stakeholders.
Once.this.understanding.of.the.domain.was.completed,.the.vo-
cabulary. was. developed. and. shared. with. a. few. of. the. stakeholders.
to. ensure. that. it. represented. their. needs.. The. vocabulary. was. then.
updated. to. reflect. these.needs..A.portion.of. the.vocabulary. that.was.
developed.is.shown.in.Figure.7.2..For.each.of.the.terms.in.the.vocab-
ulary,. the. term,. synonyms. for. the. term,. and. a. definition. of. the. term.
is.represented..The.synonyms.are.important.for.representing,.among.
other. things,.different. terms. that.are.used. to. refer. to. the. same. thing.







Figure �.�. A Portion of the DRP Vocabulary?????????????????? ?????????? ?????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????????????? ??? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ???????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???????????????????????
Source:.CDEM,.A.National.Emergency.Management.Plan.
The. vocabulary. is. then. made. available. to. a. larger. group. of. stake-
holders. in. an. online,. interactive. way,. allowing. the. stakeholders. to.
query,. traverse,. and. annotate. the. vocabulary. to. reflect. any. changes.
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technologies. most. suited. for. the. application. needs.. The. following.
functions.were.essential.to.the.success.of.the.DRP.broker:
1.. .The. implementation. of. the. domain. vocabulary.. This. vocab-







3...The. ability. to. automate. the. process. of. tagging. the. new. re-





will. have. to. be. tagged. based. on. their. areas. of. expertise. as.
described.in.their.biographies.or.by.interviewing.them.
Given. the. importance.of.collaboration.and.sharing.of. these.resources.
as.well.as. the.need.to.offer. these.solutions. in.a.cost-effective.way,.an.
open.approach.was.used.in.the.development.of.the.platform.and.vo-
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Thesaurus.Explorer.allows.a.user.to.view.and.comment.on.the.concepts.
in. the. thesaurus.. It. is. a. graphical. user. interface. that. can. display. the.
thesaurus. in. different. ways. (e.g.,. a. hierarchical. tree. containing. nar-
rower.and.broader.concepts)..The.Thesaurus.Explorer.in.this.architec-
ture.builds.on. the.SKOS.Play.Open.Source.platform,.which. is.a. Java.
application.deployed.on.Apache.Tomcat.. It.uses.a.SPARQL.endpoint.
to.query.the.thesaurus.and.display.the.results.graphically..A.SPARQL.
endpoint. enables. users. (human. or. other). to. query. a. knowledge. base.
via.the.SPARQL.language.
The. three-layer. architecture. used. is. outlined. in. Figure. 7.3.. The.
















Figure �.�. Knowledge Broker Architecture
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These.technologies.will.be.integrated.to.develop.the.knowledge.bro-
ker.for.DRP.






The. resulting. DART. framework. is. based. on. the. premise. that. “open”.
is. not. a. binary. state.. Rather,. it. is. a. spectrum. that. exists. on. multiple.
dimensions—specifically:.Discoverability,.Accessibility,.Reusability,.and.
Transparency. A.summary.of.these.attributes.is.provided.in.Table.7.2.
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limited. re-use. and. utility. and,. indeed,. became. a. non-discoverable.
knowledge. resource. itself. as. institutional. memory. of. its. existence.
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end-users.to.traverse.and.query.the.vocabulary,.which.itself.represents.
an.Open.Knowledge.resource.that.is.available.for.re-use.
Transparency:. Transparency. and. quality. assurance. in. this. context.
began.with.an.extensive.dialogue.and.consultation.with. the.Carib-
bean. DRP. community. to. ensure. active. engagement,. involvement,.
validation,.and.ownership.of. the.controlled.vocabulary. that.under-




the. quality. assurance. process. employed. so. effectively. in. the. Open.
Source.software.domain.
Conclusion
The. knowledge. broker. provides. a. technical. solution. for. integrating.
silos.of.DRP.knowledge.that.are.currently.dispersed.throughout.the.
region..This.Knowledge.Broker.approach.provides.a.common.seman-





Ultimately,. openness. should. not. be. regarded. as. an. inherently.
advantageous. “state,”. but. rather. the. outcomes. of. openness. within. a.
particular.knowledge.context.are.what.should.be.examined. to.deter-
mine. its. merits.. For. instance,. well-known. open. paradigms. generally.
make. reference. to. the. “freedoms”. that. arise. as. a. result. of. openness;.
Open.Source.software.grants.the.user.of.the.software.access.to.source.
code.and.four.freedoms:.to.use,.copy,.study.and.modify,.and.improve.
and. redistribute. the. software.. Perhaps. we. might. eventually. consider.
assessing.the.openness.of.Caribbean.societies.through.an.examination.
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C H A P T E R  8
Harmonization of Open Science 







institutions. have. seen. the. simultaneous. growth. in. both. pro-Open.
Science. policies,. as. well. as. an. increased. pursuit. of. knowledge. pat-
ents..This.project.sought.to.assess.the.national.and.institutional.policy.
context. for. the.potential.of.Open.Science,.and.what. this. shift. could.
entail.for.partnerships.between.public.and.private.entities..Through.
an.assessment.of.three.case.studies,.the.project.concludes.that.while.
the. country. has. strong. policy. guidance. around. the. importance. of.
Open.Science.and.access,.the.nitty-gritty.details.of.“who.owns.what”.
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the.institutions.of.higher.learning.and.research.into.the.centre.of.the.
country’s.development.agenda,.and.placed.renewed.emphasis.on.the.
need. for. closer. collaboration. between. the. universities. and. private.
sector. to. enhance. the. commercialization. of. research. findings.. This.
call. for. closer. collaborations. and. partnerships. leads. to. a. number. of.
problems/concerns.. First,. it. has. opened. up. hitherto. hidden. cultural.







contradictions. affects. researchers’. ability. to. disseminate. and. exploit.
their.findings,.build.on.their.current.work,.conduct.follow-up.research.
and.innovation,.and.participate.in.new.collaborations.
Resolving. these. conflicts. requires. a. broad. institutional. and.




of. diverse. backgrounds. in. terms. of. disciplines,. culture,. ethics,. and.
tradition..Ensuring.that.the.aspirations.of.all.these.partners.and.their.
diverse. practices. operate. in. harmony. requires. intentional. efforts. at.
trust.building..This.calls.for.the.need.to.manage.the.different.cultural.
expectations.of.the.various.partners.
At. the. national. policy. level,. the. government. has. instituted. a.
number.of.measures.to.support.both.the.generation.and.sharing.of.
knowledge. from. publicly. funded. research. as. well. as. commercial.
.exploitation. and. private-sector. uptake. of. the. same.. For. example,.





In. 2013,. the. government. repealed. the. Science and Technology 
Act. (cap.250).and.created.three.autonomous.institutions.to.manage.
research. and. innovation.. In. this. legislative. shake. up,. the. National.
.Commission.for.Science,.Technology.and.Innovation.(NACOSTI)—for-
merly.the.National.Council.for.Science.and.Technology.(NCST)—was.
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created. to. set. the. national. research. agenda. and. provide. licensing.
and.quality.assurance.functions..The.National.Research.Fund.(NRF).
was.charged.with.resource.mobilization.and. funding.. It.now.man-
ages. the. STI. Grants. Scheme. while. the. Kenya. National. Innovation.
Agency.(KENIA).handles.the.promotion.of.research.translation.and.
has.the.responsibility.of.identifying,.characterizing,.and.supporting.
Kenyan. innovations.. Additionally,. the. government. has. anchored.
the. protection. of. intellectual. property. rights. in. the. country’s. Con-
stitution. as. well. as. enacting. other. enabling. legislation. to. facilitate.
commercialization.
In.response.to.the.evolution.at.the.national.policy.level,.academic.




structures. to. include. positions. of. Deputy. Vice. Chancellors. (DVCs).














To. answer. these. questions,. the. chapter. draws. on. three. case.
studies.of.government-funded.contemporary.research.partnerships.
to. discuss. the. challenges. that. researchers. face.. In. summary,. Case.
Study.1.highlights.the.initial.development.of.a.patented.herbal.food.
supplement.by.a.private-sector.company..The.product.required.fur-
ther. validation,. and. a. consortium. comprising. public. universities,.
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clear. that. the. consortium. was. ill-prepared. to. deal. with. it.. Finally,.
in. Case. Study. 3,. we. present. the. development. of. a. range. of. edible.
products.used.for.health.management.and.diversification.of.house-
hold.income.streams,.which.led.to.conflicts.around.budget.and.roles.
at. the.consortium. level..As.a. result,. a. researcher. from.a.public. re-




The. rest. of. the. chapter. proceeds. as. follows:. From. the. intro-
duction. above,. the. chapter. expounds. on. the. overall. methodology.
and. criteria. for. selecting. the. case. studies.. The. actual. case. studies.








as.well.as. the.choices.and.practices,.of. the. researchers..The.chapter.
ends.with.a.short.conclusion.and.recommendations.
Methodology
The. study. was. conducted. through. the. following. approaches:. (1).
stakeholder. interviews;. (2). discussions. with. experts;. and. (3). case.
studies..These.three.approaches.were.complemented.by.a.literature.
and.documentary.review,.as.well.as.an.empirical.desk.research.and.
institutional. review. of. intellectual. property. rights. and. OA. journal.
publications..In.particular,.we.conducted.an.extensive.literature.and.
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.documentary.review.of.the.national.and.institutional.policy.environ-
ment. to. highlight. the. evolution. of. Open. Science. and. commercial-
ization.approaches.over.time..We.analyzed.institutional.accounts.to.
examine. governance. and. organizational. changes. in. support. of. the.
transition.to.knowledge-.based.economies.and.their.general.responses.
to.policy.stimuli.in.the.broader.national,.regional,.and.international.
contexts.. We. delved. into. institutional. databases. of. the. various. aca-






views. with. selected. stakeholders. and. experts. on. their. experiences.






multi-.disciplinary. research. partnerships.. The. primary. respondents.
for.these.in-depth.case.studies.were.the.principal.investigators.and.
co-principal. investigators.. Their. responses. were. cross-checked. by.
interviewing. their. partners. and. research/grant. managers. at. their.
institutions.












given. the. sensitivity. and. secrecy. surrounding. intellectual. property.
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CNHR. and. LIWA. (Linking. Industry. With.Academia).. However,. at.
the.time.of. this.study,.both.institutions.were.undergoing.leadership.









1...economic. sectors—mainly. agriculture,. health. and. natural.
products,.energy,.and.ICT;






5...the. extent. and. role. of. the. private. sector. and/or. other. non-.
academic.actors.





3.. .the. progress. reports,. what. had. been. achieved,. and. the.
challenges;
4.. .proposed.governance.arrangements.and.role.sharing;.and
5.. .any. considerations. on. intellectual. property,. benefit. sharing,.
and.publications,.as.well.as.data-sharing.policies.
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Case Studies and Practical Experiences
At.the.end.of.the.study,.six.of.these.case.studies.had.been.conducted..
However,.only. three.are. reported.here.due. to. their.direct. relevance.
to.the.theme.of.the.current.book..Details.of.the.case.studies.are.pre-
sented.below.
Case Study 1: “From Sunguprot to Super Sunguprot”:  
A Case of  Follow-on Innovation
Sunguprot. is.a.herbal.food.supplement.with.both.anti-retroviral.and.
nutritive.properties..It.comes.in.the.form.of.porridge.and.is.ideal.for.
people. suffering. from. HIV/AIDS,. the. malnourished,. and. the. aged..
Sunguprot.was.initially.an.invention.of.a.private-sector.company.that.
had. already. obtained. IP. protection. (utility. model). and. regulatory.
approvals.from.the.Kenya.Bureau.of.Standards.(KEBS).and.the.Phar-
macy. and. Poisons. Board. (PPB). to. sell. and. market. the. products. as.
food. supplements.. However,. the. products. still. required. validation.
that. necessitated. further. physio-chemical,. micro-chemical,. clinical,.
and.pharmacological.analyses.to.determine.their.safety,.quality,.and.
efficacy. prior. to. producing. prototypes. and. moving. into. large-scale.
commercialization.








tium.agreement. that.would.provide.guidance.on. IP. rights,.publica-
tion. guidelines,. and. data. protection. issues.. When. the. research. was.
finalized.and.dissemination.planned,. the.private-sector.actor. feared.
losing.both. the.current.data.as.well.as.his. initial. invention. through.
public.disclosure.of.the.research.findings..With.no.guidelines.on.how.
to. resolve. the. IP. rights. issue. and. no. agreement. defining. partners’.
obligations,. the. private-sector. actor. sought. and. obtained. approval.
from.the.funder.(NACOSTI).to.apply.for.IP.rights.over.the.research.
findings.. He. applied. and. got. protection. over. all. the. data. from. the.
research,.and.proceeded.to.develop.“super.sunguprot”.as.a.superior.
product.based.on.the.research.findings..Moreover,.he.developed.other.
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products.based.on.the.data,.including.an.immune.modulator.(canoma).
and.Sungu. lemonade.herbal.tea.
Case Study 2: “We Shall Wait and See”: Research Consortia  
Develop Commercializable Products but Have No Idea  
Who Owns the Products
A. multi-disciplinary. consortium. of. two. public. universities,. a. pub-
lic. research. institute,.and.an.NGO.sought. to. investigate. the. issues.




consortium,. the. lead. partner. (a. public. university). was. in. charge.




tion. and. training.. Even. though. these. roles. were. stipulated. in. the.
proposal. document,. it. ended. at. that. point.. No. binding. agreement.
was.reached.that.would.ensure.that.the.partners.delivered.on.these.
roles,. or. that,. once. funding. was. secured,. no. partner. would. short-
change.the.others..The.institutional.governance.aspects.of.the.project.





of. this. centre. of. excellence. would. be. gathered. from. farmers. and.
other. users. of. traditional. knowledge. with. regard. to. recipes. using.
various. Indigenous. vegetables. and. made. available. through. Open.
Source.by.the.centre.





has. not. defined. ownership.. When. asked,. they. simply. replied,. “We.
shall.wait.and.see.if.anyone.claims.ownership.”.Although.by.design.
the.research.was.to.lead.to.new.products,.neither.the.funders.nor.the.
researchers.had.prior.consideration.as. to. the.potential.conflicts. that.
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est. collaborator. in. the. consortium. becomes. the. first. author. and. the.
most.experienced.becomes.the. last.author..While.this. is. intended.to.
support.and.promote.younger.researchers,.it.may.not.be.welcome.in.
the. local. context,. especially.by. the. senior.academics..Though.at. the.
time.of. this. interview,. the. issue.had.not.arisen,. it.was.clear. that. the.
consortium.was.ill-prepared.to.deal.with.it.
Case Study 3: “They Ran With Our Knowledge”:  
A Case of Post-Partnership Collaborations
In. this. project,. Manihotesculenta. (cassava),. Eleusinecoracana. (finger-.
millet),. Sesamumorientale L.. (simsim),. Chrotalariaochroleuca. (slender-
leaf.mild),.Chrotalariabrevidens.(slenderleaf.bitter),.and.Arachishypogaea.












in. the.market. through.existing.community.groups,.and. to.establish.
market.structures.for.the.products.that.will.contribute.to.diversified.
income.streams.for.households.
A. disagreement. arose. in. the. research. consortium. concerning.
the.sharing.of.resources.(mainly.budgets.and.roles)..Given.that.these.
were.not.defined.upfront,.when.the.funding.came,.some.of.the.part-
ners. felt. they.deserved.more.. In. the.absence.of.a.conflict. resolution.
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mechanism. or. a. binding. consortium. agreement,. a. researcher. from.
a. public. research. institute. is. alleged. to. have. used. information. and.
data.from.their.consortium.to.negotiate.with.other.partners.and.seek.
funding.elsewhere..In.the.absence.of.any.guiding.or.binding.contracts.







Contrasting Policy and Practice: Contextualizing Case  
Studies Within the National Policy Context
The. Kenyan. STI. policy. framework. anticipates. that. universities. and.









and. industry.”. Similarly,. in. “Sessional. Paper. No.. 1. of. 1994,”. indus-
try. is. encouraged. “to. develop. mutually. beneficial. contractual. links.
with.the.research.institutes.for.the.generation.of.viable.techno.logies.”.
These.policies.provide.the.general.framework.for.multi-.disciplinary.
research. and. academia–private-sector. research. collaborations.. As.
noted.also.in.“Sessional.Paper.No..2.of.1996.on.Industrial.Transfor-
mation,”. there. exists. a. weak. linkage. between. the. Kenyan. industry.
and. the. research. institutions,. and. “no. structured. mechanism. exists.
for.identifying.problems.of.private.industrial.sector,.which.are.then.
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for. the. efficient. use. of. the. existing. knowledge,. the. creation.
of.new.knowledge,.and.the.flourishing.of.entrepreneurship;





4.. .an. effective. innovation. system. (i.e.,. a. network. of. research.
centres,. universities,. think. tanks,. private. enterprises,. and.
community. groups). that. can. tap. into. the. growing. stock. of.
global.knowledge,.assimilate.and.adapt.it.to.local.needs.while.
creating.new.knowledge.and.technologies.as.appropriate.
National Policies and Open Science Governance
Interviews.with.researchers,.policy.makers,.and.other.key.stakeholders.
reveal. that. in. the. Kenyan. context,. “openness,”. “open. science,”. and.






(5). share. benefits. from. commercializable. research. outputs.. In. order.
to. examine. how. these. Open. Science. aspirations. are. manifested. in.
practice,. we. analyzed. the. three. case. studies. against. stated. policies,.
governance. arrangements,. and. performance. at. three. levels:. the. na-
tional.level,.organizational.level,.and.partnership/consortium.level.
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ence. and. Indigenous. technologies. in. the. development. of. the. nation;.
and. (2). promote. the. intellectual. property. (IP). rights. of. the. people. of.
Kenya.. Specific. to. openness,. the. Constitution. provides. for. both. free-
dom.of.expression.and.access.to.information.in.its.bill.of.rights..Article.
33. provides. for. freedom. of. expression. including. “academic. freedom.
and. freedom. of. scientific. research.”. Similarly,. article. 35. deals. with.
access. to. information. and. provides. that. “every. citizen. has. the. right.
of. access. to. (a). information. held. by. the. state;. (b). information. held.
by. another. person. and. required,. or. the. exercise. or. protection. of. any.
right. or. fundamental. freedom…;. and. (c). that. the. state. shall. publish.
and. publicize. any. important. information. affecting. the. nation.”. The.




for. increased.openness. in.research.collaborations.. In. this. regard,. it. is.
important. to. recognize. that. the. government. has. undertaken. steps. to.
realize.the.openness.envisaged.in.its.policies,.and,.in.2011,.initiated.the.
Kenya.Open.Data.Initiative.(KODI).under.the.Ministry.of.Information.




ernance. of. IP. and. Open. Science. spread. across. different. ministries.
and.regulatory.agencies..For.example,.in.IP.protection,.KIPI,.which.is.
.responsible. for. patents. and. in. charge. of. implementing. the. Industrial 
Property Act,. 2001,. is. domiciled. at. the. Ministry. of. Industrialization.
and. Enterprise. Development.. Copyrights. are. handled. by. the. Kenya.
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Institutional Policies and Governance for Open Science
At.the.institutional. level,.nearly.all. the.universities.have.revised.their.
charters. to. include. the. office. of. DVCs. in. charge. of. research. and. de-







the. Technology. Transfer. Offices. (TTOs).. These. offices. are. supported.
by.IP.management.committees.or.IP.management.boards.whose.roles.







Figure �.�. Establishment of IP and Open Access Policies  
at Kenyan Universities (2004–2015)
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Table �.� History of Open Access and Intellectual Property 
Related Policies at Kenyan Universities
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Institutional Performance in Intellectual Property  
Protection and Open Science
Analyses.of. the. institutional-level.policies.on.OA.and.IP.rights.cou-
pled. with. data. on. the. performance. of. universities. in. publishing. in.
OA. journals,. as. well. as. applications. for. patents,. demonstrate. a. co-.
evolving. trend. in. Open. Science. approaches. and. commercialization..
While. there. have. been. an. increasing. number. of. organizations. em-
bracing.OA,.Kenya.has.also.witnessed.an.upward.trend.in.patenting.
at. public. universities. from. 2003. onward.. From. 2004. when. the. first.




There. has. been. a. positive. trend. inclined. toward. OA. over. the.
last. ten. years,. with. Kenya. being. ranked. second. after. South.Africa.
in. terms. of. the. number. of. organizations. with. online. repositories. in.
Africa,.accounting.for.fifteen.percent.of.such.organizations..Of.six.uni-
versities.investigated.in.Kenya,.three.have.had.more.than.seventy-five.




Table �.� History of Open Access and Intellectual Property 
Related Policies at Kenyan Universities  (continued)
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Nairobi.reversed.this.trend.in.2014)..On.the.contrary,.private.univer-
sities.such.as.Strathmore.University.and.United.States.International.
University – Africa. (USIU). have. on. average. ninety. percent. of. their.
journal.publications.available.as.OA.(with.USIU.having.all.its.journal.
publications.available.as.OA)..It. is.to.be.noted.that.OA.policies.and.





Figure �.�. Trends in Patent Filings at Kenyan Universities 
(2005–2013)
Figure �.�. Open Access Articles from Selected Public  
and Private Universities (2005–2013)
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enable. or. hinder. open,. collaborative,. and. multi-disciplinary.
research.partnerships?




●..The. implications. of. both. the. institutional. regime. and. gov-
ernance. patterns. on. the. choices,. behaviour,. and. practices. of.
researchers.involved.in.R&D.collaborations.







Following. North. (1990),. we. define. “institutions”. to. include.
both. the. rules. (both. formal. and. informal). and. practices. and. their.
influence. (as. incentives. or. deterrents). in. defining. acceptable. norms.
and. behaviour. of. actors.. More. importantly. is. how. this. institutional.
regime.affects.the.choices.and.practices.of.the.actors..Kenya.has.put.
in. place. policies. that. favour. openness. in. general. and. Open. Science.
approaches.in.particular..Beginning.with.the.country’s.supreme.law,.
the. Constitution,. to. its. science,. technology,. and. innovation. policies.
and.relevant.sectoral.laws.and.statutes,.there.exists.a.policy.and.legal.
framework.to.support.Open.Science..As.already.highlighted,.Kenya’s.
Constitution. in. articles. 11,. 33,. and. 35. not. only. recognizes. the. key.
role. of. science. and. technology. in. its. development. endeavours,. but.
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specifically.pays.tribute.to.the.role.of.IP.rights,.as.well.as.freedom.of.
expression.and.access. to. information,. including.“academic. freedom.




the. role. of. scientific. research. and. its. relevance. to. development. has.
been.emphasized..This.recognition.has.been.carried.on.in.subsequent.
policies. culminating. more. recently. with. the. STI. policy. in. 2008. and.
the.STI Act,.2013.
Similarly,.the.need.for.multi-disciplinary.research.partnerships.
has. been. recognized,. and. efforts. have. been. instituted. at. the. policy.




provisions,. a. number. of. activities. are. being. implemented. to. realize.
these.objectives..For.example,.at.the.national.level,.this.call.to.“open-












outputs,. and. recognizing. publications. in. OA. journals.. Beginning. in.
2009,. a. number. of. universities. established. institutional. OA. policies.





that. they. favour. OA. and. universities. putting. in. place. the. requisite.
infrastructure,. including. OA. repositories,. and. sensitizing. their. staff.
on.the.need.to.embrace.open.publishing.
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At.the.same.time,.there.has.been.increased.demand.on.univer-
sities.and.public.research.institutes. to.become.more.entrepreneurial.





outputs.. As. in. the. case. of. institutional. OA. policies. in. publishing,.
there. is.an.equal.push. for.more. IP.protection. in. the. institutional. IP.
policies.. The. trends. in. the. establishment. of. OA. policies. and. insti-
tutional. repositories,. as.well.as. the.establishment.of. IP.policies.and.
infrastructures.(depicted.in.Figure.8.1),.paint.a.picture.of.co-evolution.
of. IP.and.OA.regimes..This.co-evolution. in.policies. is.also.reflected.
in. their. performance;. there’s. a. concomitant. growth. in. both. patent.
applications.from.the.universities.(Figure.8.2).as.well.as.publications.
in.OA.journals.(Figure.8.3).
Governance: At the Intersection of Policy and Practice
It. is.our.consideration.that. the. lack.of.guidance.on.IP.ownership. in.
research.partnerships.is.a.bombshell.waiting.to.explode..This.observa-
tion.is.borne.out.of.a.number.of.issues..First,.while.on.the.one.hand.
there.has.been. increased.emphasis.on. the.need. to.embrace.collabo-
rative. interdisciplinary. research,. on. the. other. hand. there. seems. to.
be. very. little. consideration. to. addressing. issues. of. IP. rights. before,.
during,.and.after.the.research.phase..For.example,.at.the.national.level,.
policies. and. legal. frameworks. are. supportive. of. Open. Science,. and.
nearly. all. public. universities. and. research. institutes. in. Kenya. have.
developed.institutional.IP.policies.that.define.ownership.and.benefit.
sharing. for. inventions. made. by. their. staff. and. students.. Similarly,.
there. are. publication. guidelines. (including. OA. policies). and. copy-
right.policies.that.define.authorship..However,.the.main.government.
funding. and. regulatory. agency,. NACOSTI,
13
. lacks. guidelines. for. its.
grantees.on.how.to.handle.IP.rights,.publications.rights,.and.future.
collaborations..Since.NACOSTI.provides.the.regulatory.link.between.
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or.TTOs.backed.by.IP.management.boards.or.committees..They.have.
also.established/adopted.OA.policies.and.created.institutional.repos-









when. faced. with. the. need. to. commercialize. research. products,. dis-
seminate.outputs,.or.engage.in.other.collaborations..Most.IP.policies.
simply. state. that. publications. or. benefit. sharing,. in. such. cases,. will.
be.guided.by. research/funding.contracts..When.such. .contracts. from.
funders.are.equally.silent,.confusion.and.uncertainty.sets.in.
Implications for Innovation, Publications, and Collaborations
From.the.case.studies.highlighted.above,.the.common.issue.identified.









In.Case.Study.2,. the.MSc.and.PhD.students. in. the.consortium.
are. developing. products. and. testing. them. for. commercial. viability..
Management.has.adopted.a.“wait.and.see”.approach.to.the.IP.issues..
Should. any. of. the. products. prove. commercially. viable,. the. stakes.
would.increase.and.real.conflicts.would.arise.
In.Case.Study.3,.disagreements.emerged.over.sharing.resources.
(particularly. budgetary. allocations. and. duties),. and. left. some. part-
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felt.this.was.an.infringement,.they.lacked.the.formal.or.legal.avenue.
for. redress. since. there. was. no. binding. document. or. guideline. for.
addressing.such.issues.
Conclusion and Recommendations
In. concluding,. we. revisit. our. central. thesis:. the. lack. of. a. guiding.
framework. for. negotiating. and. managing. potential. conflicts. arising.
out.of.research.partnerships.presents.a.vacuum.that.may.undermine.

















ment. responsibilities. of. the. partners.. While. the. proposal. documents.
often. spell. out. the. “technical. responsibilities”. of. each. partner,. only.
minimal.considerations.are.given.to.“management.and.administrative.
responsibilities”.as.well.as.“conflict.resolution.mechanisms.”
In.our.view,. this. is. the.gap.that.separates.policy.from.practice..
While.there.are.policies.at.the.national.and.institutional.level.to.sup-
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is. that. these.policies.are.mostly.“inward-looking”;. that. is,. they.only.
consider. internal. research. processes. and. staff. of. the. particular. enti-
ties..When.research.involves.other.partners.(who.also.have.their.own.
policies). and. where. partner. policies. conflict,. there. is. no. framework.
on.how.to.resolve.turf.and.supremacy.contests.that.are.likely.to.arise.
This. policy. vacuum. calls. for. an. overarching. institutional. and.











3...promote. cross-institutional. partnerships. by. defining. key.
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13.. .It.is.important.to.note.that.NACOSTI.had.been.responsible.for.research.funding.









JKUAT. (Jomo. Kenyatta. University. of.Agriculture. and. Technology).. 2008a..
Intellectual Property Policy (IPP)..Nairobi:.JKUAT.
––––––..2008b..Digital Repository Policy (IPP). Nairobi:.JKUAT.
Kenyatta.University..n.d.-a.Intellectual Property Policy..Nairobi:.Kenyatta.University.
––––––.. n.d.-b. Kenyatta University Open Access Institutional Repository Policy..
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-content/uploads/2018/06/Research-Policy-May-2010.pdf.
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he. three. chapters. in. this. section,. which. I. will. distinguish. by.
their. author. organizations—Natural. Justice. (Chapter. 9),. STEPS.




I. would. like. to. highlight. some. of. the. areas. of. discussion. that. have.
usually.been.neglected.or.underemphasized.in.discussions.of.Science.
Openness. and. which. are. taken. up. in. the. three. papers.. Each. deals.
with.specific.aspects.of.the.problem.
The.particular.contributions.made.by.each.add.to.the.others.and.
could. eventually. become. the. building. blocks. of. a. single,. combined.
approach. to. scientific. research. in. a. new. key.. Thus,. Natural. Justice.
describes.the.challenges.of.negotiating.research.contracts.between.re-
searchers.and.Indigenous.communities.in.truly.collaborative.projects,.






in.different. contexts..CONICET,. in. turn,.more.generally.aims. to. in-
vestigate.the.conditions.under.which.scientific.knowledge.produced.
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in.varied.regimes.of.openness,.in.different.contexts,.and.with.diverse.
actors. has. the. capacity. to. be. used. in. order. to. deal. with—or. even.
resolve—social.problems.
Criteria
CONICET’s. criteria. for. selecting. the. case. studies.were:. the.kinds.of.
knowledge. involved;. how. heterogeneous. stakeholders. intervene. in.
the.processes.of.co-producing.knowledge.and.public.problems;.and.
feasibility.and.access. to.data.sources..Since.STEPS.placed.emphasis.











openness. is. not. an. end. in. itself,. but. involves. recognizing. potential.
downsides,.especially.if.only.some.elements.of.openness.are.asserted.
in. a. unilateral,. exploitative,. and. partial. fashion.. The. study. argues.
that. a. collaborative. project. like. this. one. requires. a. more. “situated”.
approach. to. openness,. and. it. flatly. rejects. the. notions. of. science. as.
“open”.and.nature.as.“freely.accessible”.for.having.been.historically.
invoked. to. exploit. countries. such. as. South.Africa:. “The. notion. that.
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have.the.common.goal.of.opening.data.for.re-use.in.scientific.networks.
and. by. citizens,. although. they. have. different. results.. The. chapter.
suggests.that.the.negotiation.of.the.opening.process.is.similar.to.the.
construction.of.boundary.objects..There.is.a.brief.exploration.of.how.
scientists. build. boundary. objects. to. negotiate. the. opening. at. three.
levels:. tools.and.infrastructure,. the.opening.of.data. to.other.experts.
(negotiating.different.meanings.and.uses.of.the.data.with.new.poten-
tial.users),.and.in.the.communication.and.dissemination.of.results.
CONICET. investigates. the. conditions. under. which. scientific.
knowledge.(produced.in.a.more.or.less.open.way.according.to.each.
particular. case). is. capable. of. being. utilized. to. satisfy. social. needs..
Their. approach. takes. the. social. use. of. knowledge. as. its. focus,. not.
“subsequent”.to.its.production.but.co-produced.with.it..With.a.socio-
logical.approach,.focus.is.on.the.relationship.between.use.of.knowl-






ferent.actors. that.mobilize. it.or.are.excluded. from.it.. It. is.proposed.
that. there. are. other. requirements. related. to. tacit. knowledge. and. to.




The Role of Drivers
The.role.of.a.certain. type.of.actor—the.“driver”—is.significant..For.
CONICET,.it.is.an.actor.who.in.some.way.marks.an.initiation.or.rup-
ture,.mobilizing. scientific.knowledge. in.a.particular.way. in.pursuit.
of.a.particular. social.use,.and. is.also.a.highly.active.and. influential.
element. in. shaping. the.public.problem..According. to.STEPS,. in. the.
case.of.Open.Science. it. is. still.not. clear.who.will.push. for. this. idea.
and. how. scientists. are. going. to. engage. in. the. process.. It. considers.
scientists.who.learn.to.negotiate.their. interests.and.practices.during.
the. opening. process.. In. particular,. it. argues. that. the. further. scien-
tists. engage. in. the. opening. process,. the. more. capabilities. and. tools.
they.will.need,.though.none.of.which.is.currently.being.provided.by.
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scientific.institutions.or.policy.schemes..Policy.makers.might.need.to.
consider.better.policy.design.to.promote.Open.Science..Through.the.
construction. of. boundary. objects,. scientists. are. introduced. to. new.
fields:. (1). a. relational. field. that. allows. interaction. with. scientists. in.
other.disciplines.and.with.the.general.public;.(2).a.technological.field.
that. facilitates. the. development. and. use. of. new. open. technologies;.
and. (3). a. management. field,. which. shows. that. when. engaging. in.
Open.Science.practices,.there.some.difficulties.in.collaboration.remain.
across.different.disciplines.in.the.project.
Material Dimension of Knowledge
The. material. dimension. of. knowledge. is. significant. in. relation. to.
the. possible. forms. of. “use”. and. “openness.”. CONICET. explores.
ways. in. which. knowledge. is. made. utilizable.. In. Chagas. disease.
research,. it. is.scientific.publications,.or.rather. information.outputs.
codified. and. organized. into. databases. (DNA. sequences);. in. the.
Jáchal-Veladero.case,.technical.reports.do.not.operate.on.the.mater-
ial. form. of. knowledge,. but. on. its. socio-cognitive. content. and. on.
its.problematic.criteria.of.elaboration;.the.strategies.for.conserving.
threatened.species,.and.the.cognitive.problems.of.a.discipline.whose.
empirical. objects. are. distributed. on. a. wide-ranging. regional. scale.
mean.a.greater.possibility.of.openness,.both.in.terms.of.the.use.of.
technological.infrastructures.and.of.human.collaborators..The.social.
sciences. make. the. boundaries. between. knowledge. producers. and.
the. data-providing. subjects. more. nebulous;. the. frontiers. between.
the. different. disciplines. (anthropo.logy,. history,. and. sociology). are.
less. clearly. demarcated. than. in. the. “hard”. sciences,. allowing. for.
varying.degrees.of. integration.
Natural. Justice. describes. the. challenges. of. empowering. indig-






them.understand. the. relations.of.power. that.enable.or.hinder.open.
and.collaborative.research.
The. cases. chosen. by. STEPS. belong. to. different. networks. of.
knowledge. production:. astronomy;. biology,. limnology,. and. climate.
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change;.and.ornithology.and.chemistry,.geography,.and.history,.which.
have.been.relatively.successful.in.opening.at.least.one.of.the.research.
phases.. STEPS. makes. the. useful. point. that. their. researchers. do. not.
normally. commit. to. total. openness,. but. rather. attempt. to. open. up.
pragmatically.. However,. it. is. still. not. clear. what. aspects. of. the. re-
search. cycle. scientists. and. institutions. choose. to. open. and. how—
what.negotiations. take.place?.Natural. Justice,.on. the.other.hand,. is.
.concerned.with.knowledge.that.is.the.intellectual.property.of.Indig-
enous. .communities.. It. is. interesting. to. observe. that. in. both. cases.
opening.up.is.seen.pragmatically.
Public Knowledge
Natural. Justice. analyses. the. particular. challenges. in. the. notion. of.
public.knowledge..It.deals.with.community.knowledge,.which.leads.
the. authors. to. consider. the. differences. between. these. two. notions..
They.observe.limitations.in.community.research.contracts..Although.
the.contractual.provisions.are.meant. to.disrupt.hierarchies.between.
researchers. and. the. researched,. it. is. unclear. if. contracts. are. the. ap-
propriate.vehicle.for.reducing.hierarchies.of.knowledge.production..
Only. those.who.sign. the.contracts.are.bound.by. them.for. the.spec-





distributed. resources. become. mobilized.. Strengthening. and. institu-
tionalizing.public. forums.could.be.a.way. to. foster. the.mobilization.
and.production.of.knowledge.aimed.at.addressing.social.needs.and.
demands.. The. challenge. here. lies. in. ensuring. legal. state. support.
while,. at. the. same. time,. enabling. local. stakeholders. to. retain. their.
auto.nomy. against. potential. mechanisms. of. co-optation. induced. by.
political,. .scientific,.or.economic.corporatism.
Although.the.four.cases.in.the.STEPS.chapter.have.implemented.
some. form.of.Open.Access,. thus.eventually.allowing.data. to.be. re-
used.by. other. scientists,. there. is. little. evidence. that. this. is.happen-
ing.at. the. local. level,. in.contrast.with. international.cases..There.are.
still. some. difficulties. with. collaborating. across. different. disciplines.
involved.in.the.project.
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and. public. processes. co-produce. each. other,. rather. than. being. just.
knowledge.outputs.that.“inform”.political.decision-making.
Natural.Justice.reflects.on.tensions.related.to.openness.in.research.
in. collaboration. with. Indigenous. peoples. regarding. their. knowledge.
systems.and.intellectual.property.rights,.the.importance.of.considering.
contexts. in.which. the. current. research. is. located,.and. that.Open.Sci-
ence.practitioners.need.to.acknowledge.injustices.faced.by.Indigenous.
communities. both. historically. and. in. the. present. day.. Problems. are.




One. of. the. case. studies. in. the. STEPS. chapter. considers. the.








that. solutions. will. actually. take. place.. On. their. side,. the. neighbours.
are.also.cautious.about.their.degree.of.commitment.to.the.project;.this.
was.not. the. first.project. that.had.required. their.collaboration.but.did.
not.always.deliver.the.expected.solutions..On.the.other.hand,.e-Bird.is.
a. citizen. science.project. that. receives. bird. sightings. from.anybody. in.
any.part.of.the.world.through.a.website.and.mobile.phone.applications.
launched. in.Argentina.by.an.NGO.with. the. support.of.a.network.of.
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and. richness. of. the. processes. of. negotiation. that. take. place. when.
different. social. actors,. having. different. views,. interests,. and. power,.
engage. in. joint. efforts. to. define. and. solve. a. social. problem.. By. the.
same.token,.they.reveal.that.other.combinations,.emphasizing.other.
similarities. and. differences,. would. have. been. possible.. The. factors.
involved.are.seen.differently.by.the.different.partners,.although.they.









We. appreciate. the. centrality. of. negotiation. within. each. of. the.
different. frameworks. developed. by. the. papers. in. this. section.. The.
.following.are.shared.features:.small.group.processes;.social.construc-




throughout. the. learning. process,. leading. eventually. to. distributed.
cognition.. Knowledge. is. frequently. distributed. among. the. abilities.




emphasize. the. exploration. of. bottom-up. processes. that. often. go. in-
visible.or.get.lost.when.they.are.absorbed.in.larger.structures.
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sought. to.assess. the.ways. that.diverse.actors,.processes,.and.sectors.











considered. separately,. and. that. enable. us. to. take. some. steps. toward.











4...the. production. of. social. science. knowledge. on. North-South.
migrations.in.Mexico.














Taking. into. account. the. emergent. elements. of. these. four. case.
studies,. toward. the. end. of. this. chapter. we. suggest. a. preliminary.
typology.with.which.to.systematize.the.most.significant.dimensions.
in. the. regimes. of. knowledge. openness. and. the. possibility. of. using.
knowledge.to.address.social.needs.in.non-hegemonic.contexts.






1960s,. and. various. analyses. and. policy. alternatives. have. been. put.
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and. the. government. were. fluid,. their. reciprocal. relationships. were.






in. similar. terms,. they. were. also. connected. to. the. idea. of. a. “triple.




These. ideas. were. adopted. rather. uncritically. by. several. stud-
ies. in. Latin.America. and. other. developing. regions,. and,. above. all,.
by. policy. makers. (IADB. 2001;. STI. Law. 25.467. in.Argentina,. etc.)..
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point.out,.“Non-hegemonic.countries.are.dominated.in.the.international.
division. of. scientific. work”. (343).. This. idea. is. already. present. in. the.
concept.of.peripheral.science:.scientists.do.participate.in.international.
collaborations,. but. are. frequently. undertaking. “secondary”. functions.













and.Levin.2013).. In.addition,.although. in.“North-South”. international.




the. processes. of. scientific. research.. The. polysemic. concept. of. Open.
Science. functions. as. a. wide. umbrella.. In. this. sense,. it. is. worth. re-
visiting.the.classification,.including.the.five.schools.of.Open.Science.
advanced.by.Fecher.and.Friesike.(2014),.who.consider:
(1). the. infrastructure. school,. concerned. with. the. technological.
architecture;. (2). the. public. school,. concerned. with. the. accessibility.
of.knowledge.creation;. (3). the.measurement.school,.concerned.with.
alternative.impact.measurement;.(4).the.democratic.school,.concerned.
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Our.sociological.approach.is.concerned.with.the.question.about.
the.actors.who.participate.in.the.processes.of.production.and.use.of.






























and. to.social.and.political. skills. that. stand. in. the.way.of.effectively.
using. openly. accessible. knowledge.. Cognitive. barriers,. then,. entail.
sophisticated. knowledge. or. technical. requirements. that. cannot. be.
fulfilled. by. all. the. concerned. stakeholders.. However,. the. boundary.
between.strictly.cognitive.and.other.kinds.of.barriers.is.rarely.clear-
cut,. as. the. production. and. use. of. scientific. knowledge. must. often.
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determination. of. its. effective. use. oriented. toward. satisfying. social.
needs.. The. three. perspectives. presented. here. should. be. considered.
together.in.order.to.furnish.us.with.an.integral.image.of.the.different.
dimensions. related. to. the. degrees. of. openness. of. knowledge,. their.
actual. or. potential. uses,. and. the. broadest. contexts. in. which. these.
processes.take.place.in.a.globalized.world.
Empirical Case 1: Chagas Disease Research  
and its Networks of Knowledge Production
Chagas. disease. is. endemic. in. Latin.America,. affecting. around. ten.
million.individuals..As.a.consequence.of.recent.migratory.processes,.
the.disease.has.also.spread. to.non-endemic.regions,.although. it.has.
only. recently.become.an.actual.public.health. issue. (i.e.,.Hotez.et.al..
2013).. Known. as. American Trypanosomiasis,. it. is. mainly. transmitted.
through.the.bite.of.insect.vectors.called.“kissing.bugs”.or.“vinchucas.”.








The. advances. in. biological. research. into. T. cruzi. in. the. 1970s.




the. T. cruzi. Genome. Project. (TcGP),. an. internationally. collaborative.
initiative.aimed.at.sequencing.its.genome,.which.spanned.more.than.
a. decade.. Doctors. Without. Borders. and. the. Bill. &. Melinda. Gates.
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Foundation.are.other.international.institutions.interested.in.research.
into.the.disease.and.its.potential.eradication.
Even. with. sustained. support. for. biomedical. research. and. its.
focus. on. the. potential. development. of. therapeutic. applications,. so.
far. there. is.no.effective.treatment.for.Chagas.disease:. the.only.drug.
currently.used,.whose.effectiveness.is.still.limited,.was.developed.fifty.
years.ago.by.Roche..Hope.for.the.development.of.suitable.drugs.was.










firms.could.potentially. take.advantage.of. the.research,.which. is.ba-
sically.financed.by.public.funds.and.NGOs,.in.order.to.industrialize.









is. slow. and. difficult;. it. normally. requires. dealing. with. government.
offices.in.different.jurisdictions,.negotiating.the.prevailing.legislation,.
carrying.out.reliable.clinical.trials,.and,.last.but.not.least,.making.its.
delivery. viable. in. economic. terms. (Masum. and. Harris. 2011;. Porrás.
et.al..2015).
The. inadequacy. of. the. more. restricted. notions. of. access. and.
openness. also. emerge. upon. examining. the. knowledge. production.
about. the. disease. in. the. fields. of. biomedicine. and. genomics.. In. re-
cent.decades,.representatives.from.these.fields.became.spokespeople.
for. the. issue,. and. biomedical. research. was. conceived,. in. itself,. as. a.
“legitimate”. strategy. for. intervening. in. the. problem. of. Chagas. dis-
ease..However,. this.highly. internationalized.production.of.scientific.
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knowledge. makes. it. difficult. for. those. affected. to. participate. in. the.








Lastly,. the. limitations. of. the. classic. concepts. of. access. and.
openness. can. also. be. observed. among. the. researchers. and. health.
professionals. themselves.. The. professionals. engaged. in. patient.
care. are,. in. general,. detached. from. the. production. of. knowledge.
and. decision-making. regarding. research,. and. their. capacity. to. ac-
cess.resources.is.significantly.less.than.those.in.the.biomedical.field.
(e.g.,.Sosa-Estani.2011).
Empirical Case 2: Socio-technical Dispute Around  







vironment. described. the. event. in. the. media. as. an. “environmental.
incident,”. thus. defining. the. public. problem. (Gusfield. 1981). that. is.




vincial. executive. power. and. the. Barrick. company,. along. with. some.
media. outlets,. public. and. private. universities,. environmental. man-
agement.institutions,.and.business.groups.related.to.mining..On.the.
other.hand,.there.are.the.“Hands.Off.Jáchal”.Assembly.(Asamblea de 
Jáchal No Se Toca”—AJNST). from. the. homonymous. city,. along. with.
various.organizations.engaged. in.environmental.struggles..This. last.
group.demands.the.immediate.closure.of.the.mine.
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“transfer”. (OECD. 1996). as. universally. useful. and,. therefore,. freely.
commercializable.knowledge..These.studies.are.characteristically.se-
cret,. both. in. their. elaboration. process. and. in. consumption,. which.
comes.under.the.absolute.authority.of.the.“purchaser.”.Another.fac-
tor.must.be.added:. territorial.control.of. the.mine,.and,. therefore,.of.
the.object.of.study.itself,.is.located.within.the.exclusive.control.of.the.
Barrick.corporation.
Regarding. how. to. approach. and. resolve. the. public. problem,.
we.find.a.very.particular.configuration:.a.judicial.ruling.is.processed.
through.private.reports.and.elaborated.in.highly.restricted.conditions..
This. is.of.great. importance,.not.only. to.understand.the.character.of.
the.dispute.and.the.conditions.under.which.it.developed,.but.also.to.
more.concretely.approach.the.aspect.related.to.the.social.uses.of.the.
knowledge..Following. the.spill,. several.officials. from.the.provincial.





toxic. substance.. The. outcome. was. predictable:. the. continuation. of.
Veladero’s.operations.without.major.disruptions.
However,.the.AJNST.successfully.undertook.various.procedures.








Then,. opening. up. a. new. political. and. cognitive. stage. in. the.
dispute,.the.AJNST.drew.the.national.judicial.power.into.the.dispute.
by. means. of. a. petition. against. Barrick. and. state. officials. for. com-
mitting.infractions.affecting.interprovincial.or.national.watercourses..
In.February.2016,. the. federal. court.ordered.new.studies. from.other.
institutions.that.produced.results.agreeing.with.those.the.University.
of.Cuyo.published.in.September/October.2015..Afterward,.the.federal.
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court.facilitated.the.intervention.of.Robert.Moran,.an.internationally.
renowned. hydrogeological. mining. expert,. chosen. and. enlisted. by.









the.different. stages.of. the.dispute..Additionally,. this.was.a.process.
interdependent.of.the.development.of.AJNST’s.socio-cognitive.skills,.
which.included.reasoning.about.diverse.technical.problems,.the.abil-
ity. to. define. cognitive. criteria,. mobilizing. university. laboratories,.
and.choosing.and.enlisting. national. and. international. scientific. ac-
tors.. Lastly,. the. changes. in. the. extent. of. access. to. knowledge. and.
the. recognition. that. these. skills. are. co-produced. (Jasanoff. 2004).
and,. in. turn,. along. with. an. equally. dynamic. and. changing. aspect,.
political-.organizational. skills. become. visible. in. the. constitution. of.
the.Assembly. itself,.as.well.as. in. the.political.alliances. forged.with.
diverse.groups.
Empirical Case 3: Collaborative Jaguar Monitoring Networks
The.yaguareté.(in.Guarani),.or.jaguar,.is.the.largest.feline.in.the.Amer-
icas. and. the. third. largest. feline. species. in. the. world.. Despite. its.
.conservation.status.being.variable.due.to.its.wide-ranging.distribution.
across.the.continent,.it.is.considered.in.Argentina.to.be.under.threat.
of. extinction. (Ojeda,. Chillo,. and. Diaz. Isenrath. 2012).. Currently,. the.
jaguars.found.in.this.country.are.distributed.as.three.subpopulations.
in.the.Yungas.(Jujuy),.Chaco,.and.Misiones.
In. Misiones,. the. subpopulation. is. isolated. and. has. suffered. a.
reduction.in.numbers.over.the.last.twenty-five.years.of.between.two.




cipal. working. method. consisted. of. capturing. specimens. and. .fitting.
them. with. collars. with. a. radio-signal. transmitter,. and. triangulating.
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to. validate. conservation. action. plans. for. the. jaguar. in. Misiones.. In.
this. context,. the. “Yaguareté. Project”. (2002–2016). is. the. result. of. a.
collection.of.scientific.research.produced.by.the.IBS-Conicet.Ecology.
and.Mammal.Conservation.Group.located.in.the.city.of.Puerto.Iguazú,.






are. very. difficult. for. a. “traditional”. scientific. organization. to. solve..
On. the. one. hand,. there. is. a. team. of. three. researchers. with. limited.
funds,. needing. to. collect. data. over. an. extended. time. span;. on. the.



















the.main.physical. reference.point.of. the. research.questions.and. the.
problems. of. conservation. biology. being. “distributed”. in. the. same.
way.as.the.scientific.collaborations,.the.putting-into-practice.of.citizen.
scientists’. activities. as. a. form. of. resolving. problems. of. knowledge.
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Empirical Case 4: Development of Social Science Knowledge  





(CIDH. 2016;. Calvillo. 2015).. Second,. Mexican. research. on. migration.







played. a. central. role,. thanks. to. its. Survey. of. Migration. at. .Mexico’s.
northern.and.southern.borders..Initiated.in.1993,.it.attracted.govern-
ment. offices. such. as. Consejo. Nacional. de. Población,. Secretaría. de.
Trabajo. y. Previsión. Social,. Instituto. Nacional. de. Migración,. Secre-
taría. de. Relaciones. Exteriores,. Secretaría. de. Salud. Pública,. Consejo.
Nacional.para. la.Prevención.de. la.Discriminación,.and.Secretaría.de.
Desarrollo.Social.. It. is.practically. impossible. to. find.a.project. that. is.
more.articulated.between.academia.and.the.governmental.sphere.or.






tion.with. the.aim.of. taking.advantage.of. the.accumulated. statistical.
data.. Surprisingly,. COLEF’s. survey. is. not. formally. associated. with.
migrant. non-governmental. organizations.. However,. academics. and.
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students. working. on. it. have. close. contacts. with. these. organizations.
since. the. identification. of. the. “right”. places. to. survey. is. knowledge.













On. the. southern. border,. the. situation. is. also. complex.. Institu-
tions.such.as.El.Colegio.de.la.Frontera.Sur,.Centro.de.Estudios.Superi-
ores.de.México.y.Centroamérica.(CESMECA),.Centro.de.Investigación.
y. Estudios. Superiores. en.Antropología. Social,. and. Región. Sureste.
conduct. research. on. the. border. area. (whether. directly. or. indirectly.
linked.to.migration)..Unlike.Tijuana,.in.the.south.the.migratory.phe-
nomenon.seems.to.be.conceived.as,.among.other.things,. impossible.
to. approach. other. than. through. direct. and. permanent. contact. with.
civil. society..As. an. interviewee. put. it,. “civil. organizations. can. give.







(and. other. areas). at. the. southern. border. seems. more. responsive. to.
the.specific.needs,.interests,.and.realities.of.local.actors,.particularly.
through.NGOs.and.social.movements..Similar.to.the.north,.the.bor-
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Thus,. the. emergence. of. public. problems. is. not. only. conflictive. but.







as. its. focus,. not. “subsequent”. to. its. production. but. co-produced.
with.it..In.this.way,.we.are.inserted.into.a.concrete.dynamic.of.elab-






is.valuable.about. these.dimensions. is. that. they.show.the.concrete.








expressible,. and. cognizable.. This. is. a. nodal. aspect. to. the. question.
of. the. relationship. between. openness. and. the. utilization. of. knowl-
edge,.given.that.the.definition.of.the.problematic.framework.makes.
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certain.knowledge.possible,.which.far.from.being.purely.universal.is.








of. the. public. problem. can. be. characterized. by. varying. degrees. of.
conflict.. The. degree. of. conflict. participates. in. its. configuration. as.
well. as. in. the. possibilities. of. intervention. available. to. other. actors,.
who.mobilize.their.own.resources,.organizational.forms,.competen-
cies,. and. skills,. and. give. rise. to. the. configuration. of. new. types. of.
knowledge..This.requires,.however,.the.possession.of.specific.compe-
tencies.and.resources.by.the.affected.actors,.as.well.as.certain.forms.
of. production,. mediation,. intermediation,. and. stabilization. of. the.
knowledge.in.question.
On.the.other.hand,.we.regard.the.material.dimension.of.knowl-
edge.to.be.significant. in.relation.to. the.possible. forms.of.“use”.and.
“openness.”.This.dimension.does.not.determine.the.practices.of.pro-
duction. and. use. of. knowledge,. but. it. does. facilitate. certain. “condi-
tions.of.possibility”.for.the.establishment.of.more.or.less.collaborative.
relations. of. production,. access. to. the. products. of. science,. and. their.
eventual.(re)use..The.material.dimension.is.definitively.linked.to.the.
other. dimensions. of. co-production,. and. they. are. therefore. able. to.
mutually.modify.themselves.(and.each.other).according.to.different.
contexts.. In. the. case. of. Chagas. disease,. molecular. biologists. have.
typically. imposed.their.own.perspective.on.the.public.problem.and.
function. as. “drivers”. of. the. process.. The. way. in. which. knowledge.




of. knowledge. that. would. be. commensurable. with. social. needs. and.
demands,.very.specific.processes.of.translation.are.required.to..convert.
them. into. commercializable. pharmacological. products. or. new. ther-
apeutic. devices.. These. processes. involve,. in. turn,. another. realm. of.
relations,.actors,. resources,.competencies,.and.organizational. forms,.
as.well.as.a.different.overall.relation.with.the.object.of.research.
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The. question. is. quite. different. for. the. technical. reports. in. the.
Jáchal-Veladero. case.. In. that. case,. the. translation. does. not. operate.
upon. the.material. form.of. the.knowledge.but.on. its. socio-cognitive.
content.and,.likewise,.on.its.problematic.criteria.of.elaboration..This.
conversion.implicated.particular.forms.of.social.relations,.character-
ized. by. modalities. of. collaborative. knowledge. production,. certain.
modes. of. political. organization—such. as. the. constitution. of.AJNST.














in. which. despite. the. formally. “open”. character. of. knowledge,. a. set.
of. specific. competencies. is. required. for. access.. These. competencies.
operate. as. serious. “barriers. to. entry,”. both. for. the. “non-specialist”.
scientists. (or. those. in. peripheral. contexts). and,. in. the. same. sense,.
for.the.industrialization.of.knowledge,.which.could.be.appropriately.
used. in. the. previously. defined. social. problem.. The. participation. of.
“non-scientist”.actors.is,.here,.highly.limited.
In. contrast,. the. processes. of. co-production. around. the. Jáchal.
socio-technical. dispute. unfolded. through. the. confluence. of. various.
disciplinary. fields. with. a. technical. character. and. a. lesser. degree. of.
specialization. and. international. integration,. which. contributed. to.
producing. a. scenario. characterized. by. lower. levels. of. restriction..
Thus,.conditions.arose.that.enabled.the.AJNST,.constituted.by.a.non-.
scientific. public. and. its. “non-specialist”. scientist. allies,. to. intervene.
with.remarkable.depth.and.impact.
In. the. case. of. strategies. for. conserving. threatened. species,.
.although. the. “driver”. was. originally. situated. within. the. field. of.
.environmental. studies. or. ecological. conversation.. This. field. is,. in.
itself,.less.structured.along.disciplinary.lines.than.molecular.biology.
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and,. in. its. own. process. of. development,. is. more. permeable. than.
molecular. biology.. On. the. other. hand,. the. knowledge. mobilized. is.
gathered.from.various.prior.objects.constituted.as.research.problems:.
soils,.environmental.systems,.climatic.systems,.studies.of.human.ac-
tion,. etc.. The. cognitive. problems. of. this. type. of. discipline,. whose.
empirical. objects. are. distributed. on. a. wide-ranging. regional. scale.
(as.is.the.case.with.conservation.biology),.mean.a.greater.possibility.
of.openness.toward.the.process.of.open.collaboration,.both.in.terms.
of. the. use. of. technological. infrastructures. and. the. intensive. use. of.
human.collaborators.
The. social. sciences,. in. this. disciplinary. regime,. present. spe-
cial. features.. On. the. one. hand,. they. make. the. boundaries. between.










We.observed. that. in. the.case.of. Jáchal,. the. socio-technical.dis-
pute.is.inscribed.in.a.context.of.productive.relations.that.give.rise.to.
“exclusive. knowledge,”. since. the. “opencast”. mine. barely. provides.





as. well. as. the. closed. character. of. the. knowledge. mobilized. by. the.
company.and.the.actors.associated.with.it.
In. the. case. of. the. participatory. strategies. in. environmen-
tal. .conservation. in. which. the. configuration. of. actors. starts. from. a.
“driver”.who.distributes.information-collecting.tasks.between.diverse.
actors,.the.participation.of.citizens.as.information.gatherers.entails.a.
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frontiers.become.more.diffuse.since.the.knowledge.is.produced—as.
in.much.research.in.the.social.sciences—by.the.researchers. interact-
ing. with. the. studied. subjects. (or. communities).. Therefore,. even. if.
the. social. subjects. are. held. to. be. “mere. providers. of. information,”.
they,.necessarily,.have. their.own.representations.about. the.problem.





The. concepts. and. cases. discussed. thus. far. could. help. us. ar-
ticulate. explicit. recommendations. for. enabling. more. effective. uses.
of.scientific.knowledge.on.behalf.of. local.stakeholders..Public.prob-
lems.are.processes.whereby.unequally.distributed.resources.become.
mobilized.. Therefore,. the. affected. groups. could. take. advantage. of.







be. a. way. to. foster. the. mobilization. and. production. of. knowledge.
aimed. toward.addressing.social.needs.and.demands..The.challenge.
lies. in.ensuring. legal. state.support.while.at. the.same. time.enabling.
local. stakeholders. to. retain. their. autonomy. against. potential. mech-










cial. in. the. process. of. intervening. in. public. controversies. and. their.
outcomes,.but.also.in.non-controversial. issues.where.more.reflexive.
and.representative.criteria.are.needed.to.ensure.that.knowledge.will.
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1.. .The. disaggregation. of. this. goal. took. the. form. of. a. series. of. research. questions:.
Where.are. the. jaguars. (and.pumas). found. in. the.Atlantic. forests?.What. features.
must. the. “landscape”. possess. for. the. species. to. subsist. (D’Angelo. 2009)?. What.
factors. determine. population. density. variation?. How. many. jaguars. are. there. in.
the.region.(Paviolo.2010)?
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C H A P T E R  10
Tensions Related to Openness  
in Researching Indigenous Peoples’ 






We. start. considering. colonial. notions. of. “science”. and. “openness,”.
and.how.historical.injustices.and.lack.of.redress.influence.the.context.
in. which. our. current. research. sits.. Our. research. broadly. aimed. to.
develop.a.political,.ecological.approach.to.understanding.the.relation-
ship. between. climate. change,. intellectual. property,. and. indigenous.
peoples.. Our. approach. was. influenced. by. “decolonizing. methodo-
logies”. and. feminist. perspectives,. and. we. employed. participatory.
action.research.methodologies.to.guide.not. just.the.substantive,.but.
also.procedural.elements.of.the.research..We.discuss.our.experience.
with. developing. “community-researcher. contracts”. in. an. attempt.
to. make. ourselves. as. researchers. more. accountable. to. Indigenous.
Nama. and. Griqua. communities. and. to. adequately. protect. their.
.Indigenous. knowledge.. The. challenges. of. negotiating. the. contracts.
is.described.and.how.we.conceptualized. the. concept.of.a.“situated.
openness”—a. way. of. doing. research. that. assumes. knowledge. pro-
duction. and. dissemination. is. situated. within. particular. historical,.
political,.socio-.cultural,.and.legal.relations.










Laura. Foster. (Indiana. University),. Tobias. Schonwetter. (University.
of.Cape.Town),.and.Cath.Traynor.(Natural.Justice)..Our.project.was.
supported. by. the. Indigenous. leaders,. who. suggested. we. interview.
members.of.their.communities.concerning.their.understanding.of.the.






institutional. worlds. of. Nama. and. Griqua. councils,. academia,. and.











ect,. Cath. Traynor’s. learning. and. contributions. to. the. project. were.
guided.by.her.experience.as.an.ecologist.and.non-profit.practitioner.
with. Natural. Justice..The.mission.of.Natural. Justice. is. to.work.col-
laboratively.with.those.Indigenous.and.local.communities.who.seek.
them. out. for. legal. expertise. on. how. to. secure. their. rights. to. land,.
resources,.knowledge,.political.representation,.and.self-determination.
more.broadly..Her.main. interest. in. the.project.was. therefore.aimed.
more. at. developing. practical. strategies. for. adequately. protecting.
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Indigenous. peoples’. knowledge.. What. became. apparent,. however,.
was. the. need. for. community-based. research. contracts. that. would.
ensure. practices. of. open. and. collaborative. research. that. meet. the.
needs. and. interests. of. Indigenous. peoples..Although. the. drafting.
and.negotiating.of.these.contracts.are.ongoing,.we.offer.some.initial.
fieldnotes.here.on.how.certain.policies.at.the.international,.national,.







Historical Background and Conceptual Framing  
of the Project
Nowadays,. open. and. accessible. systems. and. practices. are. seen. in.
many. areas. as. a. crucial. engine. for. innovation. and. socio-economic.
development,. particularly. in.Africa. through,. among. other. things,.
facilitating.collaboration.and.improving.transparency.and.account-
ability..But.openness. is.not.an.end.in. itself,.and.there.are.potential.
downsides. to. openness,. especially. if. only. some. elements. of. open-
ness.are.asserted.in.a.one-sided,.exploitative,.and.selective.fashion..
Where.this.has.happened,.a.more.nuanced,.“situated”.approach.to.
openness. is. required. to. account. for. past. injustices. and. to. prevent.
further.harm.to.those.affected..This.collaborative.project.requires.a.
situated. approach. to. openness. as. the. notions. of. science. as. “open”.
and.nature.as.“freely.accessible”.have.historically.been. invoked. to.
exploit. countries. such. as. South. Africa.. For. example,. British. and.
Dutch.colonial.scientists.characterized.resources. in.South.Africa.as.
“belonging. to. no. one”. under. the. doctrine. of. terra nullius in. order.
to. take.biodiverse.plants.and.produce.botanical.science..To. the.ex-
tent. that. their. activities. involved. appropriation. of. such. materials.
and.research.results,.the.colonial.scientists.appeared,.however,.to.be.
less.concerned.about.openness.and.free.accessibility.for.all..Indeed,.
the. terra nullius. doctrine. was. not. restricted. to. science,. but. wide-
spread.among.colonial.authorities,.who.used.the.principle.and.that.
of.mise en valeur1 to. justify. land.seizures. from. Indigenous.peoples,.
most. of. whom. were. mobile. land. users. such. as. hunter. gatherers.
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countries. in. the. Global. South,. including. South.Africa,. as. suppliers.
rather. than. producers. of. knowledge,. and. in. particular,. Indigenous.













tenure. of. their. ancestral. lands.. The. Constitutional. Court. of. South.
Africa. ruled. in. favour. of. their. land. and. mineral. rights;. as. a. result,.
in.2002,. the. International.Criminal.Court. set.aside
3





sembly,. one. of. its. key. objectives. being. to. recognize. Khoi. and. San.
leaders.in.the.formal,.traditional.leadership.structures.of.South.Africa..
However,. the. Bill. also. seeks. to. address. additional. issues. related. to.
other. traditional. communities;. thus,. the. Bill. is. highly. contested. by.
many.communities,.academics,.and.civil.society.(e.g..Makoena.2015).





structure. them.. The. project. employed. participatory. action. research.
(PAR).design.and.methods.with.the.aim.of.reducing.the.power.rela-
tions. within. and. between. researchers/researched. and. hierarchies. of.
knowledge.production.by.involving.marginalized.groups.within.the.
design,. implementation,. and. outcomes. of. the. research.. Rather. than.
studying.communities.from.the.“top-down,”.PAR.takes.a.“bottom-up”.
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enables. the. research. to.better. respond. to. the. interests. and.needs.of.
the.community.in.ways.that.benefit.them.(Maguire.1996).
Our. approach. was. informed. by. Linda. Tuhiwai. Smith’s. (1999).
concept.of.“decolonizing.methodologies”.that.demonstrates.how.re-




that. the. institutions. we. as. researchers. are. part. of. (universities. and.
an. NGO). can. be. colonizing. spaces. themselves,. and. that. we. should.
also.engage.mindfully.with.the.research.requirements.and.processes.
of. our. own. institutions.. Our. aim. was. to. “decolonize”. .historical.









torically. been. deployed. by. researchers. to. appropriate. and. exploit.
Indigenous. peoples’. lands,. knowledge,. and. resources. (Foster. 2011)..
A.situated.public.domain.is.alternatively.based.upon.norms.of.open-
ness.and.protectiveness.that.allow.Indigenous.peoples.to.decide.for.
themselves.when,.how,.and. to.what. extent. their.knowledge. should.
be.shared.(.Foster.2011)..Building.upon.these. insights,.our.project. is.




production. is. situated. within. particular. historical,. political,. socio-.
cultural,. and. legal. relations. of. inequality.. Collaborative. knowledge.
practices.based.upon.norms.of.openness.can.democratize.knowledge,.
but.can,.as.mentioned.above,.also.be.misused.to.legitimize.the.taking.
of. Indigenous. peoples’. knowledge.. What. is. needed. are. practices. of.
collaborative.knowledge.production.that.involve.simultaneous.modes.
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peoples’. knowledge. and. knowledge. holders’. interests.. Indigenous.
peoples. have. experienced. histories. of. violence. that. have. led. to. the.
taking. of. their. lands,. knowledge,. and. heritage—this. includes. expe-
riences.with.academic.researchers,.even.up.to. the.present.day..As.a.
result,. Indigenous.peoples.are. sometimes. less.willing. to. share. their.







These. contracts. are. meant. to. clearly. state. expectations. and. respon-









control,. protect,. and. develop. their. traditional. knowledge. and. the.
manifestations. of. their. science. (UN. 2008,. 11).. The. UN. Convention.
on.Biological.Diversity. (CBD).states. that. each.Contracting.Party. to.
the.Convention.shall.respect,.preserve,.and.maintain.the.knowledge,.
innovations,. and. practices. of. Indigenous. peoples. (UNEP. 1992,. 6)..
However,. there.is.no.universally.agreed-upon.definition.of.IK,. it. is.
not.addressed.uniformly.by.the.different. instruments,.and.some.of.
these. instruments. seek. to. protect. IK. by. restricting. access. and. use.
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new. laws. and. policies. related. to. indigenous. knowledge. systems.
(IKS).. Currently,. the. pivotal. policy. is. the. Indigenous. Knowledge.
Systems.Policy. that. is.designed.as.an.enabling. framework. to.stim-
ulate.and.strengthen.the.contribution.of. IK.to.social.and.economic.
development. in. South.Africa. (Republic. of. South.Africa. 2004).. One.
of.the.key.policy.drivers.is.the.affirmation.of.African.cultural.values.
in.order. to. redress.histories.of. subordination.under.apartheid.rule.




petual.protection.of. IKS. through.benefit. sharing.and/or. joint.own-
ership. are. continuing. to. be. debated.. To. address. shortfalls,. a. Draft.
Protection,.Promotion,.Development.and.Management.of.Indigenous.







approach. for. the. protection. of. IK. instead. of. relying. on. existing. IP.
frameworks.to.provide.for.such.protections.(Schonwetter,.Jansen,.and.




for. the. protection. of. their. rights. (Republic. of. South.Africa. 2016)..









that. aims. to. protect. communities. and. their. IK,. reduce. the. adverse.
effects.of. research,.ensure. that. communities.equally.own.data.and.
information.generated.by.the.research,.and.ensure.fair.and.equitable.
benefit. sharing. arising. from. the. communities’. contributions. to. the.
research. process.. The. Research. Ethics. Policy. also. emphasizes. full.
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informed. consent. and. principles. of. confidentiality,. empowerment,.
and.prior.rights.
9
Difficulties Developing the Community-Researcher Contract














community. prior. to. conducting. research. and. sharing. our. research.
outputs?. In. terms. of. the. research. process. and. timelines,. we. faced.
a.conundrum..Although.we.could.obtain.collective.buy-in.from.the.
leaders. of. the. community. prior. to. conducting. research,. the. exact.
nature.of.the.knowledge.shared.would.not.be.known,.which.made.
obtaining.collective.community.consent.difficult..We.were.committed.
to. obtaining. individual. consent. from. individuals. with. whom. we.
spoke..We.were.also.committed.to.returning.to.the.community.and/
or.their.representative.leaders.to.share.with.them.what.we.learned.
and. seek. their. collective. consent. to. use. and. share. our. learning. in.
our.research.
The. Community. Research. Contract. needed. to. elaborate. this.
.dynamic. process. to. ensure. the. collective. element. of. IK. was. ad-
dressed.and.included.as.part.of.a.broader.ethics.clearance.process..
It. also. needed. to. address. several. concerns:. If. Nama. and. Griqua.
peoples. shared. Indigenous. knowledge. with. us,. what. safeguards.
were. needed. to. avoid. misappropriation?. If. our. funders. required.
us. to. make. our. “data”. open. and. freely. accessible,. how. could. we.
fulfill.these.funder.requests.while.ensuring.adequate.protection.of.
indigenous. Nama. and. Griqua. communities?. Indigenous. peoples’.
knowledge. must. not. be. publicly. disseminated. without. their. free,.
prior,. informed. consent. (FPIC). at. each. stage. of. the. research. and.
its.dissemination..
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Communities. have. a. right. to. FPIC,. and. an. important. part. of.
this. is. “complete. disclosure. of. the. risks. and. benefits. to. individu-
als.and.the.community.of.participation.in.the.research”.(Republic.of.
South. .Africa. n.d.).. Thinking. through. different. scenarios. that. could.




drought,. and. limited. forage.. These. characteristics. could. potentially.
be.very.valuable. to.other. livestock.keepers.and.breeders. (including.
commercial.breeders),.and. inadequate.protection.could. increase. the.
risk.of.misappropriation.for.the.community.
As. for. international. and. domestic. legal. frameworks,. how. one.
interprets.certain.provisions.is.often.key,.and.we.found.expert.guid-
ance.from.lawyers.with.practical.experience.in.supporting.Khoi.and.
San. communities. in. Southern.Africa. when. negotiating. access. and.
benefit-sharing.agreements.regarding.their.IK.valuable..Additionally,.
we. needed. to. continually. ask. ourselves,. “What. does. this. mean. in.
practice?”. Interpreting. the.meaning.of. legal. texts. was.no.easy.mat-
ter,. and. developing. clear,. practical. statements. and. actions. for. the.
community-.researcher.contracts.to.ensure.adherence.was.challenging.
and,.at.times,.overwhelming.
Our. project. is. an. international. collaboration;. from.a. legal. per-
spective,.we.also.needed.to.consider.that.different.laws.and.policies.
apply. in. different. countries.. For. instance,. South.Africa’s. laws. and.
policies.are,.of.course,.only.applicable.within.the.country’s.geographic.
boundaries,.and.South.Africa.is.only.bound.to.the.international.legal.
instruments. to. which. it. has. adhered.. We. also. needed. to. consider.
foreign.legislative.frameworks.to.determine.what.happens.to.the.IK.
and.knowledge.holders’.rights.when.the.IK.leaves.South.Africa..This.













property. law. may. work. to. undermine. their. rights. due. to. the. stark.
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options. to. protect. and. manage. their. IKS. (Schonwetter,. Jansen,. and.
Foster.2015)..However,. the.Bill. is,.as.mentioned.above,. still. in.draft.
form. and. thus. the. sui generis option. is. not. currently. available.. Due.
to. these. gaps. in. protection. for. IK,. we. sought. to. develop. a. commu-




The. contracts. are. to. be. concluded. between. the. Indigenous.
groups.and.the.universities.themselves,.so.they.hold.the.institutions.
more. accountable.. The. very. process. of. negotiating. these. .contracts.
has. increased. research. communications. between. parties. and. has.
revealed.how.university.policies.and.procedures.can.prevent.prac-
tices. of. collaborative. science.. For. example,. a. key. purpose. of. the.
Draft. IKS. Research. Ethics. Policy. is. “to. ensure…that. the. commu-
nities. equally. own. data. and. information. generated. or. produced.”.
However,. one. university. objected. to. joint-ownership. because. of. a.
lack.of.clarity.regarding.who.controls.decisions.over.what. is.done.







knowledge. that. would. harm. the. reputation. of. the. community.. In.
negotiating. these. contractual.provisions,.we.have.begun. to. identify.
the.precise.university.policies.and.procedures.that.hinder.collabora-
tive. research. practices. with. indigenous. Nama. and. Griqua. peoples..
We.have.also.begun.to.understand.the.limitations.of..community.re-
search. contracts..Although. the. contractual. provisions. are. meant. to.
disrupt.hierarchies.between.researchers.and.researched,.it.is.unclear.
if. contracts. are. the. appropriate. vehicle. for. reducing. hierarchies. of.
knowledge.production..Only.those.who.sign.the.contracts.are.bound.
by. them. for. the. specified. duration,. which. means. that. third. parties.
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their. knowledge. systems. and. intellectual. property. rights..Although.
the.detailed.findings.are.specific.to.our.particular.case,.they.provide.








processes. that. speak. to. the.need. for. redress..Our.experiences. show.
that. simply. meeting. the. ethical. research. requirements. of. academic.
institutions.is.not.enough;.researchers.need.to.critically.engage.with.
these.structures,.identify.where.they.fall.short,.and.then.find.creative.




Open.Science.practitioners.need. to. consider. legal.protections.
for.Indigenous.knowledge.prior.to.sharing..Although.there.are.some.
positive.protections.available.under.international.instruments.such.









institutional. ethics. processes. and. international. and. national. laws..
Developing.and.negotiating.these.has.led.to.positive.results,.such.as.
increased.communication.between.parties.and.deeper.understanding.
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of.critical. issues.with.regard.to. IK.protection..However,.by.work-
ing.through.what.contracts.mean.in.practice,.we.have.also.identi-
fied. several. potential. barriers. related. to. the. mission. and. policies.
of. academic. institutions,. which. could. prevent. truly. collaborative.
science. processes. and. also. limit. protection. for. communities. and.
their. IK.. Contracts. certainly. have. the. potential. to. address. some.
shortfalls. in. existing. research. processes,. but. they. are. no. panacea..
Thus,. when. engaging. in. Open. Science. practices. with. researchers.
from.Indigenous.communities,.their.institutions,.and.funders.must.
acknowledge. there.will.be.certain.boundaries. to.openness.and.be.
cognizant. of. situated. openness. models.. Furthermore,. Indigenous.
communities. must. be. fully. informed. and. legally. empowered. to.














5.. .Including. the. Convention. on. Biological. Diversity. (Rio. de. Janeiro,. 5. June. 1992,.
in.force.29.December.1993),.UN.Convention.to.Combat.Desertification.in.Coun-
tries.Experiencing.Serious.Drought.and/or.Desertification,.Particularly.in.Africa.









No.. 39910. pp.. 39–69.. Available. at. http://pmg-assets.s3-website-eu-west-1.ama.
zonaws.com/b_6_-_2016_protection_promotion_development_and_managment.
_of_indigenous_knowledge_systems.pdf,. accessed. on. 12. June. 2019.. In. South.
Africa,.a.Bill. is.a.draft.version.of.a. law,.and.before.becoming.a. law. it.must.be.
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considered. by. both. houses. of. Parliament. (the. National.Assembly. and. the. Na-
tional.Council.of.Provinces)..Once.it.has.passed.through.these.houses,.it.goes.to.








11.. .See. the. United. Nations. Treaty. Collection,. Chapter. XXVII,. Environment,. 8..
.Convention.on.Biological.Diversity..Available.at.https://treaties.un.org/pages/View.
Details.aspx?src=TREATY&mtdsg_no=XXVII-8&chapter=27..accessed.on.12.June.2019.
12.. .When.a.country.signs.onto.an. international. treaty,. it.does.not.bind.the.State. to.
the.provisions.within.the.treaty.
13.. .Sui generis. can. be. defined. as. of. its. own. kind,. and. in. the. intellectual. property.
law.context.describes.a.regime.designed.to.protect.rights.that.fall.outside.of.the.
traditional. patent,. trademark,. copyright,. and. trade-secret. doctrines. (see. World.
Intellectual. Property. Organisation—Glossary. available. at. http://www.wipo.int.
/tk/en/resources/glossary.html#s,.accessed.on.12.June.2019)..Countries.are.devel-
oping.sui generis legislation to.specifically.address.the.positive.protection.of.IK.
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C H A P T E R  1 1
Negotiating Openness in Science 






are. limited. to. the. institutional. level,. and,. in. developing. countries,.
there. are. no. models. that. inform. how. to. build. good. practices. of.
openness. at. the. laboratory. level.. This. chapter. analyzes. four. cases.
of.Open.Science.in.Argentina,.characterizing.what.is.being.opened,.
how,. and. who. participates. in. these. practices.. The. analysis. shows.
that.as.scientists.open.more.stages.of.their.research,.they.enter.into.
a. social. terrain. that. challenges. their. formal. scientific. norms. and.







Open. Science. is. increasingly. gaining. attention. from. scientists. and.
.policy. makers.. Scientific. institutions,. funding. organizations,. and.
.policy.makers.worldwide,.such.as.the.OECD.(OECD.2015),.the.World.
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Bank. (.Rossel. 2016),. and. the. European. Union,
1
. have. demonstrated.
interest. in. the. practices. of. Open. Science.. In. Argentina,. the. Law.
26.899. of. Open. Digital. Repositories,. in. force. since. 2013,. and. the.
trend.to.foster.networked.research.projects.provide.an.opportunity.





this. initial. process. of. opening. up. research. outputs. has. not. spread.
through.other.research.stages..This.approach. is.not.unique. to.pol-






One. problem. facing. researchers. who. are. inclined. to. Open.
.Science.is.that.there.is.no.model,.necessarily,.that.can.guide.them.in.
changing.their.daily.scientific.practices..Openness.and.collaboration.




participation. mechanisms,. as. well. as. risks. of. the. undue. appropria-
tion. of. results.. Some. disciplines,. such. as. mathematics,. astronomy,.
and.ecology,.appear.to.be.advancing.more.rapidly.than.others.in.the.
above-mentioned.process.
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to. four. different. networks. of. knowledge. production,. we. examine.
what,.how,.and.toward.whom.the.opening.process.advances:.when.
and. why. it. takes. place;. what. resources. are. necessary;. and. what.
specific. capabilities. scientists. need. to. develop,. and. we. outline. the.
major.lessons.and.challenges.
In. Section. 2. of. this. chapter,. we. discuss. Open. Science. prac-
tices.and.policies..We.argue.that.there.is.no.clear.route.to.follow.to.
manage.the.opening-up.of.scientific.initiatives,.much.less.in.devel-
oping. countries.. Section. 3. presents. the. conceptual. framework. and.
the.methodo.logy.used. to.analyze. four.Open.Science.projects. from.
Argentina.. This. analysis. is. done. in. Section. 4.. Section. 5. explores.
whether.scientists.construct.boundary.objects.in.the.process.of.open-
ing.up..Boundary.objects.(Star.and.Griesemer.1989).are.translation.
devices. that. .connect. meanings. and. practices. across. different. com-
munities..Finally,.the..conclusions.suggest.new.lines.of.research.and.
policy.action.
Section 2: Practices and Policies of Open Science
New. information. and. communications. technologies. (ICTs). have.
provided. the. opportunity. to. create. open. forms. of. collaboration.
between. scientists. in. the. definition. of. research. problems. (for. ex-
ample,.in.the.Polymath.project;.Nielsen.2012);.the.participation.of.
citizens. in. data. classification. and. analysis. (for. example,. Galaxy.
Zoo,.Foldit;.Franzoni.and.Sauermann.2014);.or.the.design.of.soft-






(Sonnenwald. 2007).. Furthermore,. there. is. a. lot. of. progress. in. the.
creation. of. open. repositories. for. scientific. papers,. although. grad-
ually. repositories. for. data. have. also. been. developed. (Gagliardi,.
Cox,.and.Li.2015).
Diverse. international. organizations. and. scientific. institutions.
have.begun.to.carry.out.recommendations.and.to.put.forward.poli-
cies. for. the. implementation.of.Open.Science.practices:. for. example,.
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(EU. 2016).. Recommendations. of. scientific. institutions. and. of. devel-
opmental. organizations. are. oriented. toward. creating. policies. at. the.
institutional. level,. but. they. offer. limited. guidance. on. how. to. carry.










However,. despite. these. great. advancements. in. Open.Access,.
there. is. still. little. talk. on. how. Open. Science. can. move. forward. in.
other. aspects. of. the. research. cycle. (including. citizen. participation.
in. data. recollection,. open. peer. review,. public. hearings).. While. en-
thusiasts.from.the.Open.Access.movement.initially.advocated.Open.
Access. policies,. it. is. still. not. clear. who. will. push. for. Open. Science.













There. are. still. a. lot. of. challenges. to. the. practice. of. Open. Sci-
ence,. including. individual. and. institutional. obstacles. (Sheliga. and.
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Section 3: Conceptual Framework
In.order.to.analyze.the.practices.of.opening.the.selected.initiatives,.we.
began. with. the. characterization. of. RIN/NESTA. (2010). on. three. rele-
vant. dimensions. characterizing. the. openness. of. the. different. phases.
of.scientific.production,.summarized.as.follows:
1)  What is opened:. This. refers. to. which. goods. are. put. into.
open. availability.. The. Open.Access. movement. traditionally.
advocated.for.access.to.the.final.result.of.the.scientific.produc-
tion.process..More.recently,.the.movements.of.Open.Science.




2). .How is it opened (or which conditions enable the opening): 
The.grade.and.scope.of.openness.for.intermediate.and.final.
outputs. of. the. research. process. vary. according. to. several.
restrictions. that. are. made. more. or. less. explicitly.. These. re-
strictions. can. be. formal,. such. as. the. paid. subscriptions. or.
licences.for.the.use.of.material.or.information.(Molloy.2011),.
or.informal,.such.as.the.need.to.obtain.certain.skills.or.com-
plementary. resources. to. be. able. to. enjoy. the. most. benefit.
from.shared.knowledge.
3). .Who participates or who are the targets of openness:. Sci-
entists.are.used.to.sharing.the.final.results.of.their.research.
with. colleagues. from. the. scientific. field,. but. they. are. less.
prepared.to.share.their.results.with.a.much.broader.audience..
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aimed.at.analyzing.the.dynamics.of.the.open.and.collaborative.pro-
duction. of. knowledge. and. data. in. terms. of. the. dimensions. of. the.
research.cycle. that.were.opened,. the. timing.of.openness,. the.obsta-
cles. faced. by. researchers,. and. the. infrastructure. they. used.. We. se-
lected.cases.from.a.survey.of.all.researchers.working.in.the.national.
scientific. system,. taking. into. account. the. need. to. cover. the. widest.











in. total,. three. per. case),. which. involved. scientists. and. technicians.
from.the.different.initiatives.
Section 4: Cases of Open Science in Argentina
In.this.section,.we.present.our.four.case.studies,.describing.the.or-
igins. and. motivations. of. each. experience,. the. development. of. the.
infrastructure,. opening-up. mechanisms,. and. the. outcomes. they.
obtained.












trums,. catalogues,. measurement. lists,. and. tables.. Originally,. much.
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of.this.data.are.generated.automatically.by.telescopes.and.processed.
later.by.scientists.who.integrate.it.into.their.analysis..However,.after.
the. analysis. is. done,. the. data. are. not. usually. re-used. and. some-
times.are.even.forgotten..In.addition.to.that,.there.is.extensive.data.









from. the. Virtual. German. Observatory. (GADO).. The. greater. invest-
ment.was.to.buy.a.server.and.some.personal.computers.to.save.data..




cation. to. automatically. upload. and. validate. new. pictures.. NOVA.
also.developed.digital.manuals.and.organized.training.sessions.for.
astro.nomers. to. encourage. the.use.of. the. NOVA.site..From. the.be-
ginning.of.2015.until.November.that.year,.the.NOVA.site.had.about.





University.of.La.Plata.have. started.a. citizen. science. initiative.using.
NOVA.Open.Data..Specifically,.they.have.begun.to.develop.electronic.
games,.which.allow.the.general.public. to.collaborate. in. the.classifi-
cation.of.data,.such.as.of.galaxies..One.of.the.games.allows.users.to.
discover. new. galaxies,. which. are. validated. later. by. scientists.. This.
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Case Study 2: Argentine Monitoring and Prospecting Project  
of Aquatic Environments—PAMPA2
PAMPA2. is. an. interdisciplinary. network. that. seeks. to. understand.
the.response.of.the.Pampas’.lagoon.ecosystems.to.climate.variability,.
changes. in. land. use,. and. other. anthropogenic. effects.. The. central.
idea. is. that. lagoons. can. act. as. “sentinels”. that. allow. for. observa-
tion. of. larger. changes. in. the. environment.. This. required. a. team. of.
inter.disciplinary. researchers. composed. mostly. of. oceanographers,.
geographers,.meteorologists,.biologists,.zoologists,.and.engineers. to.
study. inland.water.bodies.selected. in. three.provinces.over.a.period.
of.five.years.
The.network.sought.to.create.a.long-term.monitoring.process.for.




and. depth. were. installed.. These. devices. are. connected. to. a. proces-
sor. that. stores. information. and. then. transmits. it. in. real. time. to. the.
laboratories.of.the.network.
The. data. from. the. buoys. are. supplemented. with. other. data.




Since.PAMPA2. is. funded.by.CONICET,.a. certain. level.of.data.
access.must.be.offered..In.practice,.this.means.free.availability.to.data.
produced.by.some.of.the.buoys.in.real.time.(which.can.be.accessed.











has. enabled. an. increasing. interaction. with. similar. research. projects.
around.the.world..PAMPA2.integrates.GLEON.Network.(Global.Lake.
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involved. is. the. SAFER. project. (Sensing. the. Americas’. Freshwater.
Ecosystem. Risk. from. Climate. Change),. an. initiative. that. integrates.




implies. plans. to. spread. the. results. of. the. project. among. the. popu-
lations. in. the. vicinity. of. the. lagoons.. However,. diffusion. activities.
have.not.been.carried.out.so.far.because.of.the.lack.of.technical.and.
financial. resources..Another. obstacle. is. that. the. website. that. shows.
the.data.generated.by. the.network. is.under.construction.and. is.not.
designed.to.receive.queries.from.the.public..Yet,.researchers.receive.
regular.inquiries.from.people.who.consult.the.data.available,.for.pur-




they. could. find. the. data. useful.. The. only. weather. station. from.





In. this. sense,. as. the. process. of. opening. of. PAMPA2. advances,. new.
challenges. have. arisen. in. diffusion. of. data,. which. in. turn. require.
improved.infrastructure.and.precautions.around.the.use.of.this.data.
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project. was. led. by. a. group. of. social. scientists. and. environmental.
chemists.





sciences. with. methods. of. intervention. from. the. social. .sciences.. The.
expectation.was.that.combined.results. from.these.different. .methods.
would.allow.the.design.of.some.solutions.to.existing.problems,.which.
were. going. to. be. implemented. in. the. second. stage. with. the. partic-
ipation. of. neighbours,. institutions,. scientists,. and. companies.. This.









The.research.outcomes.have.been. incorporated. into. the.repos-
itory.at.La.Plata.Environmental.Observatory. (OMLP)..However,. re-
searchers. claim. that. the. dissemination. has. to. be. done. with. caution.
to.avoid.alarming.or. causing.a.negative. impact.on. the.population’s.
beliefs.and.on.the.local.authorities.
Similarly,. researchers.must.be.cautious. regarding. the.manage-
ment.of.neighbours’.expectations.since.they.cannot.guarantee.that.the.
proposed.solutions.will.actually.take.place..On.their.side,.neighbours.
are. also. cautious. about. their. degree. of. commitment. to. the. project.




must. endure. in. order. to. open. the. research. and. results. to. a. wider.
public..On. top.of. this,. there.are. further. issues. to.be.negotiated. that.
have. to.do.with. the.political.context,.as. this. is.a.project. that. is.well.
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embedded.in.the.local.authority.policy.agenda..For.example,.as.there.
were. local. elections. and. the. ruling. party. in. the. local. government.
changed. in. the. middle. of. the. project’s. timeline,. researchers. needed.
to.negotiate.with.the.new.authorities.regarding.what.each.party.was.
expected. to. deliver,. who. in. turn. had. to. obtain. approval. from. the.
neighbours.
Case Study 4: E-Bird Argentina
E-Bird. is. a. citizen. science. project. that. receives. bird. sightings. from.
anyone. in. any. part. of. the. world. through. a. website. and. mobile.
phone. applications.. The. project. builds. on. the. tradition. of. observa-
tion,. .photography,. and. bird. conservation. dating. back,. at. least,. to.
the.late.nineteenth.century..It.is.an.online.platform.developed.in.the.
United.States.in.2002.by.the.Ornithology.Laboratory.at.Cornell.Uni-









ing. courses. in. birdwatching.. E-Bird. is. built. on. the. simple. concept.
that. whenever. an. observer. grabs. a. pair. of. binoculars,. he/she. has.
the. opportunity. to. gather. useful. information. about. the. occurrence.
of. species,. migration. time,. and. the. relative. abundance. in. a. variety.
of. locations. and. times.. E-Bird. makes. use. of. the. internet. as. a. tool.
to. collect,. archive,. and. distribute. information. efficiently. to. a. much.
wider.audience.
Birdwatchers.that.use.e-Bird.to.report.their.observations.should.
follow. a. standardized. protocol. to. load. their. data. to. ensure. consis-
tency.and.quality.of.records..Data.uploaded.by.the.users.is.checked.
in. turn. by. a. series. of. semi-automated. mechanisms.. In. the. case. of.
unusual. uploaded. data,. these. are. reviewed. by. a. designated. expert.
who.controls.its.veracity..In.Argentina,.in.addition.to.the.four.people.
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this. centralization,. e-Bird. is. an. open. platform.. This. allows,. for. ex-
ample,. any. user. to. have. access. to. simple. data. from. the. website.. In.
the. case. of. large. volumes. of. data,. it. can. be. requested. for. free. from.
e-Bird.in.the.US,.and.the.data.are.returned.by.email..In.addition,.Aves.
Argentinas.and. its. funders.made.an.agreement. to. join. the.National.





tion. trends,. also.help. in. identifying.areas.or. important. sites. for. the.
conservation.of.birds..Thus,.e-Bird.might.contribute.to.the.design.of.
better. management. plans. for. the. recovery. of. threatened. species. or.
for. those. in. danger. of. extinction..At. the. same. time,. these. data. can.
be.used.for.scientific.purposes.to.study.the.distribution.patterns.and.
movement.of.birds.throughout.Argentina,.including.migration.routes,.
wintering. and. breeding. areas,. etc..At. this. time,. it. allows. amateur.
observers. to.know.more.about.birds. in. the. region. they. inhabit. and.
assists.in.tracking.their.personal.observations.
In.little.more.than.two.years.of.operation,.the.e-Bird.Argentina.
project. achieved. the. detection. of. approximately. nine. hundred. and.
sixty-seven.thousand.different.species,.which.is.approximately.nine-




Characteristics and Scope of Openness
Following.the.concepts.presented.in.the.introduction,.in.this.section.
we.look.to.understand.the.characteristics.of.the.process.of.openness,.
how. it. has. evolved,. how. obstacles. are. overcome,. and. which. stages.
are.opened.and.why.




results. in.doing.so.. In. the.case.of.NOVA.and.PAMPA2,. the.release.
of. data. is. mainly. based. on. the. international. practices. of. their. re-
spective.disciplines..Part.of.the.incentive.of.opening.up.these.cases.
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is. the. ability. to. share. data. and. research. on. a. reciprocal. basis. with.
researchers.and. international. institutions.. In. the.case.of.e-Bird,. the.
incentive. for. opening. is. different. because. data. producers. are. not.
scientists,.but.citizens—thus,.opening.works.as.an.incentive.to.share.
data. in. a. .community. of. peers,. even. if. researchers. in. various. dis-
ciplines. also. use. the. data.. In. these. three. cases. (NOVA,. PAMPA2,.
and. e-Bird),. institutional. support. in. the. data. opening. process. was.
provided. mainly. by. their. public. funders,. without. the. need. for. an.
imposition.of.a.plan.as. to.how. the.data. should.be. released.. In. the.
case.of.ILM,.the.situation.is.reversed.since.there.is.no.obligation.to.
open.the.data..Although.as.part.of. the.Environmental.Observatory.


















university. that. led. NOVA,. called. Cientópolis,. whose. objective. was.
to.create.a.platform.for.the.development.of.citizen.science.projects..
Similar. to. Galaxy. Zoo. (Franzoni. and. Sauermann. 2014),. Cientópo-
lis. has. built. electronic. games,. such. as. the. Galaxy. Conqueror,. that.
allow.users.to.classify.galaxies..PAMPA2.does.not.experiment.with.
tools. for. citizen. science. data. collection,. but. its. associated. project,.
SAFER,.does..This.project.has.an.educational.component.and.works.
with. students. from. a. middle. school. who. collect. data. to. help. the.
research.team.
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How It Is Opened: Participation and Barriers to Access





the. publication. is. complete.. However,. once. this. embargo. period. is.
over,. data. are. made. freely. available. for. use. and. analysis. by. other.
researchers..Nonetheless,.in.the.case.of.PAMPA2,.some.of.the.data.ob-
tained.during.the.day.can.be.observed.for.free.on.the.project.website..
E-Bird.also.offers.Open.Data. to. the.general.public.on.a. large. scale..
However,. similar. to.PAMPA2,. the.use.of. large.datasets.are.granted.
by.the.website.administrator.only.upon.request.
Some.of.the.available.data.are.simple.and.do.not.require.prior.





interaction.with.the.public.. In.the.case.of. ILM.again,. the.conditions.
for.access.to.the.data.are.limited.due.to.the.complex.political.situation.
of. the. floods. in. the. region. and. the. fear. that. this. information. could.
trigger. false. expectations. among. the. public.. Indeed,. this. last. case.
suggests. that. the. negotiations. of. openness. in. the. case. of. politically.
sensitive.information.are.more.complex.and.mediated.differently.than.
other.scientific.projects.
For Whom It Is Opened: Uses and Benefits
The. four. cases. have. implemented. some. form. of. Open.Access. that.
eventually.would.allow.data.to.be.re-used.by.other.scientists..How-




puter. science,. statistics,.and.human.computation..Data. from.NOVA.
have. also. been. shared. at. the. international. level,. but. so. far. there. is.
no.track.of.papers.published.using.the.Argentine.data..In.PAMPA2,.
although. some. difficulties. remain. in. collaborating. across. different.
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disciplines,.the.group.has.published.jointly,.including.a.special.jour-
nal.issue.
Besides. scientific. collaboration,. the. four. cases. show. different.
degrees.of.openness.to.public.participation.as.users.and/or.producers.
of. data.. The. clearest. case. is,. of. course,. e-Bird,. in. which. the. public.









Section 5: Negotiating Openness Through  
the Construction of Boundary Objects
The. cases. allow. us. to. understand. how. scientists. in.Argentina. take.
advantage.of.the.scarce.available.support.from.policies.and.programs.
in. order. to. explore. new. forms. of. openness. in. other. stages. of. the.
research. cycle.. Thus,. the. opening. process. is. not. limited. to. Open.
Access.and.collaboration.among.scientists.from.a.project.and/or.dis-
cipline,.but.it.is.slowly.opened.to.other.forms.of.collaboration.with.
scientists. and. the. public. in. general.. This. tendency. hints. that. there.
might.be.great.potential. to.extend. the.practices.of.Open.Science. in.
the.country..At.the.same.time,.we.noticed.that.opening.attempts.are.
gradual.and.differentiated.by. the.stages.of. the. research.process.. In.










opening. process. is. similar. to. the. construction. of. boundary. objects.
(Star.and.Griesemer.1989)..This.notion.was.originally.developed.by.
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nal. use. of. this. concept.a. little,. in. the. following. sections. we. explore.
briefly. how. scientists. build. boundary. objects. to. negotiate. opening.
on. three. levels:. tools. and. infrastructure,. data. to. other. experts,. and.
communication.and.dissemination.
Tools and Infrastructure
Opening. access. to. data. and. the. process. of. collaboration. often. re-
quires.building.new.infrastructure.and.technical.tools.such.as.soft-
ware,. data.bases,. web. pages,. and. sensors.. In. practice,. this. means.
contacting.experts.from.other.areas.and.communities.who.respond.
to. quite. different. aims. and. rules. (such. as. software. programmers,.
makers,. etc.).. In. two. of. the. analyzed. cases,. it. was. possible. to. see.
how.building.these.elements.was.made.easier.by.the.availability.of.
open. software. tools. (e.g.,. NOVA,. e-Bird).. In. the. case. of. PAMPA2,.
they. have. recently. started. to. build. a. new. instrument. using. open.
software..However,.this.presents.some.challenges.since.the.scientists.
do.not.always.have.the.capabilities.to.use.and.develop.this.kind.of.





such. as. a. web. page.. Therefore,. some. of. the. advances. in. the. pro-
cess.of.opening.up.science.are.often.done.ad hoc.and.based.on.the.
goodwill.of.scientists.
Collection and Opening of Data
Similar. to. the.description.by.Star.and.Griessemer.(1989),.standard-
ization.and.simplification.of.data,.such.as.the.construction.of.simple.
forms. of. visualization,. are. key. tools. that. allow. the. use. of. data. by.
other. actors.. The. same. applies. to. the. processes. of. data. collection.
by. citizens,. where. the. development. of. simple. protocols. is. essen-
tial.to.facilitate.public.participation..In.the.case.of.SAFER.(PAMPA2.
sister. project). and. ILM,. inviting. public. participation. required. the.
construction. of. a. minimum. instrument,. and. in. the. case. of. e-Bird.
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and.Cientó polis.(NOVA.sister.project),.recreational.development.tools.
like.games.and.quizzes..Translating.the.data.collection.and.use.into.
accessible. formats. can. be. seen. as. a. challenge.. This. implies. negoti-
ating.different.meanings.and.uses.of. the.data.with.potential.users..
However,. these.are.also.areas.of.expertise.that.are.rare. in.scientific.




of. diverse. actors. (e.g.,. Benkler,. Shaw,. and. Hill. 2015).. Inviting. them.
to. collect. data. or. to. collaborate. in. the. design. of. instruments. often.
requires.participatory.techniques.and.communication.strategies.such.
as.the.use.of.social.networks.(Lasky.2016)..Again,.to.do.this,.scientists.
need. to. build. skills. or. learn. from. experts. who. do. not. necessarily.
belong. to. their. scientific. field. and. who. are. not. funded. by. scientific.
funding.schemes..NOVA.has.done.so.at. the.expense.of.personal.ef-





The. central. point. is. that. the. construction. of. boundary. objects.
introduces.scientists.to.new.fields:.(1).relational.fields.that.allow.inter-
action.with.scientists.in.other.disciplines.and.with.the.general.public;.
(2). a. technological. field. that. facilitates. the. development. and. use. of.
new.open. technologies;.and. (3).a.management. field. that.allows. the.
coordination. of. several. activities. and. actors. participating. in. Open.
Science.projects..In.these.new.fields,.scientists.constantly.need.to.ne-
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scientists. learn. to. negotiate. their. interests. and. practices. during. the.
opening.process..In.particular,.it.is.important.to.note.that.the.further.
scientists. engage. in. the. opening. process,. the. more. capabilities. and.






2.. .The. policy. area. on. Science,. Technology,. and. Innovation. reached. the. rank. of. a.













Science,.Technology.and.Innovation.(Depósito Digital Nacional de Ciencia, Tecnología 
e Innovación de AccesoAbierto)..http://alicia.concytec.gob.pe/vufind/.
4.. .For.a.brief.guide.of.available.tools.for.Open.Science,.see.https://www.cientopolis.
.org/herramientas-de-ciencia-abierta/.
5.. .The. case. study. of. NOVA. is. based. on. the. work. by. Rodriguez,. F.. (2015).. Nuevo.
Observatorio.Virtual.Argentino—NOVA,.in.Arza,.V.,.and.M..Fressoli.(ed.),.Proyecto: 
Ciencia abierta en Argentina: experiencias actuales y propuestas para impulsar procesos 
de apertura.. Retrieved. from:. http://www.ciecti.org.ar/wp-content/uploads/2016/09.
/CIECTI-Proyecto-CENIT.pdf.
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of. ten. years,. 30–40%. annually. between. 2003. and. 2013. (Sullivan. et. al.. 2014).. By.
mid-2013,. one. hundred. and. forty. million. observations. were. collected. from. one.
hundred. and. fifty. thousand. separate. observers,. who. spent. 10.5. million. hours.
collecting.data.(Sullivan.et.al..2014).
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scale,. transform. the. way. that. knowledge. is. valued. and. legitimized.
in. an. unequal. global. context.. The. three. case. studies. highlighted. in.
the. chapters. of. this. section. employ. different. methods. and. tools. to.
explore.this.core.theme.








actors,. all. competing. to. make. their. voices. heard. in. regard. to. how.
the.region’s.vulnerable.ecosystems.should.be.used.and/or.protected..
Finally. Chapter. 14,. presents. the. third. case. study,. which. focuses. on.
the. higher. education. sector. in. Francophone.Africa. (Benin,. Burkina.
Faso,. Cameroon,. Chad,. Democratic. Republic. of. the. Congo,. Gabon,.




sustainable.development. to.a. larger.extent..While. the.Brazilian.and.
Kyrgyzstani.case.studies.follow.a.flow.similar.to.the.other.sections.of.
the.book,.the.final.chapter—set.in.the.context.of.Francophone.Africa.
and. Haiti—provides. valuable. lessons. with. regard. to. the. “cognitive.
injustices”.that.limit.the.extent.to.which.Open.Science.can.be.applied.
as.a.useful.framework.within.the.region’s.universities.
The. three. case. studies. use. a. variety. of. methods,. all. of. which.
ground. their. work. in. a. paradigm. of. community-action. research..
The. diversity. of. methodologies. includes. interviews,. questionnaires,.
workshops,.social.media.discussions.(particularly.through.Facebook.









Open. Science. is. a. relatively. new. concept. for. the. communities.
involved. in. these. case. studies,. although. Open.Access. has. become.
relatively. well-understood. in. the. context. of. Africa’s. Francophone.
universities..In.the.Kyrgyzstan.project,.the.concept.was.initially.met.
with. significant. resistance. due. to. the. post-Soviet. political. culture,.
which.remains.suspicious.of.citizen.engagement—whereas.in.Brazil.
the. concept. of. Open. Science. was. quickly. adjusted. to. “Community.




to. this. being. particularly. beneficial. to. populations. of. lower. socio-
economic. status.. This. implies. that. Open. Science. provides. a. unique.
opportunity. to. facilitate.access. to. the. creation.and.dissemination.of.
local. knowledge,. often. inaccessible. to. marginalized. populations.. If.
harnessed. effectively,. it. may. contribute. to. political. empowerment.
and. mindset. transformation. regarding. how. and. by. whom. knowl-
edge.should.be.created.
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All.three.chapters.in.this.section.reported.findings.which.sug-
gest. that. those. who. engage. in. reflections. around. how. knowledge.
is. created,. shared,. and. legitimized. might. begin. to. shift. their. ideas.
on. the. importance. of. science,. and. the. creation. of. locally. relevant.
knowledge,.for.sustainable.development..The.case.studies.emphasize.
that. in. order. for. Open. Science. to. be. a. seed. for. change,. there. is. a.
need. for. learning.and.genuine.participation. in. science.activities. to.
take. place. in. those. contexts. where. marginalized. groups. are. often.
.excluded. from. knowledge-production. processes.. The. participation.
of.community.members.in.Open.Science.initiatives.should.thus.not.
be.limited.to.data.collection.efforts,.but.must.rather.be.extended.to.
planning. the. research. questions,. agendas,. and. methodologies,. as.
well. as. analyzing. and. communicating. collected. data.. The. authors.
also. make. the. case. that. the. participation. of. communities. leads. to.
more.locally.relevant.data.
As.other.chapters.have. indicated,. science.and.knowledge-pro-
duction. processes. have. traditionally. tended. to. be. exclusionary. and.
conducted. in.a.hierarchical. fashion..The. case. studies. in. this. section.




communities. are. hindrances. to. the. type. of. collaboration. that. could.
lead.to.larger-scale.transformation.
In. that. regard,. in. order. to. take. advantage. of. the. potential. of.
Open. Science,. there. are. a. number. of. challenges. that. need. to. be.
.considered.. The. case. study. of. Francophone. Africa. and. Haiti,. for.
.example,. highlights. nine. “cognitive. injustices”. that. need. to. be. ad-
dressed. in. order. to. foster. truly. open. and. collaborative. science.. For.




a. systemic. perspective,. and. to. map. the. key. actors. and. conditions.
that. need. to. be. involved. for. science. activities. to. lead. to. innovation.
and.transformation..Particular.attention.needs.to.be.paid.to.possible.
misalignments.that.can.limit.the.necessary.knowledge.flow.between.
actors,. which. could. in. turn. hinder. the. potential. for. transformation.
(Lundvall.et.al..2009).
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In.order. for.Open.Science. to. contribute. to.more. large-scale. societal.
transformation,. work. promoting. it. has. to. be. carried. out. at. multi-
ple. levels—including. at. varying. levels. of. government. (municipal,.
regional,.and.national),.as.well.as.by.community.organizations.and.
regional.institutions.
Various. tools. that. support. Open. Science. for. development. can.
be.used,. including.educational.modules.aimed.at.communities,.stu-
dents,.teachers,.scientists,.and.others..The.modules.should.be.based.
on. research. on. Open. Science. approaches. and. be. cognizant. of. the.
culture. of. the. communities. involved..All. three. case. studies. in. this.
section.demonstrate.that.mistrust.and.unequal.power.dynamics.(in-
cluding.within.universities.and.between.scientists.and.communities).
are. challenges. to. the. expansion. of. Open. Science.. There. is. hence. a.
need. for. research. to. look. deeper. into. these. issues. and. work. with.
particular.communities.in.developing.guidelines.that.promote.more.
equal. power. relationships. in. Open. Science. initiatives—such. as. the.
community-researcher. contracts. articulated. by. Traynor,. Foster,. and.
Schonwetter.in.a.South.African.context.(see.Chapter.10.)
Communication. between. traditional. knowledge. makers. and.
communities. is.another.factor.that. is.often.problematic,.as.noted.by.
all.three.case.studies,.in.supporting.a.climate.for.a.fair.and.equitable.
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participate. in. processes. of. knowledge. creation. in. order. to. facilitate.
locally.appropriate.and.sustainable.change.
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Introduction: Open Science and Environmental  
Education in the Mountains
Open. and. Collaborative. Science. (OCS). in. development,. including.
citizen. participation. in. scientific. research,. encompasses. approaches.
that.are.not.widely.used.in.post-Soviet.Central.Asia,.although.these.
approaches.arguably.offer.opportunities.to.impact.education,.citizen.









enables. people. to. engage. with. science. on. real-world. environmen-
tal. issues,. in. collaboration. with. scientists. working. in. local. contexts.
(Cohn. 2008;. Shirk. et. al.. 2012;. Bonney. et. al.. 2014)..As. highlighted.
by. Dickinson. et. al.. (2012),. ecological. data. collected. through. citizen.
science. can. be. viewed. as. a. public. good. that. is. generated. through.
increasingly.collaborative.tools.and.resources..Public.participation.in.








be. primarily. responsible. for. managing. the. natural. resources. under.
changing.environmental.conditions.
One.quarter.of.the.Earth’s.terrestrial.surface.is.covered.by.moun-





conditions..At. the. same. time,. environmental. monitoring. and. scien-
tific. research.are.challenging.and.costly. to.conduct. in.remote.areas,.
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whereas.data.and.information.on.the.specific.environmental,.social,.




. are. also. reflected. in. the. education. system.. Poorly.
equipped.schools,.a.lack.of.teacher.training,.and.low.salaries.lead.to.
reduced.motivation.and.fewer.possibilities.for.conducting.hands-on.
and. interactive. teaching.. Science. subjects. are. taught. only. in. theory.
due. to. a. lack. of. resources,. contributing. to. a. low. interest. in. science.
among.students.
Citizen. science,. involving. non-scientists. in. the. planning. and.
.conduct.of. research,.has.often.been.named.as.a.suitable. tool. for. in-
troducing.applied.field.teaching.into.theoretical.curricula,.enhancing.
student. knowledge. and. involvement. with. their. environment,. and,.
at. the. same. time,. contributing. to. the. generation. of. scientific. data.
(.Gommermann.and.Monroe.2012;.Buytaert.et.al..2014)..Although.par-
ticipatory.or.citizen.science.is.not.a.new.phenomenon,.the.past.decade.
has. seen. a. rapid. increase. in. the. number. of. citizen. science. projects,.
particularly. in. North.America. and. Europe,. spanning. diverse. areas.
of. interest. and. ranging. from. local. to. global. (Silvertown. 2009;. UK-
EOF.2011;.Dickinson.et.al..2012;.Bonney.et.al..2009;.Nov,.Arazy,.and.
Anderson. 2011;. Mackechnie. et. al.. 2011;. Roy. et.. al.. 2012).. However,.
to. date. very. few. citizen. science. projects. are. being. implemented. in.
developing.countries..Similarly,.the.combination.of.citizen.science.and.
education. is. not. new. in. the. scientific. literature,. but,. to. date,. it. has.
not.been.researched.extensively.in.countries.of.the.Global.South.and.
even.less.in.the.high-altitude.and.remote.rural.areas.of.Central.Asia.
The. term. “citizen. science”. remains. fuzzy. and. contested,. cov-
ering. a. variety. of. participatory. scientific. activities. balancing. educa-
tional,.scientific,.societal,.and.policy.goals.(OECD.2015)..Depending.
on.the.project,.the.level.of.involvement.of.citizens.varies,.ranging.from.




science. is. seen. to. have. the. potential. to. foster. social. transformation.
through. the. active. communication. of. scientific. information. needed.
to.initiate.a.public.dialogue.and.empower.people.to.take.ownership.
of. their. local. environment. (Riesch,.Potter,. and.Davies.2013)..Taking.
into.account.the.breadth.of.definitions.of.citizen.science,.the.different.
degrees.of.collaboration,.the.variety.of.participants,.as.well.as.the.high.
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expectations.related.to.the.concept,.there.are.concerns.about.the.ability.
of. citizen. science. to. effectively. overcome. the. many. challenges. that.
are. apparent. in. many. traditional. knowledge-production. processes..
In.particular,.when.it.comes.to.inclusiveness.and.the.barriers.to.par-




Social. transformation. rarely. starts. as. a. large-scale. movement..
It.often.starts.from.“seeds.”.Although.the.KMEECS.project.operates.
locally,. it. involves.a.variety.of.partners. in.rethinking.the.role.of.sci-
ence,.education,.the.environment,.and.civic.action..By.working.with.
remote. mountain. communities,. the. project. also. raises. the. topics. of.
remoteness.and.disparities.across.the.rural-urban.development.gap..
And. it. plants. a. seed. for. an. openness. movement. in. Kyrgyzstan. by.
initiating.a.dialogue.between.rural.activists,.teachers,.students,.policy.
makers,.and.scientists.
Based. on. the. KMEECS. project. as. a. case. study,. this. chapter.
discusses.citizen.science.as. implemented. in.a. local-level,.grassroots.
project..The.next.section.introduces.the.case.study.and.the.local.con-
text,.while.the.subsequent.section.presents.findings.in.relation.to.five.
dimensions:. the.challenges.and.opportunities. for.Open.Science. in.a.
historical. .context,. local. understanding. and. definitions. of. open. and.
citizen.science,.motivation.for.participation,.balancing.outcomes.in.a.
grassroots.citizen.science.project,.as.well.as.community.mobilization..
Finally,. the. .conclusions. highlight. the. way. forward. and. the. lessons.
learned. during. the. implementation. of. this. experimental. project. in.
Kyrgyzstan.
Case Study: The Kyrgyz Mountains Environmental  







accompanied. by. a. deterioration. in. the. transportation. infrastructure,.
water.supply,.and.public.buildings,.as.well.as.a.drastic.reduction.of.
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funds. for. research.and.monitoring.of. the.environment..The.new.re-
publics.inherited.far.more.research.institutes.and.scientists.than.their.
economies.could.support..However,.However,.many.of.them.have.not.
been. mentioned,. leading. to. underfunded,. ill-equipped,. overstaffed,.
and.ineffective.institutes,.with.qualified.staff.moving.on.to.better-paid.
and.more.relevant. jobs..At.the.same.time,.data-sharing.and.linkages.





Although. environmental. analyses. abound. for. Central.Asia. in.
general,. there. is. almost. no. data. available. at. the. local. level. or. that.
differentiates. between. ecosystems. and. altitude. levels. within. the.
highly. diverse. Central.Asian. ecological. landscape..Additionally,. in.
order.to.confront.a.poor.understanding.of.environmental.challenges.
and. limited. awareness. of. opportunities. for. change,. it. is. instrumen-
tal. to. introduce. locally. embedded. environmental. education. for. the.
younger.generation,.who.will.prove.primarily.responsible.for.coping.
with.and.adapting.to.a.rapidly.changing.environment.(Gareeva.and.
Maselli. 2008;. Schuler,. Dessemonter,. and. Torgashova. 2004;. Mestre,.
Ibraimova,.and.Ajibekov.2013;.UNDP.2006)..During.the.World.Summit.





While. analyses. on. climate. change. conclude. that. Central.Asia.








2006).. Over. half. of. Kyrgyzstan’s. GDP. is. derived. from. climate-sen-
sitive. and. water-dependent. activities,. making. the. country. highly.
vulnerable. to. the. adverse. impacts. of. climate. change,. and,. in. par-
ticular,. decreased. water. supply,. increased. frequency. and. intensity.
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of. extreme. weather. events,. and. threats. to. ecosystems,. livelihoods,.
and. the.health.of. the. local.populations. (World.Bank.2011)..Under-
standing.and.observing.these.dynamics.is.therefore.instrumental.to.
supporting.Kyrgyzstan’s.adaptation.strategies.(Buytaert.et.al..2014).
The. KMEECS. project,. implemented. jointly. by. the. nongovern-
mental. organization. (NGO). CAMP. Alatoo. and. the. University. of.
.Central.Asia,.started.in.2015.and.applies.a.transdisciplinary.approach.







on. a. citizen. science. approach,. students. analyze. and. generate. data.




In. a. participatory. curriculum. development. process,. science.
teachers.and.students. from.ten.schools. in.Ak-Talaa,.Naryn,.and.At-





As. such,. this. project. combines. different. development. and. research.
goals,.stakeholders,.and.levels.of.intervention,.which.have.proven.to.
be. partly. contradictory. during. research. implementation. as. will. be.
described.in.the.next.section.
The. project. also. analyzes. the. stakeholders. involved. in. imple-
menting. the. project..A. multi-stakeholder. participatory. process. for.
developing. and. testing. a. citizen. science-based. teaching. manual. for.
schools. in. rural. areas. of. Naryn. involves. several. degrees. of. partici-
pation. (Arnstein. 1969). and. different. degrees. of. activity. and. passiv-
ity. within. this. process. (Pretty. 1995). for. different. stakeholders.. This.
.analysis. generates. insights. on. how. OCS. principles. are. applied. and.
governed.in.a.multi-level.and.multi-stakeholder.process,.with.the.aim.
of. creating. localized. environmental. education. resources. for. remote.
schools.in.Kyrgyzstan.
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Figure ��.�. Locating the KMEECS Project Villages  
Within a Regional and Global Context
Source:.Aline.Rosset/KMEECS.project.
Participatory.Action.Research.was.used.as. the.main.methodo-
logical. framework. for. this. project.. The. activities. conducted. within.
the. project. include. motivation-based. selection. of. science. teachers.
(chemistry,. biology,. geography,. and. physics),. round-table. meetings.
for.participatory.curriculum.development,.situational.analyses.in.the.





Findings: Citizen Science on a Grassroots Level
Although. new. to. most. stakeholders. and. partners. involved. in. the.
project,.Open.Science.and.citizen.science.coupled.with.environmental.
education.have.so. far. received.much.positive. feedback.and. interest.
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in. .Kyrgyzstan..At. the.same. time,. the.project. team.also.encountered.
many.challenges.during.implementation..This.section.summarizes.the.
perception.of.different.stakeholders.regarding.the.potential.of.citizen.
science. in. combination. with. environmental. education. in. a. remote.
mountain.context.
Open Science and Education in Kyrgyzstan: Soviet Legacy  
and Opportunities for Social Transformation
The. breakdown. of. the. Soviet. Union. impacted. the. development. of.
all. Central.Asian. countries.. In. the. case. of. education,. research,. and.
access.to.knowledge,.a.shift.occurred.from.a.centralized.educational.
policy,.unified.school.curricula,.widely.dispersed.research.networks,.
and. large. financial. flows. that.were.equally.allocated.by. the.central.
government.to.even.the.remotest.regions.to.independent.educational.
systems.with.significant.challenges..School.enrolment.rates.and.the.
quality. of. education. in. Kyrgyzstan. have. regressed. considerably.
since. the. late. 1990s;. this. is. particularly. dramatic. in. remote. areas..
Declining.quality.has.resulted.mainly.from.budgetary.neglect,.which.
led.to.depleted.stocks.of.textbooks.and.other.educational.materials,.
underpaid,. under. trained,. and. overburdened. teachers,. and. the. de-




The. KMEECS. project. is. one. of. few. initiatives. utilizing. OCS.
in. Kyrgyzstan.. This. is. not. due. to. a. lack. of. ideas,. but. rather. to. a.




hierarchies. of. present-day. Kyrgyzstan,. initiatives. on. openness. are.
burgeoning. in. the. country,. which. is. arguably. the. most. open. and.






Asia. also. implements. another. citizen. science. case. study.. The. goal.
is.to.involve.community.stakeholders.in.data-driven.environmental.
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decision. making. through. Environmental. Virtual. Observatories.
(EVOs). in. mountain. areas.. Another. initiative. is. the. “coalition. for.
open. education. in. .Kyrgyzstan,”. which. coordinates. topics. like. the.





listing. of. resources. or. library. catalogues. on. the. Internet,. without.
granting.access.to.the.general.public..Openness.is.often.understood.
as.being.equal.to.the.use.of.ICTs.and.an.increased.online.presence..
Nevertheless,. the. interest. in. open. approaches. is. increasing. across.







As. for. citizen. science,. the. persistence. of. a. “Soviet. mindset”.
also. challenges. its. uptake. as. a. community-endorsed. concept. with.
legitimate. scientific.value..While. citizen.science.has. the.potential. to.
overcome. entrenched. legacies. by. empowering. communities. to. en-
gage. in.the.creation.and.production.of.“their.own”.relevant.knowl-
edge,. this. participatory. approach. to. science. faces. challenges. due.
to. many. people. in. transitional. post-Soviet. contexts. still. tending. to.
rely.on..external.expertise.rather.than.developing.their.own.capacity.
(.Buytaert.et.al..2014)..Some.beneficiaries.of. the.current.social.status.
quo—often. former. elites—also. have. an. interest. in. preserving. their.
status. and. privileges,. leading. to. asymmetric. power. relations. and. a.
lack.of.trust.in.local.and.governmental.decision-making.institutions..
Yet,.in..Kyrgyzstan,.as.a.quickly.democratizing.republic,.the.involve-
ment. of. local. people. in. governing. processes. is. steadily. increasing,.
particularly.at.the.municipal.level.




the.capacity.to.conduct.water.monitoring.at. the.local. level..This. led.
to. high. expectations. among. teachers. and. students. that. they. would.
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be.able.to.fill.this.gap,.particularly.related.to.water.quality.measure-
ments.. Some. analyses. are,. however,. too. complex. to. be. conducted.
outside.professional. laboratories. (and.some.cannot.be.conducted. in.
Kyrgyzstan.at.all),.although.the.results.would.be.important.for.most.
communities. (e.g.,. heavy. metals. in. areas. close. to. mining. sites. and.
bacterial.contamination.in.all.villages.due.to.a.lack.of.water.treatment.
and. uncontrolled. infiltration. of. manure. and. leakage. of. household.
sewage.into.the.drinking.water.system).
At. the. same. time,. the. teachers. found. out. that. there. are. many.
differences. in. water. resources. in. the. ten. villages.. Some. have. abun-






research,. as. more. than. half. of. the. interviewed. teachers. highlighted.
that.community. institutions.and. individuals.approached. them.with.
requests.to.analyze.their.water.and.provide.recommendations.to.the.
community..“Most.people.in.our.village.are.losing.trust.in.the.piped.
water. we. used. for. decades.. It. is. not. being. treated;. we. even. found.










results. intentionally. to. hide. sensitive. information.. Our. analyses. are.
much.simpler,.but.at.least.we.are.sure.that.they.are.not.manipulated..





and. trust. at. the. local. level. appears. to. be. a. highly. important. factor.
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for.challenging.the.top-down,.“expert”-oriented.scientific.legacy.that.
remains.in.Kyrgyzstan.
Understanding Open Science: Perspectives from the Local Level





Although. the. involvement. of. students. in. discussions. on. the. devel-
opment.of. learning. resources.was.a.novelty. for.all.participants,. the.
young.citizen.scientists.(in.particular,.girls).proved.to.be.very.active.
and.interested.during.project.meetings.and.events.
At. the. same. time,. it. is. still.very.unusual. for.participants. from.
remote.villages.to.be.involved.in.decision-making.processes,.particu-
larly.concerning.scientific.approaches..This.has.been.visible.at.several.
points. in. the. process. of. developing. monitoring. experiments,. tools,.
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are. presented. in. Kyrgyz,. so. we. can. contribute. and. directly.
apply.it.to.our.lessons..However,.it.is.apparent.that.some.terms.
were. directly. translated. from. scientific. Russian,. as. we. don’t.
have.this.terminology.in.Kyrgyz..It.would.be.good.to.negoti-
ate.among.us.and.agree.on.a.practical,. simplified. translation.
that. is. understandable,. rather. than. a. literal. adaptation. that.
sounds.very.bulky.
Even. if. the. terminology. and. the. process. of. OCS. is. a. new. venture.
for. project. participants. in. Kyrgyzstan,. many. of. them. immediately.
connected.to.its.principles.and.compared.it.to.their.own.mindset:
Even. if. I. didn’t. tag. it. with. a. particular. scientific. approach. so.
far,.participatory.science.and.citizen.control.over.the.develop-
ment.of.our.village.are.the.backbone.of.my.civic.engagement..
Citizen. Science. generates. facts. for. the. villagers;. we. can. com-
pare. results.over.a. certain. time.and.make.decisions.based.on.
them..This.allows.villagers. to. improve. their. scientific. literacy.
for. solving.problems..For.example,.after.mapping.our.village.
and. the. places. where. we. get. our. drinking. water,. it. became.









their. own. definitions. of. citizen. science,. such. as. “scientific. achieve-
ments.of. the.village. inhabitants. themselves.on. topics. that.are. inter-
esting.to.and.defined.by.them”.(geography.teacher,.Naryn.district);.
or. “Citizen. science. can. be. conducted. by. ordinary. people,. based. on.
simple.methodologies..It. is.science.that. is.no.longer.only.for.formal.
scientists.. I. found.out. that.we.and.our.students.can.equally.qualify.
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to.conduct.scientific.investigations.and.might.even.have.more.knowl-
edge.than.renowned.researchers.about. the.mechanisms. in.our. local.
environment”. (geography. teacher,.At-Bashy. district)..A. geography.
teacher.from.the.Ak-Talaa.district.also.mentioned.that.citizen.science.
reminds. her. of. Russian. geographers,. visiting. the. region. before. the.
collapse.of.the.Soviet.Union,.who.always.involved.community.mem-
bers. in. mapping. the. area,. “because. locals. know. their. surroundings.
better.than.others..But.they.were.not.regarded.as.scientists,.rather.as.
guides.or.informants.”
















gyzstan. represent. 49.4. percent. of. total. researchers. in. the. country.
(UNESCO. 2018).. It. should. be. noted. that. Central. Asian. countries.
as. a. whole. performed. significantly. better. than. Western. countries.
in. this. regard,. with. 48.1. percent. representation. from. female. re-
searchers,.compared.to.32.3.percent. in.Western.Europe.and.North.
America. (.UNESCO. 2018)..Although. more. research. is. needed,. the.
employment.of.locally.relevant.Open.Science.could.be.an.important.




in. contrast. to. teachers’. individual. motivation.. On. one. hand,. some.
teachers.seemed.to.be.very.focused.on.the.toolbox.and.the.material.
contributions.they.would.receive.for.conducting.the.experiments..This.
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can. largely. be. attributed. to. the. evaluation. system. based. on. which.
schools. and. teachers. are. monitored. and. rewarded:. participation. in.
projects.must. lead. to.material.benefits. for. the.schools..A.Chemistry.
teacher.from.the.Naryn.district.said:
We.need. to. show.our.director. that. this.project.will.bring. some.
visible.benefit.for.our.school;.otherwise,.he.would.not.allow.us.to.
attend.the.project.meetings..For.him,.this.means.equipment.and.
tools..For.us,. the.most. important.thing.is. to.be. involved.and.to.
learn.new.interesting.approaches.that.connect.learning.to.reality.
for.our.students.
Due. to. this. constant. pressure. from. school. directors,. teachers. were.
repeatedly. asking. for. the. research. equipment. they. would. receive.
as. a. toolbox. for. environmental. monitoring. activities.. A. chronic.
lack. of. equipment. for. applied. teaching. and. laboratory. work. also.
ranked. high. among. teachers’. individual. motivation,. although. the.





stand.. They. also. require. specific. tools,. which. are. now. mostly.
broken,. and. chemicals,. which. are. too. old. and. far. over. expiry.
date..What.I.mostly.like.about.this.approach.is.that.it.uses.simple.
tools.and.makes.us.think.that.we.can.also.build.some.instruments.
ourselves.. To. be. honest,. we. are. very. used. to. receiving. ready.
materials. for. specific. purposes.. Who. would. have. thought. that.




ideas. for. interactive. methodologies,. outdoor. education,. and. scien-
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would.only.be.used.by.the.teacher..This.led.to.a.limited.creativity.
of. teachers.and.students..Now.we.are.really. in.need.of. interac-
tive.methodologies.and.ideas.for.bringing.change.and.fostering.
inquiry.
Another.biology. teacher. from. the.Ak-Talaa.district. said:.“Open.Sci-
ence.would.be.a.very.valuable.approach.to.be.included.in.the.school.
program,. particularly. approaches. fostering. scientific. outdoor. inves-
tigations. and. instructions. on. how. to. construct. and. share. our. own.
research.tools.”
Most. participants. indicated. they. were. interested. in. the. re-
search.components.related.to.their.own.discipline,.as.this. is.what.
they. teach.. However,. many. mentioned. transdisciplinarity. aspects.
as.a.great.learning.outcome.for.themselves.and.their.students:.“As.
a. chemistry. teacher,. I.have. so. far. been. focusing.only.on.my.own.
background..Here,.we.looked.at.water.from.different.perspectives,.
including. biological,. geographical,. chemical,. and. physical. mea-
surements.. This. was. a. turnkey. experience. for. me,. showing. me.
that. we. should. not. stay. within. the. limits. of. our. own. garden. for.
understanding.the.whole.picture,”.mentioned.a.chemistry.teacher.
from.the.Naryn.district.








institutions. is. reflected. in. this.reply. from.a.hydrologist.at.a.Kyrgyz.
governmental.agency:
There. is. no. doubt. that. this. project. is. nice. from. an. educational.
point. of. view.. It. is. great. for. the. kids. to. get. the. opportunity. to.
conduct.hands-on.analyses..However,.I.don’t.see.much.value.for.
science.or.governmental.institutions..These.are.kids.after.all;.they.
cannot. comply. with. scientific. requirements,. even. more. if. you.
work.in.remote.areas..Also,.for.conducting.meaningful.research,.
we.need. reliable. tools,.which.are. too.expensive. to.be.“wasted”.
on.an.educational.project.
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The. following. summarizes. most. of. the. concerns. that. we. identi-
fied.when.talking.to.scientists.and.researchers. from.national.and.
regional-level. research. institutes:. 1). the. age. of. the. citizen. scien-
tists,.and.the.fact.that.they.are.not.trained.scientists—children.and.
youth.are.perceived.as.incapable.of.collecting.rigorous.data;.2).the.
geographic. focus—remote.mountain. communities,. lacking.access.
to.modern.infrastructure,.education,.and.knowledge—is.even.less.
legitimate. for. conducting. scientific. activities;. 3). the. adoption. of.
a. low-tech,. low-cost. approach—scientific. measurements. are. only.
valuable. if. conducted. with. a. standardized. high-tech. infrastruc-
ture,. which. is. operated. by. specialists. formed. for. this. purpose;.
and.4).the.collaborative.process.for.defining.research.priorities..As.
such,.this.project.identified.a.trade-off.between.encouraging.grass-
roots. participation. in. defining. research. topics. and. a. demand. for.
local.data.from.academia.and.practitioners..This.suggests.a.tension.
between.citizens.and.traditional.science,.since.giving.more.power.
to. steer. the. research. process. to. one. of. these. main. stakeholders.
would.reduce.the.decision-making.power.of.the.other.(unless.the.
common.goal.of. the.research. is. to.conduct.participatory.research.
together,. with. no. prior. expectations. as. to. the. outcomes)..Among.
local-level. stakeholders. from. rural. schools. and. communities,. the.
picture. was. much. different.. Teachers. and. students. reacted. simi-





all. levels. in. Kyrgyzstan,. as. well. as. among. local. NGOs. involved. in.






development. in. Central.Asia..Accordingly,. funding. for. a. follow-up.
project. on. phenology. and. climate. science. could. be. secured,. with. a.
stronger.engagement.of.scientists.and.development.practitioners.in-
terested.in.data.outcomes..This.will.increase.the.visibility.and.usabil-
ity. of. the. outcomes,. but—as. mentioned. in. the. trade-off. above—at.
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questions. and. communication. tools. for. presenting. their. findings. to.
the. community.. This. is. why. it. appeared. necessary. to. increase. the.
focus. on. individual. cases. for. scientific. investigation.. While. all. the.











be. used. to. foster. civic. action. at. the. local. level..A. public. exhibition.
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Community Mobilization and Citizen Science-based Activism








listed. extracurricular. student. working. groups,. school. newspapers,.
collaboration. with. other. teachers. to. introduce. transdisciplinary. ap-
proaches,.open. lessons,.and.community.meetings. involving.parents.
and.other.villagers.
In. two. villages,. students. and. teachers. organized. community.
events. to.clean.riverbanks,.at. the.same. time.presenting. information.
on.water.monitoring.and.the.importance.of.keeping.waste,.livestock,.














results,. a. geography. teacher. from.At-Bashy. indicated. the. value. of.
face-to-face. communication:. “After. monitoring. our. water. resources,.
students.go.home.and.inform.their.parents.about.what.they.found.out..
This.is.how.information.is.moving.around.here,.and.then.questions.
and. requests. for. clarification. come. back. to. us,. sometimes. through.
students,.sometimes.directly.through.their.parents.”
Based. on. the. high. diversity. of. water. investigations. conducted.
by.the.ten.schools,.an.exhibition.of.citizen.science.projects.was.iden-
tified. as. an. experimental. way. to. distribute. information. and. reach.
out.to.different.audiences.at.various.levels..Science.and.art.naturally.
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Similarly,. our. case. study. in. Kyrgyzstan. highlights. that. a. focus. on.
particular. research. projects. at. the. local. level. implies. challenges. for.
significant.application.on.a.larger.scale..Also,.Open.Science—and,.in.
particular,. citizen. science. conducted. by. children—is. not. yet. under-
stood. as. serious. science. by. the. national. academia. in. Central.Asia..

















it. will. be. very. important. to. guarantee. continued. intersectoral. and.
multi-level. coordination. between. stakeholders. to. ensure. that. small.
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to. spark. the. interest. of. scientists. and. practitioners. in. contributing.
to. define. research. questions. and. indicators. to. be. monitored. on. a.
broader. scale—even. if. this. reduces. the. possibility. of. adapting. the.
research. process. to. individual. community. needs..A. clear. scientific.
interest.in.using.environmental.data.beyond.the.local.level.can.also.
act. as. a. motivating. factor. for. schools. and. local. activists. to. collect.
information. over. longer. periods. of. time.. The. motivation. of. teach-














and. adaptation. of. laws. concerning. access. to,. dissemination. of,. and.
creation.of.information.
At. the.moment,.Kyrgyzstan.and.Central.Asia.are.on.the.brink.
of. plunging. into. the. digital. age. of. information,. with. an. awakening.
culture.of.openness.concentrated.in.urban.centres..This.also.leads.to.
growing. inequalities,. as. the. rural.areas. still. lag.behind. these.devel-







by. reducing. the. gaps. not. only. between. government. agencies. and.
civil. society,.but.also.between.rural.and.urban.areas. in.Kyrgyzstan,.
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1.. .While. the. two.biggest. cities.of.Kyrgyzstan. (Bishkek.and.Osh).are. located.at. an.
altitude.of.800.and.960.m.a.s.l.,.respectively,.eighty-seven.percent.of.Kyrgyzstan’s.
total. territory. lies. at. altitudes. of. 1,500. m.a.s.l.. and. higher,. and. more. than. forty.
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C H A P T E R  13
Open Science and Social Change:  










to. . understanding. the. institutional,. cultural,. and. political. challenges.











. have. gained. traction. worldwide,. most.
recently. in. so-called. emergent. and. developing. countries,. or. the.
Global. South. (Albagl,. Maciel,. and.Abdo. 2015).. However,. the. de-
bate.on.science.and..technology’s.role.in.social.development.is.not.
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new.. It. has. taken. place. within. Southern. contexts,. particularly. in.
Latin.American.countries,.since.the.1960s.(see.Sunkel.and.Paz.1970;.




the. opportunities. opened. up. by. information. and. communication.
technologies..In.particular,.such.methods.are.conveyed.as.enabling.
the. necessary. conditions. for. more. sustainable. and. participatory.
development.strategies.
At.the.same.time,.these.debates.must.be.situated.within.a.global.
context. of. traditional. scientific. knowledge. production. that. is. inher-






of.working.can.be.applied. in.practice,. including. their.potentialities,.
obstacles,.and.requirements.
This.chapter.aims.to.contribute.to.filling.this.gap.by.presenting.
results. of. a. case. study. on. the. possibilities. and. limits. of. Open. and.
Collaborative.Science.(OCS).in.social.change.processes,.based.on.the.
results. of. an. action-research. project. developed. in. the. Ubatuba. mu-






proved. conditions. for. vulnerable. actors. to. influence. development.










high. school. and. elementary. school. students,. open. knowl-
edge.and.free.digital.culture.advocates,.as.well.as.scientific.
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research.groups;. focusing.on.awareness,. training.in.specific.





(2)..participant. observation. of. public. meetings. and. activities,.
selected. for. their. potential. relationship. with. the. open. and.
collaborative. production. of. knowledge. pertaining. to. local.
development.issues;
(3)..data. collection. for. socio-economic. characterization. of. the.
Ubatuba.municipality.and.its.major.development.challenges;
(4)..interviews. with. key. actors—local. government,. scientific.





















This.chapter. is.organized. into. four.parts:.The. first.part.situ-
ates. the.research. in. the.area.where. it.was.conducted,.which.com-
prises.the.empirical.and.territorial.framework.for.analysis..This.is.
followed. by. a. presentation. of. the. main. findings. and. conclusions.
obtained.from.the.practical.experiments.with.Open.Science,.devel-
oped.in.partnership.with.local.actors,.and.the.derived.analysis.from.
it.. The. penultimate. part. of. the. chapter. discusses. the. institutional.
dimension.of.mobilizing.Open.Science.in.social.change.processes..
And. finally,.we.share.some.concluding.remarks. to. indicate. limits.
and.challenges.faced.by.Open.Science.practices.toward.alternative.
development.
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Ubatuba: Northern Coast of São Paulo, Brazil
Figure ��.�. Ubatuba municipality on the north coast   
of São Paulo, Brazil
Source:.Wikimedia.
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The. region. around. Ubatuba. is. characterized. by. diverse. and.
conflicting.interests.and.development.perspectives..These.interests.
include:.(1).the.indirect.impact.of.the.activities.of.large.oil.compa-






garbage. collection,. and. water. supply. infrastructure,. besides. high.
seasonality,.low.wages,.and.little.commitment.to.local.production—
led. by. an. aggressive. .construction. industry. focused. on. intensive.












ities.. Despite. the. abundance. of. scientific. and. academic. research. on.
and. within. the. area,. the. conditions. for. local. populations. to. access.
this. knowledge. and. its. socio-economic. benefits. are. not. guaranteed.









the. local. political. climate. of. the. area.. In. general,. local. actors. have.
unequal.access.to.information.and.little.influence.on.decision-.making.





Mbya. Indigenous. people. in. the. south. and. southeast. of. the. coastal.
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region,. expressed. the. lack. of. information. and. consultation. of. local.
populations.in.this.way:
We,. traditional. communities. [quilombolas,. caiçaras,. Indigenous],.
have.never.been.heard,.invited,.or.consulted.to.discuss.the.zoning.
of.our.coastlines..We.have.Indigenous.territories.there.in..Silveiras.
[São. Sebastião],. Renascer. [Ubatuba],. and. Boa. Vista. village,. in.
Prumirim. [Ubatuba],. and. all. these. processes. are. running. over.
the. guaranteed. rights. that. are. in. the. Constitution.. We. want. to.
have. space. to.be.part.of. this.mapping.process.and.express.our.
concern.about.the.territory.
Notwithstanding,.Ubatuba.remains.a.site.of.diverse.social,.political,.
and. economic. experiments. developed. by. local. organizations,. com-








local. actors.. Our. interactions. with. key. actors. and. consequent.
development. of. a. variety. of. core. communication. channels. also.
worked.to.disseminate.and.reiterate.a.culture.of.Open.Science.and.
knowledge-sharing. among. diverse. interest. groups.. At. the. same.
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different. meanings. and. perceptions. of. Open. Science,. and. this. was.
expressed.in.the. involvement.of.different.groups,. in.different.ways,.
throughout.the.research.
Most. groups. consider. access. to. scientific. and. technical. infor-
mation. and. knowledge. as. imperative. for. their. success. and. stressed.
the. importance—but. also. the. obstacles. and. difficulties—of. opening.
up.scientific.data.about.Ubatuba..As.a.technician.of.the.North.Coast.
Watershed. Committee. said. in. an. interview. for. the. project. on. Octo-
ber.24,.2016:
Open. Science. serves. the. collective.. Stored. information. is. not.






tion. and. legitimacy,. with. an. emphasis. on. intra-. and. extra-.scientific.
.collaboration. and. promoting. dialogue. between. scientists. and. other.
social. groups.. Openness. is. also. perceived. as. contributing. to. the.
.development. of. critical. consciousness. on. the. unequal. distribution.




The. project. results. confirmed. our. initial. perception. that. social.
groups. with. a. lower. socio-economic. status. may. benefit. more. from.
openness.in.terms.of.political.empowerment..Openness,.when.defined.
as.the.democratization.of.access.to.and.production.of.knowledge.and.
information,. proved. to. be. a. key. factor. for. the. promotion. of. citizen.
resilience.within.political. struggle,. improving. the.quality.of.partici-








. of. the. north. coast. of. São. Paulo,. more. specifically. in.
the. region. of. Ubatuba.. The. choice. of. the. EEZ. review. process. for.
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development. models. and. territorial. rights. in. general.. This. process.
demonstrated. that. local. actors. lack. qualified. information.. Further-
more,. these. public. hearings. are. generally. addressed. to. those. who.
possess.“reasonable.technical.background,”.constituting.an.obstacle.
to.wider.social.participation.
We. also. realized. that. the. production. and. sharing. of. geospa-
tial. data. constitute. a. demand. of. many. actors. and. organizations. to.
increase. the. quality. of. their. intervention. in. territorial. management..
We.thus.decided.to.carry.out.an.exercise.in.building.a.citizen.science.
prototype. to.articulate. sharing.and.visualizing.of. spatial.data. in.an.
open. and. collaborative. way.. This. experiment. allowed:. (1). exchange.
of.experiences.among.different.institutions,.(2).collective.construction.
of.protocols.on.priority.topics.and.(3).stimulation.of.synergy.among.
future. initiatives. of. common. interest.. This. prototype. indicated. po-
tential. for. increasing. the. quality. of. social. participation. in. the. local.
territorial.planning.processes.
Referring. to. the. conflicts. between. different. views. of. develop-
ment. for. the. region,. one. of. the. interviewees. who. works. on. a. local.
social.project.expressed.it.this.way:.“Ubatuba.for.me.is.at.the.centre.





dynamics,. which. challenge. traditional. scientific. and. political. actors.
to.dialogue.with.them.and.recognize.their.contribution.to.knowledge.
production..One.relevant.example.is.that.of.the.Forum.of.Traditional.




compasses. the. relationship. of. communities. with. the. earth,. seasons,.
and.crops;.natural.solutions.for.health.conditions;.and.history,.culture,.
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(2). .improving. forms.of. access. to.and.appropriation.of.knowl-
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fifty. percent. of. academic. work. has. been. published. in. Open.Access.
journals.. Moreover,. researchers. publishing. in. indexed. journals. are.
not. necessarily. those. who. are. involved. with. local. development. is-
sues..Universities.seeking.to.place.themselves.in.leading.positions.in.
international.rankings.give.incentives.to.their.academic.and.scientific.
staff. to.keep. their. research.closed,.and. they.disregard.social. issues..
Career.evaluation,.competition.over.financial.resources.for.research,.
intellectual.property,.and. the.need.of.exclusive.access.over.primary.
data. for.“original”.scientific.publication.are.some.of. the.key. factors.














specific. issues.of. the. territory..This.made. them.more. interested.and.
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social.movements.to.assist.in.the.preparation.of.reports.and..analyses.
that.can.qualify.their.position.on.controversial.issues..Scientific.exper-
tise. is. thus.mobilized. to.provide.visibility.and. legitimacy.as.a. form.
of.certification.of.existing.social.practices.and.community.knowledge.
that. are. vulnerable. to. marginalization. or. in. need. of. political. recog-
nition..Meanwhile,.public.and.private. companies.hire. those. institu-
tions.to.conduct.scientific.evaluations.of.the.social.and.environmental.
impacts. of. natural. resource-extraction. projects.. These. studies,. and.
the.consequent. infrastructure.of.dissemination.created,. tend.to.pur-












of. information. among. actors. facing. similar. problems. and. issues,. it.
can.also.increase.the.commodification.of.information.and,.therefore,.
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We. also. found. diverse. and. unequal. conditions. regarding. ac-
cess. to.and.the.use.of. information.and.communication.technologies.





generating. a. serious. digital. divide. due. to. low. connectivity.. Older.
community.members.usually.have.a.very.low.level.of.skills.with.ICTs,.
but. there. are. still. many. community. leaders. who. handle. communi-
cation. applications. of. their. smartphones. quite. effectively.. Younger.
generations.tend.to.be.more.technologically.savvy,.but.generally.lack.
money.to.buy.data.credit.for.their.smartphones.
NGO. activists. and. community. advisory. board. members. of.
.Protected. Areas. are. interested. in. sharing. information. openly,. but.
have. methodological. and. technological. difficulties. in. doing. so..
Similarly,.local.government.and.public-sector.organizations.have.a.





and.Dropbox. for. the.majority.of.online.data. sharing.and.collabora-
tion..These.tools.have.a.high.level.of.reliability.and.efficiency.in.the.
short. term,. and. thus. the. adoption. of. free,. open-source. software. is.
encumbered.by.more.subjective.obstacles.such.as. the.culture.of.use.




this. is. a. deep-rooted. and. long-term. threat,. in. a. distributed. context.
that.often.relies.on.a.network.of.unpaid.developers.
What Institutionalities?
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that.establish.the.working.‘dos.and.don’ts’.for.the.individuals.in.the.
situation. that. a. scholar. wishes. to. analyze. and. explain”. (Hess. and.
Ostrom.2011,.42).
Efforts. in. Open. Science. involve. different. levels. of. action. and.
decision,. ranging. from. individual. actions. to. local. and. macro-level.
policies,.through.to.the.meso-level.of.communities,.institutions,.and.
organizations..Institutional.frameworks,.considered.in.a.broad.sense,.





the. acknowledgement. of. how. governance. mechanisms. (specifically.
those.affecting.knowledge.and.information.flows).express.power.rela-
tions.in.terms.of.managing.and.resolving.conflicts..This.is.particularly.
pertinent. when. we. shift. the. focus. toward. how. institutional. gover-
nance.mechanisms. interact.with.development. issues..Such.mechan-
isms. doubtlessly. influence. the. means. and. capacity. for. integration,.
co-production,.and.sharing.of.knowledge.relevant.to.addressing.local.
challenges.
In. Ubatuba,. the. local. institutional. environment. comprises. ele-
ments. that. both. facilitate. and. hinder. the. diffusion. of. Open. Science.
values. and. practices,. and. hence. impact. their. capacity. to. influence.
positive.social.change..Local.government.and.public.institutions.pro-
vide.a.legal.framework.that.acts.as.a.formal—and.conflicted—arena.
in. which. institutions. should. function.. On. the. other. hand,. in. a. less.
prescriptive. way,. the. individual. behaviour,. attitude,. and. values. of.
public. and. non-governmental. managers—of. protected. areas,. water.
resources.committees,.municipal.secretariats,.and.civil. society.orga-
nizations—may.facilitate.or.inhibit.institutional.change..In.particular,.
as. we. have. argued. previously,. within. knowledge-making. contexts,.
those.managers.with.scientific.backgrounds.that.are.challenged.and.
pressured. to. solve. complex. social. and. environmental. problems. are.




policies. also. play. an. important. role. in. promoting. or. hindering. the.
uptake.and.use.of.open.and.collaborative.forms.of.knowledge..While.
such.arenas.are.not.the.objects.of.analysis.here,.it.is.worth.mentioning.
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spaces. where. different. voices. can. be. heard.. For. instance,. a. number.
of. local. conferences.have. been. held. in. the.area,. and. the.municipal-
ity.coordinated. its. first.participatory.budgeting.process..Within. this.
context,. a. key. characteristic. of. the. local. institutional. scenario. is. the.




firms—which. are. in. charge. of. suggesting. and. negotiating. possible.
uses.of.forest,.land,.and.marine.resources..These.public.management.
mechanisms. have. contradictory. dynamics.. They. actively. contribute.
to. citizen. participation. and. local. information. circulation.. However,.
their. capacity. to. effectively. intervene. in. the. policies. and. decisions.
that. affect. local. communities. is. limited,. revealing. the. distortions. of.
and. limits. to.political. representation..Currently,.with.new.local.and.
federal. governments. in. place,. it. is. important. to. follow. how. these.
multi-sectoral.mechanisms.will.be.able.to.act.
But.even.if.it.is.possible.to.have.an.institutional.framework.that.
promotes. Open. Science,. when. it. is. confronted. with. conflicts. over.
development,.the.limits.on.the.quality.(or.deficit).of.democratic.par-
ticipation. become. evident. and. constitute. a. barrier. to. the. potential.
use.of.openness. in.building.alternative. forms.of.development..That.
is,.even.if.knowledge.is.open.and.free,.when.considering.the.powers.
and. decision-making. systems. in. different. spheres. and. on. different.
scales,. this.openness.often. loses.effectiveness.. In.other.words,. legis-
lated.formal.equality.does.not.necessarily.imply.effective.equality.to.
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make.use.of.and.benefit. from.the.results.of.openness. in.knowledge.
production.and.circulation.
Some.questions.remain,.such.as. these:. (1).What.kinds.of. insti-




of. knowledge. production. and. circulation. with. the. scaling. down. of.








to. social. and. environmental. demands.. New. spaces,. objectives,. and.
methodologies.for.knowledge.production.are.conditions.for.alterna-
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moving.the.focus.to.the.relationship.between.science.and.power.and,.





Open. Science. further. encompasses. a. greater. permeability. of.
science.and.its.dialogue.with.other.types.of.knowledge,.considering.
the. broad. spectrum. of. actors,. possibilities,. and. spaces. for. produc-






























consensual.perspective..What. is.at. stake. is.not.merely. the.quantita-
tive.dimension.of.development—to.save.finite.resources—but.also.its.
qualitative.dimension—the.use.we.want.to.make.of.these.resources..
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Finally,. one. should. ask. “What. social. change?”. Social. change.
should. not. be. understood. as. an. equivalent. to. development. in. its.
.hegemonic.sense..From.our.perspective,.considering.the.extreme.in-
equality. of. our. society,. social. change. should. point. to. the. destabili-
zation.of.the.dominant.structures.of.power..Therefore,.Open.Science.
should.be.committed.to.making.room.for.counter-hegemonic.knowl-




Estalella. (2015),.which. focuses.on. the. relationship.with. the.diversity.
of.modes.of.knowledge.production..Common.is.used.not.only.in.the.
sense. of. common. goods. (the. commons),. but. mainly. common. as. “in.
between,”. the. relationship. with. Otherness,. with. the. Other.. Lafuente.









of. the. research.on.which. this. text.was.based,.especially. from.Anto-





1.. .We. understand. there. are. different. movements. under. the. umbrella. term. “Open.
Science.”
2.. .This.project.was.developed.from.2015.to.2017.as.part.of.the.Open.and.Collabora-
tive. Science. in. Development. Network. (OCDSNet),. with. the. financial. support. of.
Canada’s.IDRC.and.UKAid.
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3.. .We.prefer.to.adopt.the.term.“local.actors”.instead.of.“stakeholders,”.as.the.latter.











of. runaway. slaves. in. the. nineteenth. century.. Currently. it. denotes. communities.
descended.from.slaves.that.maintained.aspects.of.their.culture.such.as.collectiv-
ism.and.a.direct.relationship.to.the.land..In.Ubatuba,.there.are.four.communities.






mentary.dynamic. in.certain. regions,.among.new.generations,. to. re-affirm. their.
cultural.values.and.practices.
10.. .Pre-salt.oil.is.found.underneath.a.thick.layer.of.salt,.in.the.bottom.of.the.Atlantic.





Ubatuba. in. 1967. and. Quilombo. da. Fazenda. was. in. the. region. before. that.. The.
caiçaras.communities.are.still.older;.they.have.been.there.for.over.a.hundred.years.
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Toward African and Haitian Universities 
in Service to Sustainable Local 
Development: The Contribution  







The. project. was. led. by. a. large. group. of. scientists,. researchers,. and.
students. of. all. levels,. representing. about. fifteen. countries.. For. over.
two.years,.this.group.has.been.thinking.about.obstacles.to.the.adop-
tion.of.Open.Science.in.Francophone.Africa.and.Haiti.and.about.the.
invisibility.of. researchers. from.this.area.of. the.world. in. the.world’s.
scientific.conversations.. Initial. results.of. this. study.are.presented. in.
two. parts:. the. first. part. gives. an. account. of. our. work. on. neocolo-
nialism. and. cognitive. injustices. that. are. rife. in.African. and. Haitian.
universities..In.the.second.part,.we.present.avenues.of.appropriation.
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a. world. system. organized. around. scientific. publications.. Produced.







science.. The. periphery. then. refers. to. all. the. countries. that. are. ex-
cluded. from. this. system,. which. produce. very. few. scientific. publi-









velopment. of. their. countries?. Which. science. are. we. talking. about?.










The SOHA Project Methodology
“Project. SOHA”. was. a. research-action. project. working. on. Open.
Science,. empowerment,. and. cognitive. justice. in. French-speaking.
Africa.and.Haiti.from.2015.to.2017..The.choice.of.these.areas.of.the.
world.can.be.explained.by. the. fact. that,.even. inside. the.periphery,.
Francophone. Sub-Saharan. African. universities. seem. non-existent.
with. only. 0.01%. contribution. in. the. world’s. scientific. publications.
(Mboa..Nkoudou.2016),.and.reports.on.the.state.of.scientific.research.
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stage. of. the. project,. a. Facebook. group. was. set. up. to. recruit. new.
members.to.the.project,.to.connect.researchers,.to.share.information,.
to. facilitate. collaboration.and.communication,.and. to.discuss. issues.
of.interest,.etc..This.group.is.a.great.source.of.qualitative.data.for.our.
research;. today. it. is. still. active. with. more. than. ten. thousand. mem-
bers.from.Africa.and.Haiti..With.SOHA.members.represented.on.all.
campuses. in. Haiti. and. Francophone.Africa. as. a. result. of. our. Face-
book.group,.a.questionnaire.was.administrated.physically.and.online.




taking. part. in. collaborative. writing;. and. organizing. seminars. and.
symposia.in.Haiti,.Burkina.Faso,.and.Cameroon..All.these.sources.of.
information. allowed. us. to. collect. qualitative. and. quantitative. data,.
which.has.been.analyzed;.some.results.have.already.been.presented.in.
scientific.papers.and.also.published.in.a.book.entitled Justice cognitive, 
libre accès et savoirs locaux: Pour une science ouverte juste, au service du 
développement local durable. [Cognitive. Justice,. Free.Access. and. Local.
Knowledge:. For. fair. open. science. at. the. service. of. sustainable. local.
development]. (Piron. 2016).. In. this. chapter,. we. are. presenting. addi-






in. science: cognitive justice. (Visvanathan. 2009).. We. now. define. cog-
nitive.justice.as.an.epistemological,.ethical,.and.political.ideal.aimed.
at. the. creation. of. socially. relevant. knowledge. across. the. globe. (not.
just.in.the.North),.within.a.science-practising.inclusive.universalism,.
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ability. to. deploy. the. full. potential. of. their. intellectual. skills,. their.
knowledge,.and.their.scientific.research.capacity.to.serve.sustainable.






Cognitive Injustice 1: Infrastructure and Research Policies  




libraries,.universal. internet.access,. research.centres,. funding.agencies,.
scientific. journals,. etc.. Rather,. our. investigation. shows. administrative.
difficulties. for. young. scientists,. the. lack. of. science. policy. across. the.
country,.minimal.salaries.for.teachers,.and.a.dependence.on.Northern.
countries. for. research. grants.. Disciplinary. divisions. and. rivalries. be-
tween.faculties.and.between.senior.administrators.do.not.help.to.create.
a. favourable.working.environment. for. research..How.can.knowledge.
be.produced.in.these.conditions,.if.not.at.the.cost.of.personal.sacrifice?.
Only.a.true.political.will.in.every.country.can.reverse.this.situation.
Cognitive Injustice 2: Access to Scientific Publications  
Is Often Closed.
While.they.are.the.main.source.of.references.in.scientific.research,.




countries.. On. the. other. hand,. people. who. are. not. affiliated. with.
a. university. or. those. whose. university. is. too. poor. to. subscribe. to.
these.journals.only.have.access.providing.they.pay.a.certain.amount.
typically. with. a. credit. card.. In. Haiti. or. Africa,. very. few. people.
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scientists,. the.movement. toward.Open.Access.seems. irreversible,.as.













Cognitive Injustice 3: Digital Literacy  












not. simply.due. to.a. lack.of. financial. resources. for.universities.or.
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the. free. scientific. web. and. improve. the. quality. of. teaching. and.
research.. They. may. also. be. less. tempted. by. the. “brain. drain”. if.
they. found. the. same.access. to. international. scientific.dialogue.as.
in. their.country.
Cognitive Injustice 4: Local Knowledge  
Is Excluded or Disrespected.
In.the.positivist-normative.framework.that.dominates.current.science,.









Cognitive Injustice 5: The Wall Between Science  
and Society Is a Barrier.
On. behalf. of. the. positivist. ideal. that. science. implies. neutrality. but.
also.fearing.external.interference.in.science.that.would.make.it.“im-
pure,”.and.hence.less.scientific,.scientists.in.all.countries.are.trained.
to.distrust.all. that. is.political. and. refuse. to.make. scientific. and. re-
search.processes.accessible.to.non-scientists,.whether.they.be.in.in-
dustry,.political.power,.or. civil. society..Unfortunately,. this.position.
generates. an. isolated. science. cut. off. from. society. and. deprived. of.
the. support. of. citizens. who. do. not. understand. its. purpose.. This.
position.also.harms. the.eventual.political.will. to.make.science.and.
university.tools.for.sustainable.local.development..Yet.many.scientists.
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from.Haiti.and.Francophone.Africa.are.motivated.mainly.to.improve.
their.country’s.situation.
Cognitive Injustice 6: The Western  








for. French-speaking. researchers. from. the. Global. South. to. succeed.
in. this. system,. yet. publication. in. these. elite. journals. is. a. criterion.
for. promotion. in. universities. of. Francophone.Africa.. The. solution.
to.this.problem.is.twofold:.on.one.hand,.the.vigorous.debates.that.
animate. Anglo-Saxon. science. may. soon. lead. to. a. questioning. of.
this.system..On.the.other.hand,.some.SOHA.members.are.currently.
working. on. the grenier des savoirs. project. (attic. of. knowledge),. an.
Open. Access. scientific. publication. system. for. and. by. researchers.
from.Africa.and.Haiti.
Cognitive Injustice 7: The Language of Science Is Colonial.
The. dominance. of. Anglo-Saxon. commercial. publishers. and. their.
.control.over.the.databases.from.which.the.journal.impact.factor.is.cal-
culated,.reinforces.the.hegemony.of.the.English.language.on.science,.
while. claiming. universality.. For. scientists. from. Francophone.Africa.
and.Haiti,.places.whose.colonial.language.was.French,.English.poses.
a.significant.barrier,.particularly.in.the.form.of.written,.academic.text..
Since. scholars. in. post-colonial. situations. tend. to. speak. at. least. one.




For. language. equity,. scientific. publications. could. open. them-
selves.to.multilingualism..Without.giving.up.English.or.French.as.a.
contact. language,. journals. could. encourage. authors. to. write. in. the.
language. of. their. choice.. They. should. jointly. publish. the. original.
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text.and.translations.in.different.languages..This.is.what.we.wish.to.
accomplish.with.our.publishing.house.Éditions science et bien commun.
(http://editionscienceetbiencommun.org).
Cognitive Injustice 8: The Pedagogy of Humiliation Is Still Rife.
We.have.received.numerous.testimonies.of.an.unfortunate..pedagogy.
in.universities,.especially.at.the.master’s.and.doctorate.levels:.pro-
fessors. who. transform. their. positions. of. power. into. the. right. to.
destroy.those.who.might.replace.or.surpass.them.by.practising.the.
“pedagogy. of. humiliation.”. Public. humiliation. in. the. classroom,.
refusal. to. read. student. works,. stringent. assessments,. thesis. de-
fence. postponed. for. months,. destructive. criticism—suffering. this.
can.only.block.the.potential.of.future.scientists.in.these.countries..
Recognizing.this.type.of.pedagogy,.encouraging.doctoral.students.
to. refuse. or. resist. it,. and,. above. all,. showing. that. another. peda-




Cognitive Injustice 9: Epistemic Alienation Is Profound.
Postcolonial. research,. including. the. works. of. Fanon. (2002),. has.
shown.that.the.colonization.of.minds.has.accompanied.that.of.the.
body.and.the.territory..Quijano.(2000),.Thiong’o.(2011),.and.others.
propose. to. decolonize. the. thought. and. knowledge. of. the. Global.
South.by.criticizing.the.universalist.pretensions.of.modernity.and.
showing. its. very. localized. presence. in. Europe.. Scientifically,. the.
project. of. this. “decoloniality”. is. the. deconstruction. of. .positivism.
and. of. its. hegemony. on. contemporary. science,. as. well. as. the. en-
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of. the. global. system. of. science,. without. questioning. whether. this.
model. is.relevant. to.Africa.and.its.challenges..Hountondji.describes.
this.extroversion.very.well:.despite.government.declarations.of.intent.








Over. the. decades,. African. universities,. particularly. the. pub-
licly. funded. ones,. have. played. a. significant. role. in. developing.
human. resources. for. state. bureaucracies. including. ministries,.
departments,.boards.and.agencies,.the.education.sector.and.the.










African. governments. as. machines. for. producing. and. reproducing.
the. countries’. elite. and. their. social. order,. and. not. as. places. where.
new.ideas.and.new.knowledge.can.be.created.to.help.solve.the.most.
pressing. problems. of. the. people.. Therefore,. despite. the. respectable.
number. of. researchers,. the. research. work. carried.out.only.partially.
satisfies.the.need,.and.is.hardly.commensurate.with.the.great.anxiety.
felt. by. victims. of. Francophone.African. states. of. an. increasing. mar-
ginalization.within.the.global.economic.system.
All. these.cognitive. injustices.mean.that.scientists. from.Franco-
phone.Africa.and.Haiti.must.think.and.research.without.having.the.
material. and. financial. means,. in. a. language. that. is. not. their. own,.
and. in. an. epistemology. that. they. inherited. from. colonization. and.
that. leads. them. to. devalue. local. knowledge. and. ways. of. knowing..
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That. is.why.it. is.so. important.to.refine.ideas. like.Open.Science.and.
development.
“Fair Open Science” as a Tool  
of Local Sustainable Development
From.the.beginning.of. the.SOHA.project,.we.experienced.openness.
in.choosing.to.address.the.links.between.science.and.sustainable.local.









it. can. be. used. to. explore. burning. questions. such. as:. How. can. they.
better. contribute. to. sustainable. local. development. in. their. country?.
How.should. students.become.empowered. to. create. locally. relevant.
knowledge,.despite. infinite.difficulties. in. their.daily. lives?.But. first,.
we.should.be.careful.about.the.neo-colonial.face.of.openness.
The Neocolonial Face of Open Access
The.movement.of.Open.Access.to.scientific.publications,.born.in.uni-
versities. in. the.Global.North. in. the.1990s,. is.not.devoid.of.ambigu-
ities.regarding.its.aims..It.is.possible.to.identify.several.aims.within.
the. various. arguments. used. by. its. leaders.. First,. Open.Access. can.




findings.”. Indeed,. Open.Access. to. publications. and. scientific. data.
facilitates.and.accelerates.the.flow.of.research.results.and.protocols,.
which.can.avoid.duplication.and.unnecessary.replication,.etc..Need-
less. to. say,. this. purpose. is. perfectly. in. place. within. the. normative.
framework.of.the.dominant.positivist.science.
Another. possible. objective. of. Open. Access. is. primarily. eco-
nomic:.“Open.Access.to.science.and.data.equals.cash.and.economic.
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bonanza,”.said.Neelie.Kroes,.Vice-President.of.the.European.Commis-
sion.(Kroes.2013)..Why?.Because.it.supposedly.facilitates.innovation.
by. increasing. the. flow. of. information. and. the. sharing. of. risks.. In.
this. case,. Open. Science. is. a. strategy. at. the. heart. of. the. knowledge.
economy. in. its. open. innovation. variant. (De. Backer. 2008).. The. net-
works. of. living. labs. and. fab. labs. manage. to. combine. participatory.
open. innovation. and. incubators. of. for-profit. business.. Finally,. one.
can. identify. a. third. official. purpose. of. Open.Access:. the. democra-
tization.of.access. to.science. to.different.audiences.who.do.not.have.











first. be. truly. launched. in. many. of. those. countries. where. there. are.
neither.scientific. journals.nor. research.centres.or.grant.programs. to.
support. scientists.. Moreover,. the. country. rankings. in. scientific. pro-
duction.published.by.scientific.platforms.such.as.Scopus.and.Web.of.
Science. show. that.French-speaking.Africa.produces. less. than.0.01%.
of.world.scientific.production.(Mboa.Nkoudou.2016)..Although.one.
can.contest. the.validity.of. these. rankings. that. ignore. local. scientific.




Similarly,. the. economic. purpose. of. Open.Access. defended. by.
advocates. of. the. knowledge. economy. who. are. constantly. in. search.
of. marketable. innovations. seems. irrelevant. in. a. context. where. the.
formal. economy. and. industrialization. are. stagnant.. There. are. other.
priorities. in. the. Global. South. than. the. fight. for. Open.Access. to. El-
sevier. journals,. for. example.. Seen. from. the. Global. South,. this. fight.
implicitly.involves.easy.access.by.well-paid.researchers.to.basic.digital.
tools,.research.infrastructures,.and.research.grants.that.can.even.pay.
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the. exorbitant. fees. charged. by. some. journals. in. the. name. of. Open.
Access.(Hachani.2014).
However,. the. purpose. of. democratizing. access. to. knowledge.
seems. crucial. not. only. for. non-scientists,. as. in. the. North,. but. for.
professors. and. students,. who. in.Africa. and. Haiti. are. in. a. chronic.
condition.of. lacking.access. to.up-to-date,.high-quality.scientific.and.
technical. information.. Indeed,. as. confirmed. by. our. survey. (Piron.
and. Mboa forthcoming),. Francophone.African. and. Haitian. academic.





try,.but.also.to.all.students. from.Africa.and.Haiti,. to. the.extent. that.
access.to.the.web.allows.them.to.download.these.papers..However,.
















of. neo-liberalism. and. managerial. thinking. in. the. North. encourages.
an.obsession.with.economic.development.among.major.international.
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The. idea. of. “post-development”. theorized. by. Escobar. (2000,.
2007;.Ziai.2007).offers.a.different.interpretation.of.the.divide.between.
North. and. South.. Instead. of. seeing. it. as. a. sign. of. backwardness. of.
the.countries.in.the.Global.South.compared.to.a.supposedly.universal.
standard. embodied. by. the. North,. the. idea. signals. the. difficulty. of.
some.countries. to.develop.according. to. their.own.priorities,.norms,.
and.values,.in.their.language.and.with.respect.for.their.environment..
We. call. this. other. type. of. development. “local. or. community. devel-
opment.”. From.our.point.of.view,. its.huge.advantage. is. to. take. for.
granted. the. necessary. empowerment. of. people. in. their. territory. or.
living. environment.. From. that. perspective,. we. interpret. the. divide.
between.the.Global.North.and.the.South.as.an.injustice.between.some.
nations. (in. the. North). who. were. able. to. develop. according. to. their.
values. .and. priorities. (hence. grow. locally). and. countries. that. failed.






world.. It.must.be.part.of. the.global.struggle. for. the.preservation.of.
the. environment. and. of. the. natural. resources. necessary. for. life. on.
Earth.. It.must.also.be.part.of. the.search.for.an.alternative.option.to.
the.neo-liberal.model.of.economic.growth.that.harms.the.environment..
We. add. the. “sustainable”. adjective. to. describe. this. vision. of. local.
development.to.which.we.adhere.







a. plurality. of. forms. and. types. of. development.. Yet. this. diversity. is.
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instance,. traditionally. excluded. knowledge. may. include. theoretical.
and.empirical.knowledge.produced.in.peripheral.universities.that.crit-
icize.the.western-centrism.of.science,.Indigenous.knowledge,.sacred.
knowledge. transmitted. secretly. during. rituals,. knowledge. specific.
to.practices,.gender,.or.age.(women’s.knowledge,.elders’.knowledge,.




knowledge”. to. indicate. that. they. are. related. to. human. experiences.
localized. in. contexts. and. do. not. have. the. aim. of. generalization. or.
contextualization. that. marks. the. scientific. kind. of. knowledge.. Our.
epistemological.position.is.that.local.knowledge.is.knowledge.because.
it.allows.a.multitude.of.social.actors.to.interpret.the.world.and.act.in.
it.. In. the. scientific. field,. the. singular. continues. to. dominate,. giving.
birth.to.the.idea.of..“scienticity,”.that.is.to.say,.a.set.of.material.require-







the. choice. of. an. English-speaking. journal. with. high-impact. factor,.
etc..The.“evidence-based”.criteria.belong.in.this.semantic.universe.
We. call. this. unitary. epistemological. approach. “positivism.”.
We. view. this. approach. not. only. as. exclusionary. to. the. plurality. of.
human.knowledges.from.the.field.of.science,.but.see.it.as. imposing.
only. one. specific. way. of. doing. science:. alignment. with. the. positiv-






though.claiming.to.be. the.only. truth..This.knowledge.rooted. in. the.
history.of.the.West.has.features.that.make.it.especially.powerful:.its.
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to. think. in. the.plural,. to.open.up. to. a. plurality.of.knowledges.and.
epistemologies,. especially. from. the. Global. South.. Except. in. certain.
practices. of. social. sciences,. the. dominance. of. the. positivist. episte-
mology.prevailing.in.the.global.network.of.universities.immediately.




universities. in. the. North,. and. the. perpetuation. of. the. development.
model. based. on. economic. growth.. This. hegemonic. model,. defined.
as. the. legacy. of.modernity,. claims. to.be. the.only.possible.model.of.
science.for.development.in.the.North.as.in.the.South..The.University 
World News. is.the.perfect.vehicle.for.these.ideas.
Promoting. the. empowerment. of. scientists. in. developing. their.
power. to. act. and. build. locally. relevant. and. useful. knowledge. is. to.
allow.Open.Science.to.contribute.to.the.development..In.the.next.sec-
tion,.we.explore.strategies.for.the.contextualization.of.Open.Science.
Strategies to Contextualize Open Science  
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In. terms. of. visibility,. Open.Access. is. an. interesting. option. for.
researchers. from. the. periphery. to. participate. in. the. great. scientific.
conversation..However,.this.conversation.should.not.only.be.from.the.
North.to.the.South.but.should.focus.on.the.visibility.and.increase.of.
knowledge. from. the. South,. so. that. the. world. becomes. aware. of. its.
huge. wealth.. If. we. advocate. Open.Access. publication,. we. consider.
that.the.practice.of.APCs.(Author.Publication.Charges).by.for-profit.









repositories. in.Africa. and. Haiti. because. they. are. too. expensive. to.
maintain..Considering.that.each.university.should.have.its.own.insti-
tutional.repository.is.part.of.the.logic.of.the.North.where.universities.
compete. for. visibility. and. world. ranking.. Our. proposal. is. to. create.
a.pan-African.institutional.repository,.which.could.accommodate.the.
scientific. production. of. several. universities. in.Africa. and. Haiti.. In.
January.2018,.this.project.was.officially.endorsed.by.CAMES.(Conseil 
africain et malgache pour l’enseignement supérieur.[African.and.Malagasy.
Council. for. Higher. Education]).. This. is. fair. Open. Science. in. action.
and.not.just.Open.Science.
In.order.to.better.connect.African.research.to.the.needs.of.local.
populations,. we. discussed. the. creation. of. science. shops. as. a. means.
to.build.links.between.a.university.and.local.civil.society.toward.sus-





entists. to. come. out. of. their. “confined. laboratory”. toward. “outdoor.
research”.(Callon,.Lascoumes,.and.Barthe.2001),.working.with.non-ac-
ademic.social.actors.on.action.research.projects,.joint.research,.applied.
research,. or. industrial. research.. In. other. words,. rejecting. the. ivory.
tower,.practitioners.of.Open.Science.agree. to.be. involved. in. the. life.
of. their.community.. In.college,. fair.Open.Science.not.only.demands.
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more. collaboration. between. faculty,. students,. and. civil. society. or.
the. job. market,. but. also. promotes. opportunities. like. science. shops.















development?. Without. minimizing. the. difficulties. associated. with.
such. an. objective,. which. the. SOHA. project. aimed. to. document,. we.









it. should. also. include. the. recognition. of. the. value. of. local. knowl-
edge.and.local.languages..This.recognition.can.have.many.effects.in.
the. fight. against. epistemic. alienation. and. against. the. imposition. of.
colonial.languages..as.the.most.legitimate.and.scholarly.languages.
Our.collaborative.work.made.us.realize.that.in.order.to.become.




and. dissuades. them. from. generating. relevant,. local. knowledge..A.
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seemingly. “neutral”. Open. Science,. impermeable. to. the. contexts. in.















Beyond. this. cultural. aspect,. Haiti. and. Francophone. Sub-Saharan.Africa. share. a.
similar.colonial.history,.as.they.were.all.colonized.by.France.
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